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A b s tract 
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate 
experimental ly the combined effects of an information 
package comprised of a written pamphlet and a 
videotape on physicians' knowledge about federal l aw 
and its implications for making referrals to early 
intervention programs . There were 38 physicians with 
practice located in a 16-county region of East Tennessee 
who participated in the study. Physicians were randomly 
assigned to experimental and control groups . Physicians 
ass igned to the experimental group received the 
information package and the Physicians' Knowledge and 
Practice Questionnaire. Physicians in this group were 
given 2 weeks to review the materials and complete and 
return the questionnaire.  Physicians assigned to the 
control group received only the Physicians' Knowledge 
and Practice Questionnaire . They also had 2 weeks to 
complete and return the questionnaire. Results of a one­
way ANOV A revealed a difference between the total 
knowledge scores of physicians m the two groups; the 
knowledge score of physicians m the experimental group 
was higher than the score of physicians in the control 
group. Data gathered from the TEIS chi ld find directory 
lV 
indicated that, after the i nformation package was 
distributed to physicians, there was a dramatic i ncrease 
in  the number of new referrals to TEIS . There were 1 4  
new referrals made to TEIS b y  physicians who 
participated in  the study. Of these 1 4  referrals ,  1 0  were 
m ade by 6 physicians in the experimental group and 2 
referrals were made by 1 physician in the control group. 
Results of a 1 test indicated that there was a significant 
difference between groups in  the number of new 
referrals .  Taken together, the knowledge and referral 
data i ndicated that the information package was a usefu l  
means o f  i nforming physicians about the l aw, their roles 
and responsibilities related to the law, and services for 
children w ith special needs and also changing their 
referral practices to TEIS . 
v 
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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
Advanced technology and improvements in  medical 
care have led to a decrease in prenatal, perinatal, and 
postnatal mortality of many at-risk infants. Increased 
survival rates of premature, low-birth-weight, and other 
at-risk infants have resulted in an increase in the 
number of children with developmental disabilities .  
Approximately 20% of the 3.7 million infants born 
annually in the United States of America have prenatal or 
postnatal conditions that place them at risk for 
develop mental disabilities (Harber, 1 99 1 ;  Parette, 
Hourcade, & Brimberry, 1 990) . 
In addition, during the last two decades researchers 
have accumulated a wealth of knowledge pertaining to 
the effectiveness of early intervention programs for 
infants and toddlers with disabilities. Researchers have 
found that there are certain periods during the early 
years when a child is very susceptible and responsive to 
different learning experiences (Peterson, 1 987) .  Also, i t  
i s  during the early years that initial patterns of learning 
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and behavior greatly influence subsequent development 
(Peterson, 1 987). Therefore, it is important that 
intervention begins early in the life of a child with special 
needs so that the primary disability does not put the 
child at risk for the development of secondary 
disabilities.  Usually, primary disabilities can be detected 
before 1 8  months of age by a pediatrician, who is often 
the first person to recognize a potential problem (Adams, 
1 982 ;  Howard, 1982; Parmelee, 1 962) . Early diagnosis 
and referral of these children to early intervention 
programs is therefore essential . 
Components of Public Law 99-457 
Increased knowledge in the area of early 
intervention led, in part, to the passage of Public Law 
(PL) 94- 1 42 in 1 975 (formerly known as the Education 
for All Handicapped Children's Act and now known as the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act [IDEA]),  which 
mandated that all school-age children with disabilities 
receive free appropriate education in the least restrictive 
environment. In 1 986 an amendment to this law was 
enacted. It was called PL 99-457 and it extended early 
intervention services to children 3 to 5 years of age (Part 
B) and also offered states additional incentives to provide 
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early intervention for the birth through 2-year-old 
population (Part H). The Part H section of PL 99-457 
represents one of the most comprehensive national 
agendas ever implemented for young children with 
disabi lities (Brewer, McPherson, Magrab, & Hutchins, 
1989). Part H (Programs for Infants and Toddlers) 1s 
intended to provide a system of family-focused 
intervention. The objectives of this part of the legislation 
are to (a) develop and implement a statewide, 
comprehensive, coordinated, and multidisciplinary 
interagency program of early intervention services for 
infants and toddlers with disabilities and their families , 
(b) faci litate the coordination of payment for early 
intervention services from federal, state, local, and 
private sources (including public and private insurance 
coverage), and (c) enhance the states' capacity to provide 
quality early intervention services and also improve 
existing early intervention services being provided to 
infants and toddlers with disabilities and their families 
(Federal Register, Sec. 303.1). 
In order to receive Part H funds, states had to 
participate in a 5-year planning and evaluation process 
that results in the full implementation of intervention 
services during the final year. Governors of participating 
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states were responsible for designating a lead agency for 
the overall administration of the early intervention 
system. The lead agency is responsible for the full 
implementation of the law in the state. The governor also 
was responsible for establishing an Interagency 
Coordinating Council. This council is comprised of 
representatives of state agencies, higher education, 
service providers, and parents . The purpose of the 
Interagency Coordinating Council is to assist the lead 
agency in the development and implementation of the 
state's plan. The lead agency, along with the Interagency 
Coordinating Council, is responsible for creating a 
comprehensive network of services through interagency 
agreements that include all 14 components of the law. 
These components are (a) a definition of developmentally 
delayed to be used by the state to carry out programs 
under this law; (b) a timetable for services to be provided 
to all eligible children in the state; (c) a comprehensive 
multidisciplinary evaluation of the functioning of children 
with special needs that must include an assessment of the 
family's needs so that they can help appropriately in the 
development of the child; (d) an individualized family 
service plan; (e) a comprehensive child find system for 
making referrals to service providers; (f) a public 
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awareness program with a focus on early identification of 
children with special needs; (g) a central directory that 
includes a list of services, experts , and resources as well 
as research and demonstration projects conducted in each 
s tate; (h) a comprehensive system of personnel 
development; (i) a single line of authority in a lead 
agency, designated or established by the governor for 
carrying out all activities under this part of the law; U) a 
procedure for timely disbursement of funds; (k) policies 
pertaining to contracting or making arrangements with 
local service providers to provide early intervention; (1) 
policies and procedures for personnel standards to ensure 
that personnel are appropriately and adequately 
prepared and trained; (m) a system for compiling data 
regarding the number of children with special needs in 
the state, number of children with special needs served, 
and type of early intervention services provided; and (n) 
procedural safeguards .  
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act  and 
Physician Involvement 
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
( IDEA), 1990 (typically referred to as PL 99-457) for the 
first time emphasized the involvement of primary 
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referral sources, including physicians, in 3 of the 14 
components of the law (Berman & Meiner, 1 992). The 
three components that specified physician involvement 
were child find, public awareness, and personnel 
development. Child find refers to the ways that children 
with disabilities are identified and brought into the early 
intervention system. Medical practitioners such as 
physicians, nurses, and allied personnel play a primary 
role in child find activities. The public awareness 
component of the law specifies the need to create 
knowledge of early intervention that is understood and 
supported by professionals as well as parents of children 
with special needs. Personnel development refers to 
methods used to train professionals to work with special 
needs children. Methods to enhance personnel 
development are more formal than methods of child find 
and public awareness. Broadening personnel knowledge 
about the importance of early intervention, promoting 
awareness of different early intervention programs in the 
community, and fostering positive attitudes towards 
serving children with special needs are important aspects 
of personnel development that must be incorporated in 
training programs for professionals working with special 
needs children. 
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In addition, prior to the 1 990 amendment to PL 94-
142 the American Academy of Pediatrics ( 1 988) 
identified certain competencies required by physicians m 
three other components of the law. They are child 
assessment, referral,  and the Individualized Family 
Service Plan ( IFSP) .  Child assessment begins when a 
child is perceived to be at risk for developmental delays 
or has a condition that is certain to developmental delays; 
it  ends when a decision is made either to intervene or not 
to intervene. Referral is the process that includes 
notifying early intervention programs about a child 
identified to be at risk for developmental delays . An 
IFSP consists of a multidisciplinary assessment of the 
needs of the child and family and the identification of 
services to meet those needs. The IFSP is developed by a 
multidisciplinary team of individuals who are involved 
with the care and development of the child. 
All of the five components mentioned above 
require the lead agency for Part H activities in each state 
to inform potential referral sources, particularly hospital 
personnel and physicians in private practice, about PL 
99-457, and to develop ways to disseminate information 
that promote awareness of the legislation and obtain 
their participation in the referral process. Therefore, it is 
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important that all primary referral sources, including 
physicians, be aware of the existence of each state's Part 
H program, typically referred to as the state early 
intervention system. This is because physicians play an 
important role as a source of information and support for 
families with infants who may have special needs and 
also because they are responsible for referring young 
children with disabilities to early intervention programs . 
Interdisciplinary Collaboration and Serving Children with 
Special Needs 
Historically, physicians have played a unique and 
fundamental role in the care of children with disabilities 
and their families (Downey, 1990) . It is therefore 
essential that their extensive experience with this 
population be made available to early intervention 
practitioners,  for example, by supplying them with 
information about potential effects that a therapeutic or 
educational intervention program might have on the 
medical condition of a child (Parette et al. ,  1990). The 
role of sharing information with professionals from other 
disciplines enables physicians to be effective members of 
an interdisciplinary team. 
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In order for physicians to be part of an 
interdisciplinary team and participate in the state early 
intervention system, they will have to understand 
specifically what their responsibilities are and how they 
can access the system with which they are expected to 
work. They also have to acquire certain knowledge, 
skills,  attitudes , and behaviors to participate effectively 
as members of the interdisciplinary team (Shonkoff, 
1 989).  Lack of knowledge about their roles in  the early 
identification, referral ,  and interdisciplinary collaboration 
processes 1s a major concern of many physicians who 
want to take part in the state early intervention system 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 1 988) .  
In the past, the pnmary role of the physician 
typically has been to conduct routine physical 
examinations and detect medically based disabilities (e.g. ,  
seizure disorders, sensory defects, neurological 
impairments, genetic disorders) (Parette et al., 1 990) . 
Once these disorders were diagnosed, depending on the 
type and extent of the disability, the child usually was 
referred either to a residential setting or to an 
educational program (Shonkoff, Dworkin, Leviton, & 
Levine, 1 979). This process minimized the need for 
further involvement of the physician and did not give her 
or him an opportunity to work with professionals from 
other disciplines after a referral was made. The 
importance of physician involvement on an 
interdisciplinary team for the care of children with 
disabilities has been well described by Downey ( 1990) :  
Physician's distinctive alliance with the 
chi ld and family emphasizes the 
powerful position he/she holds in this 
i nterdisciplinary team whose task is to 
develop a plan to help that particular 
child and family. The pediatrician 
serves as an advisor to the parent, 
advocate for the child, and community 
leader, who is willing to share insights 
gleaned from his [or her] training in 
growth and development with other 
members and who is sensitive to and 
appreciative of the equally important 
insights shared by other professional 
disciplines .  (p. 125) 
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The passage of PL 99-457 and its emphasis on the 
involvement of medical professionals, therefore, provides 
1 1 
new opportunities for physicians to interact with 
professionals from other disciplines. The law emphasizes 
the importance of physicians' being aware of their roles, 
responsibilities ,  and functions in providing early 
intervention to children with special needs. 
The child find system must include 
procedures for use by primary referral 
sources for referring a child to the 
appropriate public agency within the system 
for 1 (i) Evaluation and assessment. (ii) As 
appropriate, the provision of services . . . 2(ii) 
Ensure that referrals are made no more than 
two working days after a child has been 
identified; and (iii) include procedures for 
determining the extent to which primary 
referral sources, especially hospitals and 
physician, disseminate the information 
prepared by the lead agency on the 
availability of early intervention services to 
parents of infants with disabilities. (Federal 
Register, 303 .32 1 )  
Therefore, the need for physicians to be aware of their 
new roles and responsibilities is very important 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 1988) .  
Barriers to Physician Involvement 
1 2 
Although the need is great for physicians to be 
involved in the implementation of PL 99-457, there are a 
number of barriers they must be overcome in order to 
serve children with special needs efficiently and 
effectively. One of the major barriers is the lack of 
training that physicians receive through medical school. 
residency, and Continuing Medical Education experiences 
(Daeshner & Cerreto, 1985) . Because physicians often 
know so little about the law and its implications for them, 
efforts are being made m some states to incorporate post­
medical school training m areas such as roles and 
responsibilities under the law and to familiarize 
physicians with concepts such as, family-focused 
intervention, coordinated care, and community-based 
intervention (Blackman, Healy, & Ruppert 1 992; Desguin, 
1988 ;  Wachtel, Grossman, Hyman, & Kappelman, 1992) . 
Other components that are included in many training 
programs address methods for making referrals to early 
intervention practitioners once the initial diagnosis has 
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been made (Powers & Healy, 1 982) and for collaborating 
with professionals from other disciplines through the 
interdisciplinary team process (Desguin, 1 988) .  Emphasis 
often is  placed on their role expectations as members of  
an interdisciplinary team, particularly their role as 
mediator between parents and other medically oriented 
personnel such as physical therapists and speech­
language pathologists (Wachtel et al., 1 992) . This kind of 
role may suit physicians best because of their 
understanding of the medical-social history of the child 
and family as well as the family's dynamics. Through the 
team process, physicians are best suited to facilitate 
communication of medically related information between 
the family and other professionals in a nonthreatening 
way (Parette et al. ,  1 990). 
A second potential barrier that limits the way many 
physicians can become involved in the early intervention 
process is the possibility that they may lack interest in  
collaborating with professionals outside of  the medical 
disciplines. Although it is well recognized that 
collaborative interactions between special educators and 
physicians will ultimately improve services to children 
with special needs and their families, this relationship 
has been difficult to establish (Bennett, 1982).  Perhaps 
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this is because physicians possess only limited knowledge 
about special education and thus feel inadequate to 
interact with professional educators (Downey, 1990) . 
However, if children with disabilities are to receive the 
maximum benefits provided by the new legislation, the 
basic expertise and talents of the medical community 
along with that of professional educators must be used. 
Another factor that often impedes collaboration 
between medical personnel and professionals from other 
disciplines is the traditional view held by many 
individuals in the medical field that the areas of child 
development and care of developmental ly disabled 
children are primarily the responsibility of physicians 
and not special educators (Bennett, 1 982; Howard, 1 982; 
Peter, 1992). Therefore, medical professionals may feel 
at times that special educators are trespassing on their 
field of expertise. Such a view can lead to bitter feelings 
and unnecessary misunderstandings among professionals 
from different disciplines . 
Differences in style and approach to the problems 
of disabled children are additional factors that often 
impede the collaboration process (Shonkoff, 1989). Many 
physicians tend to utilize a narrow diagnostic or medical 
management approach to the care of children with special 
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needs. The ultimate goal of their practice is the medical 
cure of an illness or disability and not the rehabilitative 
care of a condition over a long-term period (Guralnick, 
1982; Peter, 1 992). The latter approach is more often 
taken by special educators who believe that, in order to 
prevent secondary disabilities in addition to treating the 
primary disability, early intervention of a long-term 
nature is necessary. 
One way to address the philosophical and 
procedural differences between physicians and special 
educators towards early intervention is to facilitate 
transdisciplinary collaboration. This might be done in 
part by examining ways that information is disseminated 
to physicians. Effective communication might help 
physicians to understand the philosophy and practices of 
the two disciplines so that children who need therapeutic 
or educational assistance are served more effectively . 
A third potential barrier to physician involvement 
m the process of early intervention is the lack of 
attention given to education in chi ld development and 
behavior and the rehabilitative care of chi ldren with 
developmental disabilities in most pediatric training and 
professional development activi ties (Teplin, Kuhn & 
Palsha, 1 993) .  However, with the advent of PL 99-457 
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and its emphasis on the importance of physicians' 
acquiring knowledge about the law and the need to 
participate in the state early intervention system, there IS 
now an increased number of physicians attending to and 
participating in Continuing Medical Education short 
courses, workshops, and other kinds of educational 
opportunities (Healy, I 993) . 
A fourth and potentially maJor barrier that hinders 
physicians' participation in an intervention system is the 
time constraints they often face as they try to manage 
busy schedules and case overloads and also participate in 
child find, child assessment, IFSP, and personnel training 
activities (Liptak & Revell, 1 989; Parette et al . ,  1992; 
Peter, I 992). 
Once major barriers to physicians' participation in 
Part H activities are known and fully appreciated by a 
state's lead agency, efforts must be made to address the 
problems created by these barriers. This would help 
physicians  participate effectively in the implementation 
of PL 99-457. 
Influence of Communication on Phvsicians' Knowledge 
One way that physicians might overcome common 
barriers that hinder their involvement in Part H activities 
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is to become more aware of their roles and 
responsibilities toward serving children with special 
needs. This might be accomplished by the lead agency 
through the utilization of effective means of 
communicating with medical personnel and informing 
them about the requirements of the law. However, 
communicating with physicians is not an easy task, 
primarily because of the long history of segregation 
between the fields of education and medicine. Although 
major advances in the technology of disease prevention 
and control and greater appreciation of psychosocial 
influences on children's development have helped to 
overcome some of this segregation, effective means of 
bridging the gap between the two fields is sti ll needed 
(Guralnick, 1 982) .  
I t  has been suggested that communication between 
physicians and special educators might be improved if 
physicians could meet regularly with educators, 
therapists,  and social workers and exchange information 
about the child and family (Howard, 1982). In order for 
this type of communication to be effective, there must be 
an awareness and acceptance of differences among the 
different disciplines. Also, professionals must appreciate 
the differences in their skills and methods of intervention 
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and be willing to admit their limitations as well as call on 
others to provide assistance and knowledge. There 
should also be nonthreatening opportunities for 
discussion and sharing of information (Guralnick, 1 982) .  
Good communication by professionals i n  the field of  early 
intervention with physicians can help expand their 
knowledge about PL 99-457 and the importance of 
participating in the process of early intervention. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to address problems 
that early interventionists face when they try to inform 
physicians about PL 99-457 and the importance of early 
identification, referral, and interdisciplinary 
collaboration. Researchers in the field of early childhood 
special education literature have not empirically 
evaluated some of the common methods that lead 
agencies are currently using to inform physicians. It IS 
therefore the aim of the present study to examine 
whether a combination or package of written and 
videotape material is an effective means of imparting 
knowledge to physicians. An experimental evaluation of 
this package should help special educators and other 
professionals working in early intervention settings know 
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whether i t  ts  an effective means of enhancing physicians' 
knowledge about early intervention and to improve 
physicians' practices that relate to services for young 
children with disabilities and their families. 
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CHAPTER II 
Review of Literature 
Since the inception of Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act ( IDEA) (formerly known as the Education 
for All Handicapped Children's Act of 1 975, there has 
been a need to increase collaboration between families of 
children with disabilities and their physicians. With an 
amendment to this law in 1986, which extended 
therapeutic and educational services to children with 
disabilities from birth through 2 years of age, the need 
for collaboration became even greater. Primary care 
physicians had then and still have an important role to 
play in the implementation of this law as opportunities to 
work with other professionals and families are made 
available through early intervention activities .  
Although there is  a great need for physicians to 
participate in the state early intervention system, 
methods of involving them in the process have not been 
examined carefully, primarily because the law was 
enacted only 8 years ago. Also, prior to the law, 
physicians' responsibilities for serving young children 
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with disabilities were not clearly defined. Early 
identification and referral of children with disabilities to 
the state early intervention system were not previously 
specified under the law as the responsibilities of 
physicians.  Moreover, evaluation of methods of 
informing physicians about their new roles and 
responsibilities have not been explored by researchers 
since the inception of the law. 
It was in 1990 when IDEA was enacted that 
physicians were included in the statutory language 
of the law (Berman & Meiner, 1992). The section of 
the law pertaining to the provision of medical and 
health services by qualified personnel now include 
physicians and specifically stated that, 
"consultations by physicians with other service 
providers concerning the special health care needs 
of eligible children will need to be addressed in the 
course of providing other early intervention 
services" (Federal Register, Sec. 303 . 1 2). 
Therefore, with the growing knowledge about the 
importance of the early years and the need for 
implementing intervention for children with special 
needs at an early age, methods of informing physicians 
about their roles and responsibilities for completing 
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developmental assessments, making referrals, and 
participating in the decision-making process through 
team collaboration need to be examined very carefully. 
There is no empirical information available that 
documents the effects of different methods of informing 
physicians about their roles and responsibilities 
pertaining to their participation in the state early 
intervention system. Pertinent information that 1s 
available related to the different methods of 
disseminating information and promoting physician 
involvement, specifically in the areas of child assessment, 
referral, and interdisciplinary collaboration, will be 
reviewed in the following sections. Physicians' roles and 
responsibilities and their knowledge in the areas 
mentioned above also will be reviewed. Furthermore, 
common barriers faced by physicians in fulfilling their 
responsibilities and participating effectively in the state 
early intervention system will be addressed. Finally, 
methods that have typically been used to inform 
physicians about the importance of their participation m 
early intervention will be described and conclusions 
drawn regarding their effectiveness. 
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Phvsicians' Knowledge About Public Law 99-457 and its 
Implementat ion 
Medical personnel such as obstetricians, nurses, and 
pediatricians are usually the first people outside of the 
family to suspect that a child has a developmental delay 
or is  at risk for a delay. Often these personnel are not 
aware of the range of available early intervention 
services in the community . Sometimes they may be 
unaware of the existence of the state early intervention 
system that is responsible for implementing the 
legislation. Medical personnel also may be unaware of 
the benefits of early intervention for children with 
special needs. Therefore, it is important that the lead 
agency communicate with physicians and inform them 
about the law and its requirements. Additionally, the 
lead agency is responsible for informing physicians about 
their roles and responsibilities towards implementation 
of the law, particularly in the areas of child assessment, 
referral, and development of the Individualized Family 
Service Plan (IFSP) (Carolina Institute for Child and 
Family Policy, 1 989). 
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Child Assessment and Referral 
Child find, assessment, and referral are important 
components of PL 99-457 and key aspects of effective 
early intervention. Because a majority of referrals for 
early intervention come from the health care system and 
because parents rely on physicians to identify or confirm 
their child's developmental delay (Adams, 1 982) ,  it 1s  
very important that physicians understand the law and 
fulfi l l  their responsibilities in a manner consistent with 
its provisions. 
The American Academy of Pediatrics and the 
Bureau of Maternal and Child Health together sponsored a 
conference in 1 989 to "increase opportunities for 
pediatricians to provide timely and effective medical and 
health services, to work cooperatively with parents and 
professionals who provide these services, and to 
cooperatively plan local, regional, and statewide early 
intervention services" (National Center for Networking 
Community Based Services, 1989, p. 3). The goal of this 
conference was to facilitate participation of physicians in 
the implementation of the law.  Furthermore, a series of 
competencies required by pediatricians in the area of 
child find, assessment, and referral were agreed upon.  
Some of the competencies are as follows: (a) understand 
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the components and intent of PL 99-457 and the general 
provisions of their state implementation plan, (b) employ 
strategies for observing and identifying children with, or 
at risk for, developmental delays, (c) administer 
developmental screening instruments to monitor the 
growth and development of all infants and children, (d) 
develop competency in using community-based medical 
and health services and be able to establish effective 
communication linkages with such services, (e) develop 
and maintain skil ls in screening, assessment, and 
diagnosis, (f) obtain necessary information through the 
use of medical and social history (from child, family, 
hospital records, other professional sources) to assess a 
child, (g) perform longitudinal monitoring of a child's 
growth and development when appropriate , and (h) 
make appropriate referrals to the agencies providing 
early intervention services . 
Much has been said about what a physician should 
know about serving children with developmental 
disabilities. However, there is very little documentation 
of their practices in areas of child find, assessment, and 
referral (Shonkoff et al . ,  1979) and most of the extant 
information is anecdotal in nature. 
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One exception, however, is a study conducted by 
Shonkoff et al. ( 1979) . These researchers interviewed 97 
pediatricians from five New England states (Maine, 
Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and 
Massachusetts) . Some of the questions asked in the 
interview were related to physicians' perceptions of the 
frequency they see children with disabilities in their 
practice and practices they use to serve them. Physicians 
were presented with seven clinical problems: a child with 
gross-motor delay, speech and language delay, 
hemiparesis, hearing impairment, school fai lure, 
hyperactivity, and mental retardation. The investigators 
specifically studied pediatricians' recall of their 
involvement in areas of diagnosis, assessment, and 
referral. Shonkoff et al. ( 1 979) found that when a child 
with known gross-motor delays was evaluated, 63 
pediatricians (65%) relied exclusively on clinical 
judgment to make a diagnosis. Only 24 pediatricians 
(25%) indicated that they would employ a standardized 
developmental test as part of their office evaluation. 
When asked whether they would at some point refer the 
child for further evaluation or early intervention, 89 
pediatricians (92%) said they were likely to refer these 
children for early intervention services, with 85 (88%) 
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indicating that they would generally make the referral 
before a child was 2 years of age. In the case of a child 
having speech and language delays, only 1 8  pediatricians 
( 19%) indicated that they used standardized 
developmental tests on a regular basis as a means of 
identifying a disability.  When asked about referring the 
child for early intervention, only 40 (43%) reported that 
they would refer a child for further evaluation when she 
or he reached 2 1 12 years of age; 58 (9 1 %) stated that 
they would make a referral by 3 years of age. When a 6-
month-infant who was identified with mild hemiparesis 
during a well-baby visit was presented, 74 of the 
pediatricians (76%) interviewed said they would refer the 
child for further consultation and 18 ( 1 9%) indicated they 
would make the referral only if the condition persisted 
for a year. When asked about their approach to making a 
referral for further evaluation on a child who consistently 
failed in school, 28 pediatricians (29%) indicated that 
they would make a referral to a medical out-patient clinic 
for further evaluation. When pediatricians were asked 
about hearing screening practices, 40 ( 4 1 %) reported they 
performed routine hearing screenings in their offices. 
Hearing tests were reported to be used by 3 1  (32%) 
pediatricians only when they suspected hearing 
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problems, and 26 (27%) said they did not perform any 
type of screening in their offices. When pediatricians 
were asked about assessment practices with a 3-year-old 
suspected of having cognitive delays,  37 (38%) reported 
that they would refer the child to a psychologist for 
further evaluation, 39 (30%) indicated that they would 
rely on their clinical judgment to determine a child's 
cognitive ability,  1 1  ( 1 1 %) said they obtained information 
from laboratory studies such as electroencephalograms, 
amino-acid screening tests, and skull X-rays. The use of 
a standardized test was reported by 37 pediatricians 
(38% ) .  When pediatricians were asked about practices 
they used to screen preschool children, 79 (80%) reported 
that they routinely monitored their development. Among 
those who performed routine developmental screenings, 
20 (26%) reported that they used standardized screening 
instruments ; the remainder used only their clinical 
j u dgment .  
Thus, Shonkoff e t  al . ( 1 979) showed that a majority 
of the pediatricians relied exclusively on clinical 
j udgment and general observations for assessing young 
children's developmental problems in their offices . This 
practice may have left a significant number of children 
with developmental delays unidentified at an early age. 
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Also, the level of disability seemed to have an effect on 
physicians' screening and referral practices ; children with 
more severe delays were screened and referred for early 
intervention much sooner than children with mild to 
moderate delays. 
When physicians were asked questions about their 
attitudes regarding the value of early identification, it 
was found that a majority of pediatricians strongly felt 
that early identification would decrease the possibility of 
developmental delays in later years for children with 
special needs . There were 62 pediatricians (62%) who 
perceived this way about children who had cerebral 
palsy, 44 (44%) perceived the same way about children 
with mental retardation, 59 (59%) about children with 
learning disabilities, 67 (67%) about children with 
behavior problems, 7 1  (7 1%) about children with 
language impairments, 89 (89%) about children with 
hearing impairments, and 78 (78%) about children who 
are blind. 
Although most physicians strongly agreed that 
early identification and intervention were essential, 
many of them still failed to make an affirmative effort to 
identify children with developmental delays and many of 
them did not seem to refer those with delays to early 
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intervention programs in a timely manner. Because of 
the discrepancy between physicians' atti tudes toward the 
effectiveness of early intervention and their referral 
practices, it also may be that some physicians are not 
aware of assessment instruments they can use to 
identify children with developmental delays. Lack of 
knowledge may function, therefore, as a barrier in the 
identification of children with developmental delays and 
thereby impede referrals to early intervention providers. 
In another study, Glascoe and vanDervoort ( 1 985) 
evaluated the actual screening and referral practices of 
physicians in Tennessee. There were 1 39 physicians who 
participated in the study, including general practice 
physicians, family practice physicians, and pediatricians .  
Participants were asked questions about the type of 
screening instruments they used, how often they 
conducted screenings, how they used screenings results, 
and their referral practices. When asked about their 
screening practices, 47% of the physicians reported that 
they used standardized testing instruments for screening 
and 53% reported using informal screening methods such 
as parental reports and observations. When they were 
asked how often they conducted screenings, 29% reported 
that they screened every patient, 42% indicated that they 
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screened only some patients, and 37% reported that they 
screened most patients . Among physicians who 
reportedly screened some or most patients, 43% reported 
that they screened only when they observed delays, 45% 
screened when parents suspected delays, and 34% 
screened only when a child had a serious illness. When 
physicians were asked how they used screening results, 
only 45% indicated that they continued to monitor 
patients across visits after screening results indicated the 
presence of a delay. Referral practices also varied; 80% of 
the physicians reported that they made referrals to 
medical specialists, 43% made referrals to school systems, 
and 73% made referrals to agencies or individuals for 
developmental evaluations .  
Glascoe and vanDervoort ( 1 985) also compared the 
number of physicians' referrals to a developmental 
evaluation center to the numbers made by other 
providers such as medical center services, social agencies, 
and developmental programs .  Of the 64 1 children who 
were referred to the developmental center, 239 were 
made by hospital and university medical center 
personnel, 195 by other physicians, 126 by 
developmental specialists in programs such as Head Start 
and day care centers, and 8 1  by social service personal. 
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When the referral practices of physicians for children 
with mental disabilities and other handicapping 
conditions were examined, the results indicated that 
there were no differences between the referral practices 
of physicians and those of other providers. However, 
there were differences when children with other 
disabilities were involved (e.g., learning disabilities , 
autism, and language problems). Physicians referred 
these kinds of children at an older age to the 
developmental center when compared to providers in 
other fields who referred children with the same 
disabil i ti es .  
Glascoe and vanDervoort ( 1985) suggested that 
improvements have occurred in the screening and 
referral practices of physicians since Shonkoff et al. 
( 1 979) reported their findings .  Nevertheless, many 
physicians still seemed to depend on informal methods of 
screening rather than standardized testing procedures, 
and many tended to make referrals of children with 
disabilities (with the exception of children with mental 
retardation) much later than other service providers . 
Both of these practices might have important negative 
effects on the later development of some children with 
disabi l i ties .  
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The screening and referral practices of pnmary 
care physicians in Alabama were examined by Nelson 
( 1 986) for very-low-birth-weight infants ( < 1 500 grams). 
The results of the survey showed that, despite the 
knowledge of the appreciation that very-low-birth­
weight infants are at risk for developmental delays, only 
39% of pediatricians and 29% of family physicians 
performed a formal developmental assessment. In 
addition, even when serious disabilities like cerebral 
palsy were diagnosed before the age of 1 year, referrals 
to therapeutic or educational programs were not 
routinely made until a child was 2 years of age. The 
same findings were observed for children with birth 
weights less than 1 000 grams. Out of 1 36 children with 
low birth weight, only 36 were diagnosed with major 
disabilities such as blindness, deafness, and cerebral 
palsy. Moreover, 75% of these children were not 
diagnosed with developmental delays. Of the 25% who 
were identified by their primary care physician with 
possible delays, 83% were not referred for any kind of 
early intervention service. Taken together, the results of 
this study suggests that even when a child's condition is 
severe and places the child at high risk for 
developmental delays. many primary care physicians still 
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fail to diagnose the condition and, in most cases, do not 
make referrals for early intervention in a timely manner. 
Perhaps this is because many physicians are not 
knowledgeable about appropriate assessment 
instruments and the importance of timely assessments 
for making referrals to early intervention programs . 
Scott ( 1 990) surveyed 342 pediatricians in an effort 
to learn about the screening methods and referral 
practices of physicians in Virginia. The study focused 
specifically on child find efforts related to children birth 
through 2 years with developmental delays. 
Pediatricians were asked to complete a questionnaire that 
consisted of 33 items presented in a checklist format. 
Data were analyzed by comparing differences and 
similarities of child find efforts among pediatricians 
across the state. From the results it was seen that, of 305 
pediatricians who responded, 96.6% (n = 280) reported 
they performed screenings regularly through 
observations, 90.7% (n. = 262) reported that they used 
maternal histories, 87.2% (n = 252) reported that they 
conducted neurological examinations, and 58 .5% (n = 1 69) 
indicated that they used standardized screening 
instruments . When asked to identify fol low-up 
procedures they used after an infant was screened and 
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re-evaluated, 309 of the pediatricians responded and 76% 
(n = 234) stated that they would make referrals to 
appropriate professionals (e.g., referral to a speech­
language pathologist if there was a delay in speech and 
language development) . Referrals to early intervention 
programs were made by 74% (n = 228) of the physicians. 
The results reported by Scott ( 1990) and Glascoe 
and vanDervoort ( 1 985) represent an increase in the 
percentage of children with special needs who were 
identified and referred by physicians to early 
intervention providers compared to similar results 
reported by Shonkoff et al. ( 1 979). Comparisons of these 
findings suggest that physicians are beginning to screen 
infants more frequently. However, Scott ( 1 990) found 
there are still many physicians who do not perform 
standardized developmental screenings and therefore fail 
to identify some children with developmental disabilities. 
Although Scott ( 1 990) did not discuss possible reasons for 
this failure, one reason might be that some physicians do 
not have sufficient knowledge about the assessment 
process and therefore do not refer some children with 
disabilities to early intervention programs .  
Kanthor, Pless, Satterwhite, and Myers ( 1 97 4) 
found that knowledge about early intervention is related 
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to referral patterns of physicians and pediatricians. In 
their study, mothers' perceptions of a primary care 
physician's role in the care of children with spina bifida 
were examined. Evaluation and treatment of the disease, 
advice regarding intervention, genetic counseling, 
coordination of care, and emotional support for the fami ly 
were some of the areas studied. Based on interviews that 
were conducted with 44 mothers of spina bifida children, 
Kanthor et al . ( 197 4) found that primary care physicians 
did not sufficiently fulfill any of the roles mentioned 
above in the eyes of the children's mothers. Physicians 
were perceived by mothers to provide primarily acute 
medical care and to some extent to contribute to the 
rehabilitative and coordinated care of their children. 
However, most of the mothers perceived that the 
physicians did not take responsibility for providing 
coordinated care. The results of this  study suggests a 
general unwillingness on the part of pediatricians to 
become actively involved in the comprehensive care and 
intervention of children with special needs. Major factors 
that reportedly accounted for physicians '  noninvolvement 
were their lack of knowledge about the importance of 
early intervention for children with disabili ties and 
information about community resources (such as early 
intervention programs servmg children with special 
needs) that were available to help a child and family. 
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The results of this study strongly suggest that knowledge 
about the importance and availability of early 
intervention has a major influence not only on the 
comprehensive involvement of physicians in the early 
identification process but also on their tendency to make 
referrals to early intervention programs. However, the 
results of the study should be viewed with caution 
because only the perceptions of mothers were assessed, 
not direct observation of the clinical practices of 
physicians in different areas of care coordination. 
In another study, Lucas ( 1 993) examined the 
number of referrals made by to Tennessee' s  Early 
Intervention System (TEIS) by physicians of children 
birth to 3 years that were seen in a Pediatric Intensive 
Care Unit (PICU). Physicians in this study were informed 
on several occasions (e.g., during grand rounds) about PL 
99-457 and the importance of referring children with 
developmental disabilities or suspected to be at risk for 
developmental disabilities to TEIS. Data were collected 
retrospectively from the monthly PICU directory and 
from the child find directory at TEIS for 1 99 1 -93.  The 
results showed that out of 275 admissions to the PICU, 
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only 25 of the children ( 1 1 .2%) were referred to TEIS . Of 
the 25 children who were referred, 1 9  (76%) had 
significant developmental delays, 5 children (20%) were 
not evaluated because parents refused services, and 1 
child could not be located in the TEIS directory ( 4% ). 
These findings strongly suggest that even when 
physicians are given information about the importance of 
early referral, some of them still fail to make referrals to 
TEIS of children who have serious medical conditions and 
who are at risk for developmental delays. 
Although there is very little empirical information 
m the early childhood special education literature 
regarding the extent of physicians' knowledge about the 
importance of early diagnosis, screening, and referral, 
there is some information about their awareness of 
developmental disabilities. Wolraich ( 1980), for example, 
assessed pediatric practitioners' knowledge and atti tudes 
about developmental disabilities and compared it with 
the knowledge of pediatric residents before and after one 
month of rotation in developmental pediatrics. Level of 
knowledge was assessed using a 50-question multiple 
choice examination. Physicians' attitudes were measured 
using the Attitudes Towards Disabled Persons (A TDP) 
Scale (Yuker, Block, & Young, 1970). Some of the areas in 
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which knowledge was assessed included ages at which 
various developmental milestones were acquired, PL 94-
1 42,  prognosis, pathology, functional assessment, and 
etiology of disorders such as cerebral palsy and mental 
retardation. There were 57 physicians who responded to 
the knowledge items and 47 who responded to the 
attitude items. When the scores on knowledge about 
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developmental disabilities of practicing physicians were 
compared with the scores of pediatric residents after the 
rotation period, there was a difference; pediatric 
residents scored higher in the posttest in comparison to 
pediatricians . The results of this study indicated that 
pediatricians had less knowledge about developmental 
disabilities than did pediatric residents . The implication 
is that if information is imparted to pediatricians, there is 
a good chance that they will recognize the importance of 
early identification, diagnosis, and referral and possibly 
serve children with special needs better. However, 
comparative findings of residents! attitudes pre- and 
post-training indicated that their attitudes did not change 
after the 1 - month training. Thus, it may take quite a 
while, even when they are well informed, for some 
physicians to acquire more positive attitudes about the 
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need to use certain practices when servmg children with 
disabilities .  
It can be concluded from the results of  the above 
studies (Glascoe & vanDervoort, 1 985;  Kanthor et al., 
1 97 4; Lucas, 1 993; Nelson, 1986; Scott, 1 990; Shonkoff et 
al . ,  1 979) that although there appears to be an increasing 
trend toward physicians • performing screening more 
frequently ,  many practitioners still fail to identify 
children with developmental disabilities . One reason for 
this failure could be because of the reluctance on their 
part to perform standardized developmental screenings . 
Moreover, of those physicians who do identify children 
with disabilities, regardless of the method of screening 
and assessment that is used, the majority of physicians 
still  fail to make timely referrals to early intervention 
programs, even when the child' s condition is severe. One 
explanation that can account for this latter finding is that 
many physicians still are not fully aware of the benefits a 
child can receive from early intervention, particularly m 
the following areas : importance of early diagnosis, 
referral ,  and intervention. Still another possibility ts that 
if they are aware of the areas mentioned above, they are 
not knowledgeable about all of the services available for 
young children with disabilities. This was c learly 
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reflected in Scott's ( 1 990) study where a relationship was 
found between pediatricians' referrals to early 
intervention programs and pediatricians' beliefs about 
the beneficial effects of early intervention. The 
implication is that pediatricians who are knowledgeable 
about the beneficial effects of early intervention are 
more likely to make referrals to early intervention 
programs than pediatricians who are not as 
knowledgeable about the potential benefits. 
In order for physicians to identify and refer 
children with disabilities effectively to the state early 
intervention system, they need to understand the 
components and intent of PL 99-457 and also be aware of 
the general provisions of the state•s implementation plan 
for serving young children with disabilities . In addition, 
they need to know what the risks are to a child if early 
identification and referral do not occur in a timely 
manner. Based on anecdotal information presented by 
pediatricians at a 1 99 1  American Academy of Pediatrics 
conference, it was concluded by the participants at the 
conference that pediatricians who had knowledge about 
PL 99-457 and recognized the importance of early 
intervention were far more i nclined to perform periodic 
screenings in their offices on all infants and young 
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children with whom they came in contact than physicians 
who did not have this knowledge. The American 
Academy of Pediatrics ( 1 99 1 )  also reported that well­
informed pediatricians were more apt to recognize high­
risk medical and environmental situations during the 
course of routine medical and social histories and 
perform periodic rescreening to monitor a child's 
development compared to pediatricians who were less 
informed about the law and significance of early 
i n terventi o n . 
Lack of knowledge in the areas mentioned above 
was well described by the Joint Commission on Pediatric 
Research and Practice in 1965. It was reemphasized by 
the Task Force on Pediatric Training in 1 978 .  In the 
latter report, Task Force members indicated that 40% of 
the pediatricians who were surveyed thought that their 
training in the area of developmental disabilities was 
inadequate during their pediatric residency and, 
consequently, did not prepare them to serve children 
with disabilities in a competent manner. Now that the 
need for further training has been recognized, it is 
important for the lead agency in each state to take 
responsibility for informing physicians about the 
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importance of early intervention and the need for them 
to fulfill  their responsibilities as required by law. 
Despite recent efforts by both the pediatric 
community and state early intervention personnel to 
educate, involve, and promote collaboration among 
physicians and early intervention providers, parents still 
continue to report that physicians do not always 
acknowledge their child's delay or make referrals to early 
intervention programs when necessary (Harber, 1 99 1 ). 
Parents and professionals from other disciplines have to 
keep in mind that physicians' legal roles and 
responsibilities were not included in the law unti l 1 990. 
Therefore, a majority of them are probably still unaware 
of the importance of early identification and the need to 
make referrals to early intervention programs in a timely 
manner .  
Although progress has been slow, some 
improvement has occurred in the process of early 
identification and referral. Pediatricians in small 
numbers are beginning to refer to and consult regularly 
with early intervention programs and other professionals 
working with special needs children as reflected in Scott's 
( 1 990) s tudy. 
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Developing/Managing the Individual Family Service Plan 
and Interdiscipl inary Collaboration OFSP) 
The IFSP is one of the most important features of 
the implementation of PL 99-457. It involves an 
assessment of family's resources, priorities, and concerns 
as well as the child's abili ties and includes specifications 
of services required for the child. The decisions about 
the major outcomes to be accomplished for the child are 
j ointly made by the IFSP team members. It is essential 
that the pediatrician be involved in the IFSP process, not 
only because he or she has a distinctive alliance with the 
child and family, but also because the physician can help 
other team members understand how the child's medical 
condition might affect other areas of development 
(Downey, 1 990; Parette et al . ,  1992) .  Such information 
can often affect decisions regarding educational and 
therapeutic approaches to intervention. It is for these 
reasons that the recent legislation (IDEA, 1 990) has 
placed so much importance on the IFSP process and 
stressed the need for including a medical-health 
assessment, even if the primary problem is not health 
related. Inclusion of medical-health assessment not only 
would help to ensure that a child's underlying medical­
health needs are not impeding progress toward 
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educational and developmental goals, but it  also would 
facilitate the contribution of medical personnel to the 
development and implementation of the goals specified m 
the IFSP (National Council for Networking Community 
Based Services, 1 989) .  
Justification for physicians' contribution can also be  
made because of  their unique relationship with the child 
and family. Physicians can serve as advisors to the 
parents and advocates for the right of children with 
special needs by participating of interdisciplinary teams. 
In addition, because of their close contact with families, 
they can follow up on some of the IFSP goals, particularly 
m a case where the child is medically fragile (Harber, 
1 99 1  ) .  
The American Academy of Pediatrics ( 1 988) 
developed a list of competencies needed by pediatricians 
in order to help them participate effectively as members 
on the interdisciplinary team. The competencies 
developed are as follows: (a) be aware of the law and 
support the concept of a family-centered intervention 
plan; (b) define and arrange all medical consultation 
required for the child's assessment, diagnosis, and 
ongoing management as required; (c) participate as a 
team member in the process of IFSP development by 
communicating the child's medical and health needs 
during IFSP development; and (d) function as a 
coordinator or liaison regarding the child's health or 
medical needs and communicate with other members. 
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There is no doubt that physicians must play an 
important role m the development and implementation of 
the IFSP (DeGraw et al., 1988). However, there are 
s ignificant barriers that often prevent or impede 
successful  involvement. One important barrier is time 
constraints. It is difficult for physicians to find the time 
in their busy schedules to attend IFSP meetings. This 
difficulty was noted by Peter ( 1992), who reported 
(based on anecdotal information from physicians) that 
physicians frequently could not find time to participate m 
the development of the IFSP. 
Lack of appropriate financial compensation for their 
time is a second barrier that tends to inhibit the extent to 
which physicians become involved m the IFSP process. 
For every hour a physician spends in this process, he or 
she loses an hour when he or she could otherwise be 
financially compensated. Typically, physicians and 
parents are the only participants in the IFSP process who 
do not receive compensation (Healy, 1 993). 
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Limited knowledge about the requirements of PL 99-
457 with respect to the role of the physician in the IFSP 
process Is a third barrier that contributes to their non­
involvement. The extent of physician involvement in the 
coordination of care of the developmentally disabled 
child also depends on the knowledge, expertise, and 
interest of the physician (Peter, 1 992). Most physicians 
still seem to be unclear and to a great extent unaware of 
their roles and responsibilities as defined by PL 99-457 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 1 988) .  Adequate 
training in the area of the development of the IFSP and 
specifically their contribution and collaboration is 
recommended by the Academy. 
A fourth barrier to physicians' participation in the 
development of an IFSP is difficulty they may have 
working collaboratively with professionals from other 
disciplines. Interdisciplinary collaboration is an integral 
component of the IFSP process. One of the potential 
problems associated with the process of interdisciplinary 
collaboration is the protection of professional turf 
(Bennett, 1 982).  From the point of view of many 
physicians, the health care system was established before 
statewide early intervention systems came into effect. It 
may be hard, therefore, for them to understand what the 
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precise role of early intervention is and why i t  is so 
important for them to collaborate with professionals who 
provide early intervention services . In addition, some 
physicians may fear that their role as the primary care 
provider for children with disabilities is being threatened 
in some manner. In both of these respects, it is easy to 
understand why involvement of physicians in statewide 
early intervention systems has not progressed very 
rap id ly .  
Another problem preventing collaboration i s  the 
traditional belief that physicians have decision-making 
authority over professionals from other disciplines and that 
professionals from other disciplines should defer to them when 
questions arise regarding the child (Shonkoff, 1 989).  This 
hierarchical effect has led in some instances to a lack of respect 
among different members of the interdisciplinary team. 
One way of combating the problem of ineffective 
interdisciplinary collaboration would be to involve 
residents from the onset of their training in activities that 
familiarize them not only with the IFSP process but also 
help them feel comfortable working alongside and 
communicating with professionals from other disciplines 
(Shonkoff, 1 989). Cross-disciplinary cooperation during 
residency would provide future physicians with not only 
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an understanding of skills and functions required to work 
as a team member but also familiarize them with the 
vocabulary used in other disciplines with which they are 
likely to come into contact (Shonkoff, 1 989). By starting 
training early, it might be possible to overcome many of 
the barriers that hinder physician collaboration. Peter 
( 1 992) , for example, pointed out that mutual respect and 
trust are important components that influence 
collaboration between different members of the 
interdisciplinary team. Bennett ( 1 982) even described 
how the problem of collaboration between physicians and 
other providers can be overcome: 
It can be overcome by sensitive, secure 
professionals willing to compromise and 
able to appreciate both the strengths and 
weaknesses of the interdisciplinary 
process. There must be flexibility to 
encourage professional growth and 
development while acknowledging 
legitimate concerns over preserving 
individual areas of expertise. An attitude 
of openness and inquiry toward other 
disciplines' philosophies . . . . The 
pediatrician must have the expenence 
and maturity to function both as a team 
leader in certain settings and also as an 
equal participant. (p. 313) 
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It therefore seems important that in order to 
enhance positive interactions between physicians and 
professionals from other disciplines, continuous flow of 
important information is necessary. One method that has 
been used to inform physicians about the importance of 
participation in the IFSP is the distribution of 
professional education materials that address the 
importance of early identification, effectiveness of early 
intervention programs,  and interdisciplinary 
collaboration m the development of an IFSP (Berman & 
Meiner, 1 992) . Another method that has been widely 
used is to have joint sponsoring of training workshops for 
primary care physicians by professionals from different 
disciplines working with special needs children. The 
purpose of joint training workshops is not only to combat 
the problem of noncooperation between physicians and 
professional educators but also to educate them about the 
importance of interdisciplinary cooperation and 
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encourage their participation m the development of the 
IFSP (Bennett, 1 982) . 
The literature suggests that time constraints, 
inadequate financial reimbursement, lack of knowledge, 
and poor i nterdisciplinary collaboration limit physicians' 
participation in the development of the IFSP. Of these 
factors, lack of knowledge could be the most critical one 
that affects physicians' participation in the development 
of an IFSP. The reason for this conclusion is that when 
physicians understand the purpose and importance of 
joint efforts that are needed to develop an effective plan 
of action, it ts very likely that they will try to make 
efforts to overcome time and financial barriers and also 
be more willing to collaborate with professionals outside 
their discipline as the IFSP is implemented. 
Methods of Informing Phvsicians About PL 99-457 and 
the Importance of Early Intervention 
Informing physicians about their roles and 
responsibilities vis-a-vis the law has been a great 
challenge to the lead agencies of state early intervention 
systems. This is primarily because of the difficulty in 
overcoming barriers such as time constraints, financial 
reimbursement, and inaccessibility of information. In 
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this section, some of the common methods used to inform 
physicians about PL 99-457 and the significance of early 
intervention will be described. However, none of these 
methods have been evaluated experimentally. Therefore, 
part of the following discussion will focus on types of 
methods used by marketing agencies, especially 
pharmaceutical companies and home health agencies, to 
inform physicians about new products and services. In 
addition, information was retrieved from research 
conducted in the field of Continuing Medical Education as 
a means of forming ideas about methods that may be 
effective in informing physicians about Part H activities. 
A major portion of the information included in this 
section is anecdotal in nature, obtained from reports and 
topical papers. Information obtained through personal 
communication with the developers of training programs 
is also included. In addition, an informal comparison of 
various methods typically used to inform physicians will 
be undertaken in order to form tentative conclusions 
about each method's effects . 
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Common Methods used to Inform Physicians m the Field 
of Early Intervention 
There is some information available from a survey 
conducted by Berman and Meiner ( 1992) in 25 states 
about the common methods used by individuals and 
organizations that engaged in statewide Part H planning 
or those who conducted projects that were designed to 
enhance early intervention. The results of the survey 
provided information about current methods used to 
communicate with physicians and other medical 
personnel working with special needs children. 
Individuals participating in the survey were asked to 
answer a total of 1 1  questions. These were 7 questions 
that pertained to descriptions of methods used to inform 
primary referral sources to make them aware of early 
intervention services in the community, 3 questions that 
were related to the evaluation of these methods, and 1 
question that asked project organizers to list any product 
that evolved from their project (e.g., research reports, 
manuals,  brochures, or training materials). The results 
indicated that six methods were commonly used to 
inform primary referral sources about PL 99-457 and the 
significance of early intervention.  The methods identified 
were mailings,  newsletters, peer networks, annual 
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awareness campaigns. and personal contacts made by 
Part H personnel (e.g . •  workshops, seminars) . In the 
section that follows each of these methods will be 
described. In addition, information about training 
programs that were not reported in the Berman and 
Meiner ( 1 992) report but that have commonly been used 
to inform physicians will be presented. 
Mailings of general information. Berman and 
Meiner ( 1 992) reported that mailing of information was 
one of the methods most commonly used by lead agencies 
in communicating with physicians. Brochures, letters, 
and flyers containing general information about Part H 
and early intervention were mailed regularly to 
physicians. Maine, Kansas, and North Dakota were among 
the 25 states that reportedly used this procedure. 
Personnel in the Part H program in Maine mailed 
brochures to health care facilities that included 
information about the Part H program, location of early 
intervention services, and the role of health care 
professionals in serving children with special needs. In 
Kansas, personnel in the state Part H program sent 
brochures containing similar information to physicians. 
Medical personnel in North Dakota felt that information 
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contained in brochures helped them m their personal 
contacts with families with children with special needs. 
Personnel in the state Part H program in New York also 
included information about procedures for making 
referrals to early intervention programs in its mailings to 
physici ans . 
Newsletters . Sending newsletters to physicians was 
another method reported by Berman and Meiner ( 1 992) 
that was commonly used in several states to 
communicate with physicians. It was concluded by them 
that sending newsletters on a regular basis offered 
ongoing communication between a state early 
intervention system and medical personnel . Again, 
personnel in the Kansas Part H program distributed a 
monthly newsletter called It's News throughout the state 
that contained information about procedures and policies 
related to the legislation. Staff in Tennessee and North 
Carolina also developed a similar newsletter that 
disseminated information about progress and activities of 
the Part H program in the state to families and other 
professionals working with children with special needs. 
In Minnesota. personnel in the state Part H program sent 
a quarterly newsletter to physicians that contained 
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similar information. In Colorado, members of the state 
chapter of the American Academy of Pediatrics jointly 
published with the Department of Education, the lead 
agency for Part H programs, a newsletter called 
Physicians. Kids and 99-457. It was distributed to 
physicians throughout the state and was reportedly 
beneficial ; however, data that supported this conclusion 
were not included in the report. In Illinois, a newsletter 
called Early Intervention: Quarterly Newsletter of the 
Illinois Early Childhood Intervention Clearinghouse. was 
distributed to medical personnel . It contained 
information on Part H activities; reports from special 
education meetings; legislative updates;  calendar of 
upcoming meetings ; conferences; and workshops. Again, 
no data are available that illustrate the newsletter's 
effects on its readership. 
Peer network. Using physicians to encourage their 
colleagues to participate in child find, assessment, and 
referral activities has been used in some states, including 
North Carolina, Maine, and Ohio. In North Carolina, for 
example, a pediatrician on the Interagency Coordinating 
Council helped develop child find and public awareness 
materials. Another physician in the same state helped to 
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inform physicians m the community about the law and its 
requirements . In Maine, an advisory group of physicians 
developed a flow chart of service activities that could be 
used by medical professionals working with children with 
special needs. These physicians took responsibility for 
working with their peers to help them understand points 
at which active participation in care-coordination of 
children with special needs by physicians is required. In 
Ohio, medical professionals have been recruited to work 
with both Title V and Part H personnel to help facilitate 
physicians' participation in the implementation of Part H 
activities. This particular strategy has much to offer 
because of the initiative taken by physicians m 
encouraging fellow physicians to participate in 
implementing the law but, like most other methods 
reported, its effectiveness has not been empirically 
d e m o ns trated .  
Annual awareness campaigns .  Informing 
physicians through annual awareness campaigns ts 
another commonly used method to communicate with 
physicians.  Ohio, Wisconsin, and Wyoming have published 
reports in which this method was said to be successful ,  
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but agam no data were presented in the report to support 
these c laims. 
Personal contact with pnmary referral sources. 
Systematic follow-up through personal contacts after 
handing out written materials was discussed in the report 
as a necessary step in order to maintain consistent 
exchange of information between primary referral 
sources and other involved person. One of the states had 
a nonmedical person maintain ongoing contact with 
physicians,  and this strategy was reported to be effective 
as far as establishing positive relationships with 
physicians .  
Traini ng. Training is another method that has been 
reported to be commonly used to inform physicians about 
PL 99-457 and the significance of early intervention. 
Although a number of training programs were reported, 
only two included detailed information regarding specific 
components and procedures. 
A training program developed by the Medical Home 
Project of the Hawaii Medical Association is one of the 
programs mentioned by Berman and Meiner ( 1 992) that 
received considerable praise. This program, developed 
by Sia and Peter ( 1988), is community based and has a 
Continuing Medical Education approach to training 
pediatricians. It addresses several major areas of 
physician responsibility such as early identification, 
referral, and interdisciplinary collaboration. 
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The training program is composed of three modules 
that are presented to pediatricians in a workshop format. 
Each module is presented in approximately 2 hours and 
covers different aspects of pediatric care and 
involvement in Part H activities. Module I, entitled "The 
Pediatrician and Community-Based Care," outlines the 
changing role of pediatricians and some of the potential 
problems they are likely to face when they participate in 
the care of children with special needs. The module 
includes a discussion of selected screening tools and 
guidelines for use in the daily practice of pediatricians . 
Module II, entitled "The Pediatrician and Coordinated 
Care," introduces physicians to early intervention service 
providers . Opportunities are given for physicians and 
professionals outside the medical field to address existing 
barriers to coordinate care within the community .  
Module III, entitled "The Pediatrician and Family­
Centered Care," provides an introduction to the 
philosophy of family-centered care. In this module, 
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emphasis is placed on the need for early diagnosis and 
communicating appropriately with parents. S uggestions 
for enhancing the physician's role with families are also 
presented and discussed. 
From a personal conversation (M. I. Peter, June 
1 993) with the developer of the program, it was found 
that no formal evaluation was done to ascertain its 
effectiveness, other than a brief evaluation that was done 
before i ts implementation. However, Peter indicated that 
positive feedback was obtained from physicians who 
participated in this evaluation. One reason given for the 
training program's effectiveness was that the barriers 
that hinder physicians' involvement, such as time 
constraints and financial reimbursement, were recognized 
and attempts were made to overcome these barriers . 
The other exemplary training program reported by 
Berman and Meiner ( 1992) was developed by the staff at 
the Child Development Resource Center in Virginia. This 
program was designed for physicians with the 
cooperation of the state chapter of the Academy of 
Family Physicians and the Academy of Pediatricians m 
Virginia. The Virginia training model is called Caring for 
Children With Disabilities : New Roles for Physicians, and 
it was originally conceptualized by Sekleman, Scott, and 
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Garland ( 1 990) to ensure that pediatricians and family 
physicians are provided with information and the skills 
needed to be effective participants in the state early 
intervention system. Its purpose is to provide continuing 
medical education and follow-up support for physicians 
by addressing areas such as identification of children 
through developmental assessment, referral, participation 
m an IFSP, and service coordination. 
The Virginia curriculum is divided into four levels. 
The first level consists of foundation information that 
focuses on the changing roles of physicians as a result of 
the Part H legislation. Information included in this level 
is presented in a workshop format to a group of 
physicians . The second level includes self-study manuals 
and audiotapes that provide information about child find, 
developmental assessment, IFSP, and transition. The 
third level of training requires physicians to apply 
information learned from levels one and two in their 
clinical settings. Activities such as screening, assessing, 
and working collaboratively with other service providers 
are examples of third-level implementation efforts. The 
last level of training is designed to encourage physicians 
to come together to review case studies, discuss effective 
communication strategies and intervention skills, and 
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make recommendations for future inservice training. The ..... 
training program was expected to begin sometime in the 
fal l  of 1 993 . 
A training program that was developed in Arizona 
IS one of the programs for which detailed information 
relating to its different components is not available . This 
program was presented to 650 physicians and other 
health personnel at 27 different sites (Melmed, 1 99 1  ) . It 
was offered to practicing physicians in an effort to update 
them on the latest information and technological 
advances relevant to their respective fields . The Arizona 
training program was developed after surveys were 
conducted in several states regarding approaches that 
had been used to address public awareness issues related 
to PL 99-457. Information gathered from a survey of 
physicians in Arizona, including pediatricians and family 
practitioners, also was used to develop the training 
program. Key components of the program included 
informing medical personnel about PL 99-457; describing 
the new roles of the physicians; discussing issues related 
to early identification, treatment, and referral ;  and 
reviewing resources available in the community to help 
families with special needs children. 
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The Bridging Early Services Transition Project 
(BEST) is another program about which there is limited 
information regarding its content and methods of 
delivery. This program was developed in the state of 
Kansas. It provides training to both early intervention 
professionals and their counterparts in medical facilities 
through personal contacts with each other. One of the 
objectives of the program was to communicate effectively 
with physicians about PL 99-457, the importance of early 
intervention, and the avai lability of community resources 
to serve children with special needs through personal 
contacts . 
Another training program is in the process of being 
developed by the Wyoming Health Department. The 
pnmary purpose of this program is to educate health care 
providers about the availability of early intervention 
services for children with special needs. Another 
purpose of this program is to provide multidisciplinary 
and community-based training experiences through 
continuing medical education activities for physicians. No 
further information is available about this program. 
The Technical Assistance Systems in Kansas and 
Maryland, in collaboration with physicians, have helped 
to inform medical community personnel about medical 
and health issues pertaining to servmg children with 
special needs. The New York State Part H program also 
has created a Technical Assistance System to conduct 
workshops for the purpose of informing physicians, 
including pediatricians, about the legislation and their 
roles and responsibilities pertaining to the legislation. 
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The American Academy of Pediatrics with support 
from the Office of Special Education, developed a 1 6-hour 
i nservice training program for 5,000 physicians who 
served children with disabilities and their families 
(Powers & Healy, 1 982) . A major part of the training 
addressed ways to enhance physicians' attitudes towards 
children with special needs. In addition, methods were 
used to i ncrease their knowledge and promote acquisition 
of skills to serve children with special needs effectively .  
One important objective of this training was to provide 
physicians with information and guidelines that would 
help them see how they could conduct screening and 
better identify children with disabilities. Again, no 
information is available about specific components or the 
success of this program. 
Another training program that reportedly worked 
well (R. B .  Dar ling, personal communication, June 1 993) 
was developed by Darling ( 1993). This program 
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consisted of a 40-minute videotape entitled Early 
Intervention: The Physician's Role in Referral and manual 
that were prepared through the collaborative efforts of 
parents, physicians, and early intervention professionals.  
The videotape addressed obstacles faced by professionals 
when making timely referrals to early intervention 
programs and i llustrated some of the benefits of early 
intervention. Although no empirical data were collected 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the training program, it 1s 
presently being used in over 30 states as part of their 
child find efforts. 
Tonniges ( 1 99 1) developed a statewide Continuing 
Medical Education program to train physicians in the 
state of Nebraska. Information about methods used to 
train participants was not included in the report. 
However, it is known that the program addressed the 
growing need to educate and train physicians about 
issues related to early diagnosis, screening, and referral 
of children with special needs. Training sessions were 
provided by various experts in the pediatric field as well 
as professional educators . Tonniges ( 1 99 1 )  reported that 
pediatricians who received training indicated that they 
were more inclined to participate in serving children with 
special needs. Physicians also indicated that the program 
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increased their awareness and helped them understand 
the different components involved in serving chi ldren 
with special needs. After completing the training, most of 
the participants reportedly felt better qualified to serve 
children with special health care needs and indicated that 
they felt more comfortable conducting developmental 
screenings after training compared to before training. 
Information about the methods of collecting these 
findings or data to support them are not available . 
Although there is very little information about the 
effectiveness of any of the above methods, the 
information that is available suggests that certain 
methods of informing physicians are more feasible and 
cost-effective than others. For example, Berman and 
Meiner ( 1 992) reported that general mailings, 
newsletters, personal contacts, and training programs 
were more effective means of informing physicians, 
although empirical data about the effectiveness of any of 
the above-mentioned methods on physician participation 
is not available . 
Methods Used in Related Fields 
Physicians are frequently targets of marketing 
communications as pharmaceutical companies and home 
health agencies try to inform them about new products 
and programs. As a consequence, physicians have 
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become so inundated with information that they are 
forced to develop information acquisition strategies to be 
able to retain (or not retain) information that they 
perceive to be important (or not important) to their 
practices . In many instances, physicians have difficulty 
distinguishing between competing market methods 
simply because products are sometimes quite 
undifferentiated in the market place (Rundle, 1 99 1  ) .  This 
situation has put even greater pressure on physicians to 
assess the believability of claims that come from 
competing sources (Beltramini & Sirsi, 1 992). 
A major problem faced by pharmaceutical 
companies in their efforts to influence physicians' 
decision making (that favors their products) is that 
physicians have become less accessible to company 
salespeople; time constraints and lack of interest appear 
to be major barriers (Beltramini & Sirsi, 1 992). As a 
result, marketers have rigorously pursued these 
problems and experimented with various methods to 
reach such an inaccessible population effectively. 
Methods evaluated have included direct mailing and 
videotapes (White,  1 990) , personal contact, newsletters 
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(Wilkerson, 1 987), semmars and other types of group 
presentations, and grand rounds (Marsden & Grant, 
1 989). An important observation that has been made by 
several researchers in this field is that, regardless of the 
method that is used to communicate with physicians, it is 
important to maintain ongoing communication with them 
(White,  1 990). In order to develop better relationships 
with physicians, it is helpful to have an open dialogue 
about the information that is shared with them. This 
gives them ample opportunities to ask questions as well 
as clarify controversial or difficult issues . 
A survey was conducted by Steen & Flyn, Inc . 
( 1 987), a marketing consulting firm, for the purpose of 
identifying physicians' preferences about methods of 
marketing medical equipment. The results of the survey 
indicated that physicians are most interested in and open 
to two types of marketing strategies .  The first is 
clinically oriented education, in the form of seminars and 
presentations. On a scale of 1 to 1 0, seminars had an 
average rating of 7 .5  and presentations had an average 
rating of 6.0. The next strategy most preferred by 
physicians was personal calls from representatives of 
diagnostic centers about equipment. This method 
received an average rating of 5 .9 .  It was noted that 
direct mailing (average rating of 4.7) was another 
marketing avenue preferred by some physicians.  
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Beltramini and Sirsi ( 1 992) conducted a study in an 
attempt to answer the question, "How should information 
about a product or service be presented so that targets 
ultimately acquire the information communicated to 
them?" The purpose of the study was to assess the 
impact that type of source (colleague, salesperson, 
advertisement) and type of information (positive vs. 
negative information) has on the extent to which 
physicians believe certain information. An example of 
source and positive information was a colleague who 
highly recommended a new drug; an example of another 
source and negative information was a salesperson who 
denigrated a competitor's product. There was a total of 
228 physicians who participated in the study. The 
positive message group included 1 28 and the negative 
message group included 100 physicians. A questionnaire 
was used to determine the extent to which physicians 
believed certain information. It contained a set of 
scenarios that presented the respondents with 
information about a hypothetical new product that was 
about to be introduced in the marketplace. Furthermore, 
information about the new product was provided either 
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by a salesperson, colleague, or written advertisement, 
and it also contained either a positive or negative 
message about the product. To assess believability, a 
scale was used that included 1 0  bipolar adjective pairs 
that organized information on a 7-point scale. Physicians 
were instructed to read each scenario carefully and then 
rate the believability of each scenano. 
There were differences in the believability scores 
between sources of information ; information provided by 
colleagues was found to be more believable than 
information provided by a salesperson or written 
advertisement. The believability score for colleagues was 
the highest, followed by salesperson, and least was for 
written advertisement. There also were differences 
between believability scores for the two types of 
messages. Positive messages were found to be more 
believable than negative messages. In addition, it was 
found that the effect of the type of information (positive 
vs. negative) on physicians' believability score varied 
depending upon the source of message (colleague, 
salesperson, or advertisement). Scores for the effects of 
the message for each information source revealed that a 
salesperson was perceived as providing more believable 
information when he or she provided positive 
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information than negative information. Similarly, 
positive information by a colleague was believed more 
than negative information. However, there was no 
difference between the believability scores for written 
advertisements. These findings suggest, therefore, that 
information provided by a colleague can have an 
important influence on the likelihood that physicians will 
accept a new product and may be more powerful when it 
IS positive rather than negative. 
Friis, Bro, Mabeck, and Vej lsgaard ( 1 99 1 )  
investigated the effects o f  written information, written 
information with follow-up lectures, and written 
information with fol low-up presentation by a 
pharmaceutical company on changing the prescribing 
habits of physicians. There were 602 general practice 
physicians who participated in the study. Physicians 
were divided into three groups according to the counties 
in which they practiced. Physicians in all three groups 
received information through the mail about the harmful 
effects of a certain drug when it is used to treat infectious 
diseases . Two of the three groups received additional 
information about the use of the drug by either attending 
a lecture presented by a physician from the local health 
department or by attending a lecture that was presented 
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by a person from the pharmaceutical company. The 
results of the study indicated that there were changes m 
the prescribing habits of physicians who attended the 
presentation by another physician. However, there were 
no differences between groups that received information 
through the mail or by attending a presentation by the 
pharmaceutical company. These results may not be 
encouraging for salespeople who work for pharmaceutical 
companies because they suggest that physicians may be 
influenced in some instances only by colleagues. 
Although mailings was a method found by Steen & Flyn, 
Inc . ( 1 987), to be a means of delivering information that 
physicians often preferred, it may not be effective in 
practice if the results of Friis et al. ( 1 99 1 )  are generally 
representative of physicians' behavior. 
Schaffner, Wayne, Federspiel, and Miller ( 1 983) 
examined differences between methods of informing 
physicians about antibiotic prescriptions they might use 
in their office practices. The aim of the study was to 
inform physicians about the harmful effects of a 
commonly used antibiotic and to reduce the number of 
prescriptions that physicians write for the drug. 
Information was disseminated to physicians about the 
harmful effects of the antibiotic by one of the following 
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methods: mailing a brochure, office visit by a drug 
educator, and office visit by a physician. Approximately 
375 physicians were assigned to one of the three 
treatment groups or a control group. The results of the 
study indicated that both the drug educator and fellow 
physician were well received by physicians in  their 
offices ; participants in these two groups stated that the 
visits were useful. Although drug educators were well 
received, they did not have a significant effect on the 
prescription-writing habits of physicians;  only fellow 
physicians had a significant effect. As expected, there 
were no differences between the number of prescriptions 
written by physicians in the control group and physicians 
who received only a brochure. These findings are similar 
to the results reported by Friis et al. ( 1 99 1) .  
Researchers in  the field of health care marketing 
also have struggled with the issue of how to inform 
physicians best about various programs and services .  In 
their attempts to address this problem, they have 
conducted studies in an effort to find effective ways of 
informing physicians about health care products . Kolatch 
( 1 99 1  ) , for example, found that physician referrals 
increased a referral baseline of approximately from 3 .5% 
to 6% over a period of 4 years. Approximately 1 00 
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referrals were made during a 3-month period when a 
nurse periodically visited their offices and informed them 
about the services of a home health care agency. It was 
concluded that ongoing personal contact with physicians 
can have a significant effect on the frequency of 
physician referrals .  Communication appears to help 
physicians keep up to date on their patients as well as 
remain abreast of services offered by a particular 
program. 
Researchers m the field of educational marketing 
also have evaluated methods that facilitate 
communication between physicians and education 
consultants. For example, Cockburn, Ruth, Silagy, Dobbin, 
Scollo, and Naccarella ( 1 992) conducted a study in which 
3 methods of marketing a "quit smoking" intervention 
were evaluated. There were 264 physicians who 
participated in the study. Physicians were randomly 
assigned to one of three methods of information delivery, 
a personal presentation of the kit by an educational 
facilitator with a follow-up visit 6 weeks later (n = 80), 
delivery of the kit by a voluntary courier with a follow­
up phone call 6 weeks later (n. = 92), and postal delivery 
of the kit with a follow-up letter 6 weeks later (n. = 92). 
All participants were contacted 4 months after the kit 
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was delivered and asked if they had used any of its 
components. Physicians also completed a questionnaire 
focused on perceptions related to different aspects of the 
kit and the method that was used to deliver it. The 
results of the study indicated that there were differences 
among the three groups. The educational facilitator 
approach was found to have a significantly greater effect 
on physicians' use of the kit compared to the other two 
approaches. Physicians who received information from 
the educational facilitator used the kit more often with 
their patients and also found the kit easier to use than 
participants in the other groups . There were no 
differences between the responses of participants m the 
volunteer courier and postal delivery groups. 
Participants in both of these groups indicated that the kit 
was too complicated to use and therefore they did not use 
it  often .  It would seem, therefore, that personal contact 
with the physician can have an important influence on 
his or her behavior, much more so than other methods of 
providing information. However, it seems that a person's 
background is important to physicians, a finding that was 
reported also by Friis et al . ( 1 99 1 )  and Schaffner et al. 
( 1 993 ) .  
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It can be concluded from the above results that 
there are certain strategies that affect physicians' 
behavior more than others. For example, information 
physicians receive from colleagues or individuals with 
high credibility seems to be accepted and acted on more 
readily than information received from individuals who 
do not have medical or related credentials (Beltramini  & 
Sirsi ,  1 992; Friis et al . ,  1 99 1 ;  Schaffner et al . ,  1 983). In 
addition, when physicians are contacted personally and 
given positive information about a certain product or 
program, they are more likely to be influenced than they 
are when non personal methods are used and they 
receive negative impersonal information (Cockburn et al . ,  
1 992 ; Kolatch, 1 99 1 ). 
Conclusions 
Based on the review of literature, it seems that 
professionals outside the field of medicine , especially 
those in the field of early intervention, are beginning to 
make strong efforts to involve physicians in the 
implementation of PL 99-457. The need for lead agencies 
to inform them about PL 99-457 and the importance of 
early intervention also has been recognized by medical 
personnel (Blackman et al., 1992; National Council of 
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Networking Community Based Services, 1 989; Powers & 
Rickert, 1 979; Scott, 1 990) . 
Areas where there is a need for physicians to 
participate in PL 99-457 have been identified (e.g., 
American Academy of Pediatrics, 1 988). Also, important 
barriers that prevent physicians from fulfilling their roles 
and responsibilities as required by law have been 
recognized (Liptak & Revell, 1 992; Peter, 1 992). This 
information has, to some extent, helped lead agencies and 
other professionals effectively inform physicians about 
the law and its requirements. However, it is difficult to 
determine which of these methods is most effective 
without the benefit of empirical comparisons. Marketing 
research conducted in the fields of pharmaceutical sales 
and home health care programs has provided some 
insight into the potential usefulness of different methods 
of communicating with physicians, but to date these 
methods have not been examined experimentally for 
their effects on physicians who serve young children with 
disabilities and their families. 
Videotape is one method of informing physicians 
that has begun to be used by professionals in the field of 
early intervention. Videotape also has been widely used 
in Continuing Medical Education activities and is 
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frequently preferred by physician participants (Bearon et 
al . ,  1 993; Manning et al. ,  1 987) . Videos are often excellent 
teaching tools because they can be viewed at a time and 
place that is convenient to the physician and also 
reviewed as many times as the physician wishes with 
minimal difficulty (Alexander, 1990) . However, one 
important disadvantage of this method of information 
delivery is that physicians cannot obtain answers to 
questions that might arise while they are viewing a tape 
(Alexander, 1 990) . 
Because videotape is being used increasingly by 
professionals in the field of early intervention as a means 
of communicating with physicians, it would seem 
important to examine experimentally just how effective it 
is at informing physicians about the law and their roles 
and responsibilities related to the law. Of course, the 
most common method that is used is the written word 
format, usually in the form of brochures and newsletters . 
The purpose of the present study, therefore, was to 
evaluate the combined effectiveness of these two 
methods, presented in a packaged form, on physicians' 
knowledge about the law and the significance of early 
intervention. It was predicted that physicians who 
received and reviewed the package of written and video 
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materials would acqmre more knowledge about the law, 
their roles and responsibilities related to the law, the 
importance of early intervention, and TEIS than 
physicians who did not receive the package.  It also was 
predicted that physicians who had the benefi t  of 
knowledge related to these areas would make more 
referrals to TEIS than physicians who did not have this 
knowledge.  
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CHAPTER III 
Method 
Tennessee's Early intervention System (TEIS) is the 
state Part H program that is responsible for the 
implementation of Part H section of PL 99-457. One of 
the responsibili ties of this system is to inform the 
medical community, in particular physicians, about the 
law and its requirements. The objective is to help 
physicians serve children with disabilities better by 
participating in early intervention activities such as 
performing developmental assessments, making timely 
referrals, and participating in an Individualized Family 
Service Plan (IFSP) . 
Hypotheses  
I t  was hypothesized that there would be 
differences in knowledge about PL 99-457, roles and 
responsibilities of physicians as related to the law, 
importance of early intervention, and TEIS between 
physicians in the control and experimental groups . It 
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was also hypothesized that there would be differences in 
the number of referrals made to TEIS by physicians in 
the control and experimental groups. 
Design 
A Posttest-Only Control Group Design (Cambell & 
Stanley, 1966) was used. The independent variable was 
treatment; there were two groups--experimental and 
control . The dependent variables were (a) physicians' 
knowledge about PL 99-457, roles and responsibilities 
pertaining to the law, importance of early intervention, 
and TEIS (b) and number of referrals made by physicians 
to TEIS . 
Physicians m the control group did not recetve any 
intervention but were posttested. Physicians assigned to 
the experimental group received an information package 
that contained a pamphlet and videotape. This group also 
had to complete the Physicians' Knowledge and Practice 
Questionnaire. 
S ample 
The potential pool of participants included 
approximately 450 physicians who belonged to one of 
three specialties:  general practice, family practice, and 
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pediatrics. The sample included physicians who were 
licensed to practice in the state of Tennessee in the 1 6  
counties of the East Tennessee District (Anderson, Blount, 
Cambell, Clairborne, Cocke, Grainger, Hamblen, Jefferson, 
Knox, Loudon, Monroe, Morgan, Roane, Sevier, Scott, and 
Union Counties). A list of names was retrieved from the 
Directorv of Doctors of Medicine ( 1993) . In addition, the 
American Academy of Pediatrics' Fellowship Directory 
( 1 993) and names of physicians in the yellow pages of 
the South Central Bell telephone directories of the 1 6  
counties were used to cross check the physicians' 
directory list to make sure that all general practice 
physicians , family practice physicians, and pediatricians 
from the different specialties were identified. Finally, 
various service providers who worked closely with 
physicians also were contacted for the purpose of cross 
checking names. The final list was composed of 24 1 
family practice physicians, 63 general practice physicians, 
and 1 03 pediatricians. 
Various techniques (see Appendix A) were used to 
encourage the physicians to participate in the study. 
First, the Chair of the Committee for Children with 
Disabilities of the Tennessee Chapter of the American 
Academy of Pediatrics wrote a letter in which he 
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informed all physicians not only about the importance of 
the study but also asked them to participate in it. 
Second, physicians received various subsidies that would 
benefit their patients once they completed the study. 
These subsidies included a copy of a Resource Directory 
published by TEIS, which contained information about 
various community resources available for children with 
special needs; an article about various screening 
instruments that can be used to assess and identify 
children birth through 2 years with special needs; and a 
summary of the research findings. In addition, 
physicians were allowed to keep copies of the written 
pamphlet and videotape that contained information about 
PL 99-457, the roles and responsibi lities of physicians, 
importance of early intervention, and TEIS . 
There were 23 physicians who voluntarily agreed 
to participate after receiving the initial letter; this 
number included 10  family practice physicians , 1 general 
practice physician, and 1 2  pediatricians. Because of the 
low rate of response to the initial letter, other types of 
contacts had to be made with the help of TEIS staff in 
order to insure that an adequate number of subjects 
could be assigned to the experimental and control groups. 
All physicians who had failed to respond to the initial 
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letter were therefore contacted either by telephone from 
TEIS staff or in person by a physician or a clinical nurse 
practitioner. Physicians were primarily contacted 
through either the receptionist, secretary, or office 
m a n ager.  
Out of approximately 380 physicians who were 
contacted by telephone, 25 of them (approximately 5 
family practice physicians and 20 pediatricians) 
requested that the letter be remailed to them because 
they did not recall receiving information about the 
research project. There were approximately 70 
physicians (approximately 1 5  family practice physicians 
and 55 pediatricians) who indicated that they would like 
information about the research project to be sent by 
facsimile machine (FAX) to them. Out of 25 remailings 
and 70 F AXs, 1 1  physicians (2 family practice physicians 
and 9 pediatricians) returned the informed consent form. 
Personal with physicians contacts also were made by one 
physician and two clinical nurse practitioners. Out of a 
total of approximately 25 contacts (2 family practice 
physicians and 23 pediatricians), 9 physicians agreed to 
participate (2 family practice physicians and 7 
pediatricians). The overall response rates of physicians 
irrespective of the type of the contact was approximately 
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5% (n = 1 2) for family practice physicians . .2% (n = 1 )  for 
general practitioners , and 27% (n = 28) for pediatricians. 
Because only one general practice physician agreed to 
participate (even after telephone contac ts were made 
requesting them to participate), this group was excluded 
from the present study. 
Out of a total of 40 physicians who agreed to 
participate, 2 failed to complete the study. Among the 
two physicians who did not complete the study, one 
belonged to the experimental group and the other to the 
control group. The final sample was composed of 3 8  
physicians ( 1 9 i n  each o f  the two groups).  
Descriptive data on the final sample can be found m 
Table 1 .  These data indicate that participants were 
primarily male pediatricians in private practice, less than 
45 years of age, and graduated from medical school after 
1 980.  These physicians had practices in eight counties, 
including three that were rural counties (Cocke, Hamblen, 
and Monroe) .  
Treatment  
The treatment consisted of an information package. 
Thi s  package contained a videotape and a written 
pamphlet .  
Table 1 
Demographic Charac ter i s t i c s  o f  the Samole 
Charac t eristic 
A g e  
4 5  years or less 
4 6  years or more 
Gende r 
Femal e  
Mal e  
S pe c i a l t y 
Fami ly pract ice 
Pediatrics 
Prac t i c e  type 
Academ i c  sett ing 
Local health department 
Privat e pract ice ( solo , group ) 
Chi ldren seen in practice 
Less than 1 0 0  per year 
Over 1 0 0  per year 
Chi l d  deve lopment t raining 
Yes 
No 
Table cont inues 
n 
2 7  
1 1  
1 1  
2 7  
1 2  
2 6  
8 
3 
2 7  
2 9  
9 
2 1  
1 7  
8 6  
Charac teri s t i c 
Year o f  graduat ion from medical 
1 9 5 0 - 1 9 6 5  
1 9 6 6 - 1 9 7 5  
1 9 7 6 - 1 9 8 5  
Af ter 1 9 8 6  
G e o gr aph i c a l  area o f  prac t i c e  
Rural 
Suburban 
Urban 
County of prac t i c e  
Anderson 
B l ount 
Cocke 
Hamblen 
Knox 
Roane 
Sevier 
n 
s choo l  
5 
8 
1 2  
1 3  
1 1  
1 5  
1 2  
4 
5 
4 
1 
1 2  
1 
1 
8 7  
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Videotape 
A videotape entitled The Physician. The Law. and 
Tennessee's Earlv Intervention System was developed by 
the researcher and produced at the Center for 
Telecommunications and Video, The University of 
Tennessee, Knoxville (see Appendix B) .  The approximate 
length of the tape was 30 minutes. 
The videotape contained information about PL 99-
457, the roles and responsibilities of physicians that 
relate to the law, the importance of early intervention 
and referral, and a description of TEIS. The tape was 
narrated by a clinical nurse specialist. It included 
information that was designed to meet four  objectives:  
1 .  Describe the importance of early intervention. 
Information focused on this  objective included a 
narrative supported by pictures of children in  an 
Intensive Care Unit that described how children with 
disabilities used to be placed in institutions shortly after 
birth but are now raised at home and cared for by 
physicians . Also included were data presented in the 
form of charts and graphs that illustrated the cost 
effectiveness of early intervention programs. 
2. Clarify the responsibility of physicians to refer 
children at risk for or with developmental disabilities to 
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early intervention programs. Information in this section 
was supported by visual excerpts from the Federal 
Register along with a narrative description and charts of 
the three components that have direct implications for 
physician s .  
3 .  Identify important roles and responsibilities of 
physicians (which were identified by the American 
Academy of Pediatrics). This information was discussed 
by a panel of physicians, who also noted several 
difficulties that physicians often face when they treat 
children with disabilities and try to make referrals to 
early intervention programs. 
4. Inform physicians about TEIS and its various 
services to families with special needs children. 
Information in this section of the videotape was 
supported by a chart and statements from the parents of 
a child with Down's syndrome who described how TEIS 
helped them find appropriate services for their child. 
Pamphl e t  
A 6-page pamphlet, The Physician. The Law. and 
Tennessee's Early Intervention System, was developed by 
the researcher (see Appendix C). The pamphlet contained 
most of the information that was included in the 
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videotape. The pamphlet was organized i nto four parts . 
The first part described (with the help of graphs and 
charts) the importance of early intervention, with special 
emphasis on early identification and treatment of 
children at risk for or having developmental delays, and 
the importance of referring such children to early 
intervention programs. The second part contained 
information about the Part H component of the 
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act ( IDEA, 1 990). 
Components of the law that had direct implications for 
physicians were highlighted in this section. The third 
section of the pamphlet described the roles and 
responsibilities of physicians that were identified by the 
American Academy of Pediatrics. Again, a chart was 
used to highlight important responsibilities. The fourth 
and final section contained information about TEIS, such 
as background information about the system and 
eligibility criteria for children to receive services. 
Information also was included about the TEIS process and 
services available to families through the system. The 
pamphlet concluded with a description of how TEIS can 
help physicians to serve children with special needs more 
effectively .  
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Measurem e n t  
Data o n  physicians' knowledge about PL 99-457,  
their roles and responsibilities pertaining to the law,  the 
importance of early intervention, and TEIS were collected 
using a questionnaire (see Appendix D).  Data on the 
number of referrals made by physicians to TEIS were 
collected from the TEIS child find directory. 
Questionnaire 
A questionnaire entitled Physicians' Knowledge and 
Practice Questionnaire was used. Portions of the 
questionnaire were adapted from the Physicians Early 
Intervention Questionnaire (Scott, 1 990) . 
Instument description. The questionnaire was 
divided into two parts. Part I consisted of demographic 
and background information that was completed ei ther 
by the physician or a clerical assistant. Part II contained 
questions that pertained to physicians' knowledge. This 
part of the questionnaire was completed only by the 
phys ic ian . 
Some of the questions in Part I related to the type 
of practice, the geographical area covered by the practice, 
the year of graduation, and the number of children with 
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special needs that are seen in the practice. There was a 
total of 1 1  questions in Part I .  Respondents could circle 
one item from a list of items that comprised each of the 
question s .  
Questions m Part II related to physicians' 
knowledge about PL 99-457 and the Part H component of 
the law; their roles and responsibilities pertaining to the 
law in the areas of child find, assessment, referral, and 
the Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP); the 
importance of early intervention; and TEIS,  particularly 
its role in serving children with special needs. Questions 
that pertained to the source of their knowledge and 
extent of their familiarity about the various areas 
mentioned above also were included in Part II. There 
was a total of 21  questions that addressed physicians' 
knowledge. They were organized into multiple-choice 
formats with either � or no response options or with 
yes,  D.Q., and do not know response options. Each question 
had between four to eight parts, and physicians were 
asked to respond to each part of each question. 
Reliabil ity and validi ty. Five experts who resided 
outside of the 1 6  counties of the East Tennessee District 
helped to assess the validity of the questionnaire . 
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Experts included three physicians and two special 
educators , all of whom were selected by TEIS project 
coordinators in other districts of the state . Coordinators 
made their selections on the basis of experience working 
with these experts and the knowledge that each expert 
had about PL 99-457, the roles and responsibi lities of 
physicians, the importance of early intervention,  and 
TEIS.  The validity of the questionnaire was evaluated 
using a content validity procedure, designed " to see the 
thoroughness and completeness of the questionnaire" 
(Adams & Schvaneveldt, 1985, p. 83) .  This was done to 
determine whether the questionnaire actually measured 
major dimensions of knowledge in the area of interest. 
The following procedure was used to assess content 
val id i ty :  
1 .  Experts were given a list of items that the 
researcher believed were related to relevant knowledge 
and that were related to the stated purposes of the study.  
A defini tion of the term knowledge also was given to the 
experts (see Appendix E). 
2. Experts were told to determine whether an 
individual item was consistent with the defini tion of 
knowledge or belonged in one of the other categories 
(attitudes and practices) I .  
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3 .  A tally was computed for each i tem based on 
assignments given to these categories. I tems assigned by 
at least four of the five experts to the knowledge 
category were included in the questionnaire. In this 
manner, 97% of the knowledge items were retained . 
4. Experts were asked to generate items that they 
thought needed to be included. All five judges agreed 
that the questionnaire was thorough and that there was 
no need to add additional items. The reliability of the 
questionnaire was assessed using Cronbach's alpha. This 
was done to determine the internal consistency of the 
items. The alpha coefficient for knowledge i tems was 
. 92 .  
l Analyses regarding the attitudes and practice categories were 
not i ncluded in the present study with one exception:  the 
number of new referrals made to TEIS. 
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Scori ng. Of the 2 1  questions that related to overall 
physicians' knowledge, only 1 5  were scored by assigning 
each correct answer I point; the other 6 items were not 
scored. A minimum of 0 and a maximum of 79 points 
could be obtained from the 1 5  questions . The average 
score for each physician was used for the purpose of 
statistical analysis in order to give credit to participants 
who did not respond to all i tems on the questionnaire. 
The average score was computed by adding all the 
correct responses and dividing it  by the total number of 
responses. The other 6 questions examined the sources 
of the respondents' knowledge and therefore were not 
scored numerically. Information from these responses 
was used to describe physicians' backgrounds, such as, 
how most physicians learned about the law (e.g . ,  journals, 
newsletters), how familiar they were with TEIS ,  and the 
type of contacts they have had with TEIS staff. 
Referral System 
Information about the number of referrals made by 
physicians to TEIS was gathered from the child find 
directory located at TEIS .  This information was collected 
at the end of each day for a period of 6 weeks after the 
information package was distributed. 
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Data Collection 
A letter from the researcher was included along 
with a letter from the chair of the Tennessee Chapter of 
the American Academy of Pediatrics' Committee for 
Children with Disabilities explaining the purpose of the 
research and the physician's role in the study. Physicians 
were asked to complete and return an informed consent 
form indicating their willingness to participate in the 
s tudy .  
Physicians who were assigned to the treatment 
group were asked not to discuss any of the information 
that they received with colleagues. Physicians assigned 
to this group received a copy of the videotape, the 
information package, and a cover letter (see Appendix F) 
that briefly described the written material and videotape, 
and the Physicians' Knowledge and Practice 
Questionnaire.  Physicians were asked to evaluate both 
the packet of written material and the videotape for 
clarity of the information presented, helpfulness of the 
information, and convenience of reading the written 
material and viewing the tape. In addition, physicians 
were asked to identify areas m which they would have 
l iked additional information. A stamped, sel f-addressed 
envelope was included for returning the questionnaire .  
The telephone number of TEIS was noted in  the cover 
letter in order for physicians to call and ask questions 
that might arise before, during, or after reviewing the 
materials .  Physicians were given 2 weeks to read the 
pamphlet, view the videotape, and complete the 
que st ionnaire . 
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Physicians assigned to the control group received 
the questionnaire along with the cover letter (see 
Appendix F) . Their cover letter included instructions for 
completing the questionnaire. Physicians in this group 
also were given 2 weeks to complete and return the 
ques t ion naire .  
At the end of the second week, a letter (see 
Appendix F) was mailed to those physicians who had 
fai led to return the questionnaire asking them to 
complete it in no later than 1 week. All except two who 
had agreed to participate finally returned the 
questionnaire.  After all questionnaires were received, a 
letter (see Appendix F) was mailed to the participants 
thanking them for their time and efforts . Subsidies that 
were described in the cover letter also were sent at this 
t ime .  
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Analysis 
A chi-square analysis was used to make sure that 
both the control and treatment groups were comparable 
on background characteristics. A one-way analysis of 
variance was used to determine differences between the 
total knowledge scores of physicians in the control and 
experimental groups. A significance level of 11 = .05 was 
selected for the chi-square test and the ANOV A .  
A 1-test was used to analyze the difference between 
the number of referrals made by physicians to TEIS in 
the experimental and control groups. A lower criterion 
for significance (11 = . 1  0) was used to determine 
differences in referrals because of the short time period 
during which referral data were collected . 
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CHAPTER IV 
Results 
All physicians responded to at least 70% (55 out of 
79 i tems) of the questionnaire items. Both descriptive 
and comparative analyses were completed on the data. 
Descriptive analyses were completed to describe 
physicians' (a) familiarity with the law, (b) familiarity 
and involvement with Tennessee's Early Intervention 
System (TEIS), and (c) barriers to involvement when 
servmg children with special needs .  Comparative 
analyses were completed to examine differences between 
the experimental and control groups on their 
performance of knowledge and number of referrals made 
to TEIS. 
Descriptive Analyses 
Information about physicians' familiarity with the 
law, familiarity with TEIS, and barriers to involvement 
was summarized. These data are presented in the form of 
frequencies and percentages. 
1 0 0 
Familiarity with the Law 
Physicians were asked to indicate how familiar they 
were with the law. Both frequency and percentage data 
are presented in Table 2. A majority of physicians 
indicated that they had not heard about the law or, if 
they had heard about the law, they were not familiar 
with any of its individual components. When physicians 
were asked to indicate how they had heard about the 
law, regardless of how familiar they were with it, a 
majority of them either did not respond to any of the five 
alternatives (brochures, colleagues, conferences, journal 
articles, newsletters) or indicated that none of the 
alternatives had been a source of information. When 
physicians were asked to indicate how many articles they 
had read since 1 990 that pertained to PL 99-457 or 
services related to children with special needs, a majority 
of them indicated they had not read a single article. 
Familiarity with Tennessee's Early Intervention System 
When physicians were asked if they were familiar 
with TEIS (see Table 3), a majority of them indicated 
that had never heard about TEIS or had heard only the 
name TEIS . The primary type of contact with TEIS among 
physicians who indicated involvement was through 
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Table 2 
Frequency and Percentaae of Phvs i c i ans ' Responses 
to Quest ions of Knowl edge About the Law 
Ques t i on n 
Fami l iarity wi th the l aw 
Fami l i ar wi th most component s  2 
Fami l iar wi th component s 4 
pertaining to physicians 
Heard about the law but 1 8  
not individual component s 
Never heard o f  the law 1 4  
S ource of knowledge about the l aw 
Brochures 
Yes 2 
No 8 
No response 2 8  
Col l eagues 
Yes 0 
No 9 
No response 2 9  
Conf erences/workshops 
Yes 3 
No 7 
No response 2 8  
Journal art icles 
Yes 4 
No 7 
No response 27 
Newslet t ers 
Yes 3 
No 8 
No response 2 7  
Art i c l e s  read about the l aw 
and s e rvic e s  related to chi ldren 
wi th spe c i a l  needs 
None 27 
1 - 5 1 0  
6 - 1 0  1 
% 
5 . 3  
1 0 . 5  
4 7 . 4  
3 6 . 8  
2 0 . 0  
8 0 . 0  
0 . 0  
1 0 0 . 0  
3 0 . 0  
7 0 . 0  
3 6 . 4  
6 3 . 6  
2 7 . 3  
7 2 . 7  
7 1 . 1  
2 6 . 3  
2 . 6  
1 0 2 
Tab l e  3 
Frequency and Percentage o f  Phys icians ' Responses 
to Ques t i ons o f  Knowl edge About Tennes s ee ' s  Early 
Intervent ion Sys tem 
Ques t i on n % 
Fami l i ar i ty wi th TE:I S  
Not f ami l iar 1 6  4 2 . 1  
Fami l iar only wi th the name 7 1 8 . 4  
Fami l i ar t o  some extent 1 4  3 6 . 8  
Very fami l iar 1 2 . 6  
Type o f  contact with TEI S  
L e t t ers 
Yes 1 4  4 1 . 2  
No 2 0  5 8 . 8  
No response 4 
Personal contact 
Yes 6 1 7 . 7  
No 2 8  8 2 . 3  
No response 4 
Te l ephone 
Yes 9 3 1 . 0  
No 2 0  6 9 . 0  
No response 9 
1 0 3  
letters followed by telephone contact, and the least type 
of contact was personal contact with TEIS staff. 
Barriers to Involvement 
When physicians were asked questions about 
common difficulties they face when identifying children 
with developmental delays (see Table 4), a majority of 
physicians reported that lack of time and inadequate 
training and knowledge about performing developmental 
screening were barriers to identifying children with 
developmental delays. When physicians were asked to 
identify the types of barriers they face when making 
referrals of children with or at  risk for developmental 
disabilities to early intervention programs, a majority of 
them reported that lack of knowledge about community 
resources was a major barrier to making referrals.  When 
asked about reasons for not attending an Individualized 
Family Service Plan (IFSP) meeting (if they were invited) ,  
a majority of participants did not respond to this item; 
those who did indicated that lack of time might be a 
barrier to attendance. 
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Tab l e  4 
Frequency and Percentage o f  Phys ic ians ' Responses 
About Barri ers to The ir Involvement in Early 
I n tervent i on Ac tivi t ies 
Ques t ion n 
P e r f o rming deve l opmenta l  s c re en i n g s  
Lack o f  t ime 
Ye s 
No 
No response 
Lack of training 
Yes 
No 
No response 
Lack of economic feas ibi l i ty 
Yes 
No 
No response 
R e f err ing chi l dren 
Lack of t ime 
Yes 
No 
No re sponse 
Lack o f  knowl edge 
Yes 
No 
No response 
Lack of expert i se 
Yes 
No 
No response 
Tab l e  continues 
3 1  
5 
2 
2 3  
1 1  
4 
1 3  
1 8  
7 
1 0  
2 2  
6 
3 0  
5 
3 
1 5  
1 7  
6 
% 
8 6 . 1  
13 . 9  
6 7 . 6  
3 2 . 4  
4 1 . 9  
5 8 . 1  
3 1 . 2  
6 8 . 8  
8 5 . 7  
1 4 . 3  
4 6 . 9  
53 . 1  
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Ques tion n % 
Partic ipat ing in an IFSP 
Lack o f  t ime 
Yes 12 8 5 . 7  
No 2 1 4 . 3  
No response 2 4  
Lack of knowledge 
Yes 3 2 7 . 3  
No 8 72 . 7  
No response 2 7  
Lack of f inanc i a l  compensat ion 
Yes 8 7 2 . 7  
No 3 2 7 . 3  
No response 27 
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Comparative Analyses 
Although subjects were randomly assigned to 
experimental and control groups, a chi-square test was 
performed to make sure groups were comparable on the 
following demographic variables : number of children 
birth through 2 years that are seen in the practice every 
year, age, gender, year graduated from medical school, 
training in child development, specialty, type of practice, 
and geographical area served by the practice. As shown 
in Table 5, the chi-square results verified that there were 
no differences. 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOV A) was 
performed to determine if there was a difference 
between the total knowledge scores of physicians m the 
two groups (experimental and control) .  The data revealed 
that the difference between the mean knowledge scores 
was significant, F( l )  = 60.44, 12. < .0001 .  It was also found 
that the knowledge score of physicians in the 
experimental group were higher (M = . 70, SD = . 1  0) than 
the scores of physicians in the control group (M = .45 , SD 
= . 1 0) .  
Data gathered from the TEIS child find directory 
permitted comparisons to be made between the number 
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Table 5 
Compari son of Freauency Dist ributions o f  
Character i s t i c s  of Phys i c ians in the Experimental 
and Control Groups 
Variable Group 
Ch i l dren t re a t e d 
Less than 1 0 0  1 5  1 4  0 . 14 
More than 1 0 0  4 5 
A g e  
4 5  years or less 14 13 0 . 1 3 
4 6  years or more 5 6 
Gend e r  
Fema l e  8 3 3 . 1 9 
Male 1 1  1 6  
Year of graduat ion 
1 9 5 0 - 1 9 6 5  4 1 2 . 7 1 
1 9 6 6 - 1 9 7 5  3 5 
1 9 7 6 - 1 9 8 5  5 7 
After 1 9 8 5  7 6 
Table cont inues 
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Variable Group x2 
ra r rb 
Training 
Yes 1 1  1 0  0 . 1 1 
No 8 9 
S pe c i a l t y 
Family Pract ice 6 6 0 . 0 0 
Pediatrics 13 1 3  
P ra c t i c e  
Administrat ive 4 4 3 . 3 3 
Cl inical 12 1 5  
Health department 3 0 
Geographic a l  are a 
Rural 7 4 2 . 8 1 
Suburban 5 1 0  
Urban 7 5 
Not e . No X2 values were signi f i cant at � < . 0 5 .  
a Phy s i c i ans in experiment al group 
b Phy s i c i ans in control group 
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of new referrals from physicians before and after the 
present study was conducted. From January 1 994 until 
mid-September 1 994, the total number of referrals made 
by physicians to TEIS was 23. However, after the 
information package was distributed to physicians 10 
mid-September of 1 994, a dramatic increase in the 
number of new referrals occurred. Within a period of 6 
weeks, 1 8  referrals were made by physicians to TEIS ; 1 4  
of these referrals came from physicians who participated 
in the study and never had referred children to TEIS . Of 
the 1 4  referrals, 1 0  were made by 6 physicians in the 
experimental group; only 2 referrals were made by I 
physician in the control group. A 1 test was performed 
and indicated that the difference between the groups in 
number of new referrals was significant, 1(36) = 1 .80, 12 < 
. 1 0 .  
I I 0 
CHAPTER V 
Discussion 
The purpose of the study was to examine the 
effects of an information package (which included a 
pamphlet and a videotape) on physicians' knowledge 
about the law, their roles and responsibilities pertaining 
to the law, the importance of early intervention, and 
Tennessee's Early Intervention System (TEIS) .  The 
results of the study indicated that physicians who read 
the written information and viewed the videotape had 
better knowledge about the law and services related to 
children with special needs and made more referrals to 
TEIS than physicians who did not review these materials . 
The use of a control group in addition to random 
assignment of the subjects permitted the conclusion that 
the differences between the mean knowledge scores and 
referral rates of physicians assigned to the two groups 
was because of the information package and not 
confounding effects such as differential subject selection. 
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The information package appears, therefore, to be a 
useful means of informing physicians about the law, their 
responsibilities, and services related to children with 
special needs, as well as changing their referral practices 
to TEIS . These findings are consistent with results 
reported by researchers in the fields of Continuing 
Medical Education (Bearson et al . ,  1 993;  Manning et al . ,  
1 987) and early intervention (Berman & Meiner, 1 992), 
who have found that physicians often prefer and are 
more likely to act on written and videotape methods of 
receiving information than other methods. In addition, 
information from the referral data suggests that if 
physicians are well informed about early intervention 
and related issues, some of them are likely to change 
important practices that benefit young children with 
disabilities and their families. This finding is similar to 
that of Scott ( 1 990), who found that pediatricians who 
seemed to understand the importance of early 
intervention were more likely to refer children with 
developmental delays to early intervention programs 
than pediatricians who were not as familiar with the 
benefi ts of early intervention. 
The results of the study further revealed that the 
majority of pediatricians and family physicians who 
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practice m the East Tennessee District have not heard 
about the law or any of its individual components. 
Likewise, slightly more than half of the physicians who 
participated in the study indicated that they were not 
familiar with TEIS or its services. The results of this 
study support the findings of Scott ( 1 990), who found 
that most physicians in the state of Virginia were not 
familiar with law. It therefore seems unreasonable to 
expect physicians in Tennessee to perform the roles and 
responsibilities stipulated in the law if they are not 
aware of the law and i ts requirements. 
If participants in the present study are 
representative of physicians in Tennessee, the implication 
is that a majority of physicians in our state are not aware 
of the law and its requirements. Efforts have been made 
in the past by East Tennessee District Part H personnel to 
inform physicians. For example, information about TEIS 
along with information about the importance of early 
intervention and timely referral of children with special 
needs to early intervention programs was mailed to all 
pediatricians in the 1 6  counties of the East Tennessee 
District in 1 992. It was noted that this strategy did not 
seem to be effective because there were no referrals or 
contacts made by pediatricians with TEIS personnel 
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subsequent to the mailing. On a different occasiOn, 
information was presented about TEIS to a group of 
physicians during pediatric grand rounds by one of the 
TEIS principal investigators for the East Tennessee 
District. Again. there were no contacts made with TEIS 
personnel by pediatricians who attended the 
presentation. It is therefore important that state Part H 
personnel use strategies similar to the ones used m 
present study to make sure that physicians receive 
information not only about the law but also about TEIS 
and other community-based early intervention services 
for children with special needs .  
Physicians who received the information package 
seemed to understand better than physicians who did not 
recetve the package the importance of referrals of 
children at risk for or having developmental delays to 
early intervention programs. The best evidence that 
supports this conclusion is that 6 of the 1 9  physicians 
who received the information subsequently made 1 0  
referrals to TEIS. Only l physician i n  the control group 
made 2 referrals during the same period. Moreover, the 
majority of new referrals were children who had 
received care previously in Intensive Care Units. These 
results have very important implications for 
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professionals in the field of early intervention, 
particularly personnel associated with state Part H 
programs who want to build collaborative relationships 
with physicians in their state. It can be concluded that 
once physicians acquire knowledge about the law, their 
roles and responsibilities, and the importance of early 
intervention, they are more likely to make referrals to 
the state's system of coordinated services. 
Another finding was that none of the demographic 
variables made a significant contribution to the 
difference between the know ledge scores or referral 
rates of the two groups. Regardless of a physician's 
background, it is still very likely that she or he will 
acquire important knowledge and make more referrals to 
TEIS after reviewing pertinent written and videotape 
materi a l .  
Finally, the results suggest that certain barriers do 
indeed impede physician involvement in early 
intervention. Lack of time was reported by a majority of 
physicians to be a critical barrier to performing 
developmental screenings on young children as well as 
participating in an IFSP. Similar findings were noted by 
Scott ( 1 990) and other researchers in the fields of early 
intervention and medicine (American Academy of 
Pediatrics, 1 988;  Liptak & Revell, 1 989 ;  Peter, 1 992). 
Physicians also indicated that insufficient financial 
compensation sometimes functioned as a barrier to 
participation in the IFSP process.  
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Taken together, these findings may have very 
important implications, particularly for personnel in state 
Part H programs who have the responsibility of finding 
ways to facilitate physicians' participation in early 
intervention activities. Although there are no known 
solutions to barrier-related problems, particularly 
financial compensation for physicians' time, it is  
important that professionals  be aware of these barriers 
as they try to collaborate with physicians and be 
sensitive to the day-to-day demands of their profession. 
Limitations of the Study 
An important methodological limitation to the 
present study is the small sample size. There was only 
5 %  representation of family practice physicians and 25% 
representation of pediatricians in the present study. 
Because of the small sample size, generalizability of the 
findings to physicians in the East Tennessee District and 
other parts of the state cannot be made with any degree 
of certainty. 
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Second, a bias in the sample may have been present 
because physicians who agreed to participate probably 
were more interested in early intervention and services 
related to children with special needs than physicians 
who declined to participate. Therefore, it may be that 
physicians who are difficult to contact and have little 
interest in  research may not review information that is  
sent to them, whether it is presented in the manner that 
was done here or in some other manner such as 
audiotapes or personal contact. 
Third, general practice physicians were not 
included in the subject sample . Some families that reside 
in rural areas of East Tennessee rely on general practice 
physicians for their children's health services. Although 
the original intent was to include general practice 
physicians, they were not included in the study because 
their response rate was very low; only 1 agreed to 
participate out of a total of approximately 63 who were 
contacted. 
Also, there was a very low response rate of family 
practice physicians . A possible reason for family practice 
physicians' low response rate could be that the cover 
letter was endorsed by the American Academy of 
Pediatrics, not by their own specialty organization. 
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Finally, the treatment variable consisted of a 
package of information that combined written and 
videotape methods of organizing and presenting 
information. Consequently, it was not possible to assess 
the individual contributions that were made by the 
written or videotape portions of the package to the 
differences in the knowledge scores or the number of 
new referrals to TEIS . However, physicians' evaluation of 
the information package provided some information 
about the usefulness of the written pamphlet and the 
videotape (see Appendix G). A majority of physicians 
indicated that the information presented in the videotape 
was not only useful but was also clearly presented. 
Similar evaluation were statements made about the 
written pamphlet. 
Directions for Future Research 
Because there is so little research conducted m the 
field of early intervention that has examined the effects 
of commonly used methods of informing physicians about 
their roles and responsibilities toward serving children 
with special needs, the findings of the present study 
consti tute a significant contribution to the field. They 
indicate clearly that the information package was quite 
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successful, not only because it enhanced physicians' 
knowledge about the law and services for children with 
special needs but also because it had a dramatic impact 
on the number of new referrals that physicians made to 
TEIS. The findings are very important, therefore, despite 
the above limitations and should serve as the impetus for 
several different lines of future research . 
Although videotapes are commonly used to inform 
physicians about services related to children with special 
needs, there are other methods described in the 
literature that also seem to be effective. For example, 
mailings of brochures and newsletters, personal contact 
with a physician, workshops, and seminars are frequently 
mentioned (Berman & Meiner, 1992). Like videotapes, 
none of these methods has been evaluated 
experimentally for its effect on physicians' knowledge 
and practices. Before it is possible to recommend any 
single method or combination of methods to state Part H 
coordinators, it will be necessary to conduct a more 
comprehensive comparative study m which some or all of 
the methods are evaluated individually. 
Considering the fact that both family practice and 
general practice physicians see children birth through 2 
years in their daily practice, it seems important to 
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include them in future studies by usmg more effective 
strategies for encouraging their participation. One 
strategy that is commonly used in addition to being 
reported to be an effective means of facilitating physician 
participation in nonmedical activities (e.g. ,  early 
intervention activities) is personal contact by a medical 
person (Berman & Meiner, 1 992; Kolatch, 1 99 1 ) . Personal 
contact by a nurse practitioner could be one possible way 
to encourage family practice and general practice 
physicians to participate in future research. 
The state Part H program is comprised of nine 
developmental districts. However, only physicians who 
practiced in the East Tennessee district were included in 
the study. Although there is no reason to believe that 
physicians in East Tennessee differ in some way from 
physicians who practice in other districts in this state or 
in other states, it would still be important to investigate 
this empirically. 
Research conducted m the field of pharmaceutical 
marketing and home health care suggests that physicians 
who receive information personally from someone with a 
medical background respond differently from physicians 
who receive information from someone with a 
nonmedical background (Beltramini & Sirsi, 1 992; Friis et 
1 2 0 
al . ,  1 99 1 ;  Kolatch, 1991 ) .  Many physicians are more 
receptive to information that is presented by medical 
personnel, especially a feiiow physician. Physicians also 
tend to change their practices when relevant information 
comes from a person in the medical field compared to · 
when i t  does not. It therefore would be important to find 
out if a similar method of presenting information affects 
physicians who serve young children with special needs . 
The videotape that was used in the present study was 
narrated by a clinical nurse practitioner, for example. 
Perhaps her medical background had some effect on 
physicians who viewed the tape, or maybe the treatment 
effect would have been more (or less) powerful if the 
narrator had been a pediatrician (or special educator). 
Thus the potential contribution of both personal contact 
and a person's background characteristics should be 
examined in future research. 
The research design did not permit an experimental 
analysis of the effects of the information package on 
other practices, such as the use of screening and 
assessment methods to identify children with special 
needs. Such an analysis would require a longer delay 
between the time that the package is disseminated and 
evaluation of physicians' responses. An examination of 
these practices would help determine the long-term 
effects of the information package on physicians' 
practices .  
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In summary, the present study provided empirical 
information about the combined effectiveness of written 
information and videotape materials. However, 
continued attention needs to be devoted to further 
research in this area to be able to make recommendations 
to professionals in the field of early intervention, 
especially personnel in State Part H programs, regarding 
effective ways of informing physicians about the law and 
i ts requirements. 
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Dear Fel low Physician: 
. . . 
. 
I am writing this letter to infor.n you about 
the proposed stu�y that Hs . Fathima Humera , who 
is a doctoral st��ent in the Depart=ent o f  
Child an d  Family Studi es, The University o f  
Tennessee , ��oxvi lle i ntends t o  conduct . Her 
study w i l l  evaluate some of the methods that 
have commonl y  been used to infor.n physicians 
about Publ i c  Law 99-45 7 ,  their roles ��� 
res�ons i b i l ities i� imp l e=enting the law, the 
importance e! ear::.y intertention, a:d 
T�.nessee ' s  Early Intervention System ( !£!5 ) .  
Many of you are probab l y  aware o! hew �i!!i��l t 
i �  is for us �o keep abreast e! t�e la:est 
devel opments in t�e f i e l d  of early 
interventi on, pri=ar!ly because o: the macy 
demands en our t!�e . This is what her propose� 
study intends to ad�res s . namely, to 1���ti fy 
methods that wi l l  best aceommoda:e our time 
constraints an� also provide use!�l in!c�t!cn 
about ef!ec� ively serving chi ldren wit� special 
needs • 
I therefore want to enccura�e you to take the 
t ime to participate i� this impor�ant st��y . 
You wi l l  f ind enclosed a le:�er writte= by � .  
Humera that e:plai:s in �etai l hew you =�� 
contribute to the comp l et i on of her st�dy . 
Thank you, 
S incere l y ,  
&� �� 
Quentin A .  Hu=ber� . � . D . , F . A . A . P .  
Chair=an . Committee en D i sat i l i t i es 
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':'c�:.�ee·s E3.-:y ll:te!"'t!:"'..:n SYS' ... � ��! 'N. c-..w:::a:-.ar.i Ave n=::� � . Ja:le i"�.a 51=;: K.�-::Wie. 7N 37;5��&::! 
IE:!j !J7.s.ms 
Jc.ly 15, 199� 
De:: Po::::ial Pr:e:pu:: 
I a::1 a dc:::::'21 r.:lC.::: :.: t!:e D:;:a.-:::: of C'.::1: a:lC. F:�.-�y 
S:-.:t!i:s, T.::c U::rl,·::S::y of !:=sse:. K:.cr.-il!:. I c Uo a Se:-.'i:: 
c.,cr:::atcr fc: Te:.::sse:·s Er!y I:t::o-t:::c: S: s::: {rE!Sj, a prcje:: 
t!:at pro-."ic:s s:::-:i::s tc yc:�::g c::!C:: :l �-:� e:·::!e�::::31 C!s:l'biliti:s. I 
l::\·= e=c::l=:.:� �::g a p::;:csal to =�-:y o�: a s.:::y :=at �-m . e·:3.!::t:: 
s�== of t!:e c::.:c.:.S t:a: �:t·:: eo=ct!!y be:: :s:: te i:!c:: t=:--s:::::s 
a:cct P::b:ie L:._· 9�-:.S7, Ce;: r:!:s �c! ::s:e:s::!:: :s !:. i=:l::::::z 
·•· la._. .:..., 9--e-.,-... o" -�·:\. u:.· ··-·:-.-c" :� .. ":"":'�' · 
• 
-- . -... ,_: 
·-·· . ---. -· . -- - ....... . -·-· Re::::t aC·.-a:=::e::s i: :::!:� :::: l:�\·: le:i :c i:e:::s:d s:.-.;·.·a: 
:3::s of i:!a::s a.:c! toC:!::s v.·�o a:: at f...sk fc: :a· . .:.:! ci:ve!c;::::� 
.::sabm:i•s t�:r.:�::.,. t:·s· .::Sa;,:::..:.s .... !le c······..: :.,. a pi:vS:...;� --:;.� :-- .- ... . 
...-. . ... - -�-- .-- .·-;---. .  ·. .. . .. .. -:s cr�: :!:e !:.:s: :t:scc to ::::�g:: e =� ?Ct::=.l; ;::=�==· r.C'=-":\·:::. 
:!!:v pi:vS:=:a.:s !: E:s: 7 ::.:.:ss:= do !ict r:::: :::1C::: v.it!: 
C.:v;!cc::;e::.U C!sa:.ili=es to TE!S �-::: t!::v s:: a :e:: fer e:.::v 
i::=�,e-:1tian s:�.�::s... I:l a==.:t:cr.. =�.._. :h"·s::::.:.s z:: ::ot ti:!!,; i::!er::�: 
.. �•out ·'"· ·o1'•s ..... .j .. s�c ... C'!·-;t;..;.s t!::..,t· a:· • ·r ... .,.: •• .: or· ·•-� .. ;..: •• •"'• 
...... 1.61• • - �!;; ... � _...,____ - • _'"'!___ ......... ----· -· !:lC.ividua!s v.�:!l �is:1bili::!:s ::�::t:!c:t .�::. ?!.. 1 C·:-! !S (::·-pic:.lly :::::::: 
to a.s PL 99-457). T.:: :::s::::(s) fer :is is (:.:::• :ct :1:::. bu: :av be 
··'O"!!It•"" .,.. .. :... . -· .. "'c..;, bv �.;.. ;,..� ._z:\·si ... : ..... a:• ,.._i ... ":":v ;� •o-•� .,-c:t:• . . ... ·- lloW lool.i ... -·- ._.. • -· r • ··� • ·: :·•-. .... ·--... -.. • :::w developc.:::s in tbc. :!:!d a! e:::!y �t:::-1::::::. 
Phvsi=!a=s tr.�o a.� · l\�! to :a:-J:!:a:: !!: ::e s:-.:Cv v.-:ll :::::-..·e s. 
::':lv of 
·
a R:sou:::: Di::::o::-: !lubi!sl:
.
::! b .. ; T:!S. !":!s ::.-:::or: c::::l!:s . . . . . . v::v usef"t.:i info::atian abcu: va...--=.ct:s e:�::�:!:": �:s:::::s :!:at :z:e 
.. .. "':l·a;..1 .. • ... r ... �:�c.:·-• ._ .... :.-. s:•""al .... ..:s m· · .;. • .: .. 11'. -:-..... •ss•• a:•1 . . ... ..... "" ,.., -- ...... . -... :·-· ---- -· _.....,.. .. . ·-· -· --
?:z..-j;i�:l!l:.S als� v..:.!! :-:::i.,·e �o::::a:cu �bo-ct ·.·:..-:.cus s;::::!:2 
:-s-·..:e�·· •"-ato -:!!1 be "�·_.. ·o ass•ss a:C iC··-�· ve···cr -�:�e::� �.:.:. - ... - -� ...... • - -... -- . .. - .. - ... . ·--: . --=. � • ·-. s;:::al n:::s. A s:=!!:y or :::1c.::gs �-:11 ee se:: :c ::L.-:::�c!l o::: ::� 
s:::dy is :�c?l=�=- F!:::!!y. ;:t.ys:::!!.:S -:."ill :: !!!c-:.·�: := k=:;: ::::i:s ::! 
:a:::O:als ::c:y ::::!ve :=a: :::� i::!::::a=o: a:e:: ?!.. 99�!7. :=: ::!:s 
:::C ::spc:s::i;::!::s of :t:ys:::�. ::: :::c:::!::: :! ==�v i::��:e:t!c=. 
a::! TE!S. 
.· 
If yeu ag=:: te ,r:: ::a�: in :!1: s:::::!,· vet: v."ill be z.sk::! to ::•.-::w 
bfo:=a:icc. a;c::: PL ·9�....::7, 1:!:: :oi:s a:d i:s::e:s-:"eili:i:s of pavsiC:z:s . . 
z.s re!:�t::: to t!:: b.�·. ti:: i=.t�or-..:1!1:: of e!!:lv .bt::":e:tioc.. a:::! rES b'" 
pa.""tici;:at::tg in o::: of tl:.: fcllowbg mod:s �f i:f=:cion cie!!vc:y: (a) 
�-::a:: ca:e::a.ls: (b) a vic:o-a1::: (e) an audio-::::: or (c) cc:: v.i:!l a 
�e:!:.tt.: nu:se. Soc: re .... ·si::� v:m C:lC�i::: c·civ a aues:ioca!..-:. 
T!l...--:e •·::!:$ will :e a.!lo==� to ::•.1:�,. t:e · :n:::.=:%15 ;r.: v.·::c: the 
?!:ysi=:a:s· K:c..,·!:::g:. P::::i::. a.:d .�:::=C:e Q�=S:ot:.::"i--: Vw1ll be cz.!!:: 
to vou.. '''{ ou •"ill l:ave o:: week to c::::i::: a::i r::..-: thls c!les:c:.:.r:. 
lc; :s=:a:!: t:e tc ::·r.:w t!:: :ate..:.afs is a:cc: 30 tc 45 i:.i::c�s a:: 
to ee:�ie:: ti:: C!l:stic::a.!.-: is about 30 ci:::es. 
Pl::tS: re:U: ·t!:= l:l:o::: : Coc.s::.t Foe a:e tl:.:: si� it. to in�::�:: 
:±.at vou u::d::s:=d 1:1:: pl!.-:cse of ti:: s:::civ a::C: a:: v."illi::£ to pa.OO:C::a:: 
in it.· R:=.� ::!: sig:.:d c:is::u fer: in tl::.: • e::!:s�:! ::ve!o;:� to TES b�· 
.. �ugast S, 1.99.:. I: t!:: n:::: coupi: of v.·e:::S ye:: will be r:::!vi.:! 
:a:e:::ili to fe\"i:w. Ji you l:ave c;:::stiot:s a!:o::: :!:: proje::: ?ie:s: fe:! 
:::: to con�:: c: at (e:S) 9i4-:S::s. 
1ncl yo!!. 
Si:1e:::!y, 
�\� .... --:.:.., �\.""-...:....� . 
Fathl:a E::=.::a 
Se:-.i;: Cocr:iba:�:-. TE!S 
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·:-:. ·.� 
I u:�c::-s:znci tha: Z::e pu=-?os: of t!:le s:ucy is to evaluate soce eff:::s of 
fou: ::::hoes of i:lfo�g physi:iat:s abou: (a) P..:bll: Law 99-4!7, (b) �e 
roles a.:�d r:spoosi�i!i:i:s of pbysi:i:u:s in i!::;:ie:e:�ting tile law, {:j the 
il:I:por:�== of e:!:i:· i.::e:"'•e:aion. a:�d (c!j !:::.::ss::·s Erly b:e:-.·::ltic: 
s,·s::= (T:!S). T:::s: fol!:- me:!lods in:!ud: .. =��rs of -;;::��!1 
�o:::ation: a :::-s:-:3.! ce::!ng v.·i::h a p::!a:::  c;:-se : ,.;:�·i!l£ 2. \·i::�c­
u:e: 2..lld lls:::b� to 3ll a!!dio-:a�e. I also l!:::=s�d t!:at I '�!.ill b: t!:: 
r:�i-oi::�t of oc.l.., -or.: of t!:les: mi:hoc! or possibiy Se:"\·e as a coot:oi so:oi::: 
and · r::el\·e no • mat::ial at all. 
I un:!e:s:�C t!l:t.: I should cot Cis:llss tl: z:�t�:O:�s re::!\·e:: \\·iti:. ot!::: 
coll::lgu:s c:til t:.e s�Cy is eo::.pie:e:!. 
I cn:!::s!3:C C::tt t::= a::rc:t!::1:e :!:: it �·ill :.:.:=: for ::e :o r:Y!:-.· 
C:lt::i:t!s a::c! :o=;'i�:: a c;uestio:::�: in t:: s:.::y is 3C :.inut�S Ct 60 
cinl!::s, ci:;:::�ci:� oa :n�· assip;�e:lt to a ::o�::oi or t::a::::lt �:ocp. 
I h:�ve be::� i.::io::::: c th:�: the:: a:: no 2..ll:;::�::�::: :isks to :::.: i: I C::::ice 
to e.,..-Jc:i:a:e i: t!:e s;:c!"• be::u!se I �.-nl :: .. ·�e·;;.· enlv ::: ue:-:als t..':3t :: \" 
e:l!:�:: Qy a.bili:�: to s:�: yoc:1g chllC:'e: \\.":6 Cis;bili:!es anc! 6.e�: · 
famiiies. 
I u�C::-s:�:.C: t:a: :=:: i�fo:::3ticn I pro\·i:: cc ::: ques:icn:�e ._-:n ... 
=:Jn5de!ltia!. k:�t i: :!. lo:k:d c:3bi::: in the !E!S of:!::. �d used c:iy z::­
resea:-:!:1 pu=-?os:s s:::h as pcbli::1:iocs in jol!:::!s. p::s::�tatior:s a• 
'I!."Od:sho�s and =�.::i===:�:es. a!!d c:s:::mions :1..-::lC:.£ TE:!S s:aff. I also 
und::-s:a0d w=.at :\· c:::: �·ill not be us:� �c :f�: r:s-::lts o;.ill b� 
:-:po:-;e:f onl:· ir. j:ou-; fo:-::1. Th: :u:e= lis: of ra..-.i::F·2.:tf &:L.-ne -.·:!1 :e 
see:� only by :be ?=cje:: .Oi::::or a:�d Co-�i:e::c: a::�d "ll.i!! ::e d:s::oy:: 
'l!.'h:::l t!:le s;::dy :s ::::=;:1::::. 
I unci:=s:and tt:tt :::y par-.!::paticn is '�'Oil!:::a:;· ec ±at I t:::�y :hcos: :o 
'l!.'ithC.-a'l!.' fro::! ±e S:-!ldy at :u:y ti::le wi�ou: :;:-e::a!ty or cciig:l:iO!l to 
expiain t.ie re:�sont.s) for doing so. 
I :un a!so au:r: Cat -=.·he:l I f.:l!s� revie��g :!:e :3:e::ai a:1d c:::=!::: 
the cues:!cn::t!:=. I =a\· =-�:cin a!l oi :..i� :ti�=:tica ::.!e::ili I ::�::·:e . 
�1�o :.�a· . ....... .,d ·•·t I -· .. ill1 ··�·:v• a � .. �.., of .-.,. ��s R .......... r-.; •• �·c-; l � � ---�-- _.._ .. ···-· - ....... �. -- · -· · · "' '-'- •- _,_ . . . . .  . �ntt::l Ces:=:ption of �ss:ss::u::n ::1s:.--::n::u �3.! :an b= t:sed to z.sse�! 
- 1 3 6 
.and icc:Jtif•; vou::s: ehllC::n with d:•t:!ce:n::m.! c:!avs a::u!, cve:m:ailv 
r:::i.,.: a s"u�z.-:7 of the r:sc:!J':h fiociigs. 
• • 
I u:d::sta:�c t!:.a: 2.:y qu:s:iocs I may have al:cl!� t::= ==sc:!.::':� projc:t :a:: 
b: adC::ss:c to F.t:=.!:a F.:::n:::a or Dr. Vey �!. :o;cr:cu:s:.. at a:m:ssc:'s 
E:t:=�· I::t::"·::tior. Sys::=. . .!0:! J:ssie Ea=:s Stti!C:£ . ... Tne l�cive:.si:;.· of 
T::.:=ss::. K:lc,:;:\�!le. ?�c::e (51S) 9i4·2S3!. 
N a::  (?leas: P:i:: :) : 
S!g:�n:.::: 
D:lt:: 
. I 3 7 
.. '· .:: .. 
CONSUMEM RE?OnTS 
A Comparative Review of Developmental 
Screening iests 
Frances F. Glas:::�e, l=hO; ::aine 0. Ma�n. MC; anc! 
Steven Humphrey, MO 
F.� tr.e :.':ilc t.veJ:=mtt:: C1r.:e:. :•:a::::&o:: :: .=r.:c=. V&.-::&-.0: :.•r:Nr.�.ay. 
Nas:'rli/11. Tl/'.nu.sH 
.ur.-.-...�. P..:l:il: '-'• 97-:57 a::c::S ::e !.!-�: 
of ::e i=.a:=,.-;:ee ;.:: = ==� sc:Yi.-.. !o: :::;;._� f::  :_-_: ::..-c�q: :» yt�'"S. I:as::z:::. IS cir..e::i:: J:C 
:t!t::':i oi ==-: r.:: irvt!c;:::r.:.� Ce�� c:::i:;::n 
:: :=t:.=. ia..-;t:)· .:-� ;�=.:s .a:: e-..=t: ==·� c.-r �..:ecsio=als. Ctn:c;::t:� s=n=r. =r..::c c-.. ��-:. 
� :er.s. is !:--as::� ::;:c:-.:� rc l:t;l ;l:� .. ·-=-..s �e:r.: ==: :!:t � ;! �-=e::s. !.9 e.�:: � .:­
::; :er.a o.'C!'I a"-•-•r,�� =r a ;:�..o;: z= :s:e: 
C! a ;a:ti c!�='-= .a::! a s;:r� te:-:;••:. v.-:.:;, 
:::t � � � :H:a :=a: :: .r.:::: ::. :::. :::.· .s:=.:a o!  r:s.-=..-e.. Sf\ .. � :.n:s arr�ee 
-==�-=- !o: .C:::::;.aZ .a:e �� = �. C:.-.:UC::. 3£::1!lt ::rotic;:r=l ==� 5Cft:::., ':'cr- !::.!=: :Me:i:or.:r S�<r.e:.. :tft!c!::e:.:a: '--:1=­
:.."!\ f=: Asstu=t:::c::.e::-..=r-r-:s.e. s� ru­e..-: lc: I\t:a:tC !&.� �==:c:a: �w.!s. a::! :l:• ::l.­""�=c:-:al P:=:Ie � .=t::=::-� !�JC:;•';"-:.s..t: t.�. 
:C..�:r:-.r.� s:.-rr.� :u::. 
P·;bllc !..a"" *.,.!':' .. �asse!! ::: :£l!6, a::e:C. :!:.e 
!:.:..�= cf :ll.e F.cc:i=,.�t: A:: :c i::l:::t se:-.-. 
i:u :cr 0 .:P .s-�r-oie =u:...-e:: 'll'i:ll. eevel�=e:� 
�ys.: .!: ;:me::.. :eat! ar.:::les :: �· s-.ate 1..� 
;::•--:�, !lc:w :::e :aw s::owe ":le ;:pie::e:a:: et. 
u::-;,;., :!:!i:C·=� a::� :2!e -.. -ap:e:.: :e:!:­
c:S. lee::::.").-:.:r ;:e:s;::::.el :::l:l::t :�::S. :e:::i::r 
!e:t:3i ce:::-:i:ic::s :f iii�· ::Sit. a:-f.sit. a.::. devel· c;::e:::U lielay. &:e: Jeo�� :es� :Or :2te:=::r 
Z:::: o::i:ct.:�r :=:!.-c"J :tvelc;::e:t. 
a...-! = �..::: ;ul£, :15!: a::mtC 0:::. :!S!. 
!'.r.r.:: :tC'I:ftU :D .;.:.G.I � �o;:n::m� ·:cw:. • .. ·a=· �: t:'IM.-sa'1o =� lf:mt AWl. �viiJ1. � :::=. 
?!:llA':R::S CI!S� oo:n. �l. :.� : :.990 � ::. 
A:t::= .<\QCoQl' �: .... � .... 
�: ::s: r..:::aJ :t&;-�:r.: :t;:a.-=e=� ::'?..:!· 
ilc ::e:.:::: as :!:e !uc z;t:::: !:: ?!. ::..;.;7 ::ie:· 
SC::!! e:;=.t.:.::ll:: �• :::=.-:! ::it �t;:•::.t::::..:=J 
a:C c-:.., • •  ,.: •• =..-. w:·ie:s •- .:. , t2!:,. :.:,-:. 
E..-::c; �: �:;-; ::::=;:;: ;�:i�,::= �e;;�e: 
e: :t!r� :f :=::..�: -�� !t��, :t;c:Cs !::...--;:!�· �:�==�=�='" ::�::.:�;..� ::..�;�= � J;; :;.:�iu. :=.:;·:�w ·; .. ·; i£��y :: -;;;-=� 
�e ::ie c! :e:L:: =..,, t.•:ics :: e:.t.y i:!t::!=· 
:c: -:r.· :.;a:-e: =:::.-::: :.: ::: . .:-;;. m :c-:-·--� 
C::::!.� :c a:·:'..U :e¢s:'..a !;:: :e•�ic;::c:� 
:c::i-.=:'..:.; .z::i !:! ,.:..•-•r.t:'..:c s::H:i:f as-.s 
��,::;�::.::.�r������;�/: J.a:· :e:Z.:-.-e = :::.-::ci:�r ap. &Jt e,.:: ... a.e:::a. ;: 
c:-:�::S :C:r::::C r.:=::: :r.•.a::::s !::= :!:t 
:e.z:. r..:. 
v.-:Et :!:c:e ,....::J :t :e.-:::c15 a::=u r .... :u :: 
:t=::::s :! :ie:.&y cC its :W".:.�:e:.:.. ;, ·.:s� of :rve:,. .. -..... : 1::-"':i:t �r:s �· ;::,-s�=-� �= 
c::e: :;�;-:; "C;ie:2 T:;l :t=== i: O::t :e� 
of ?!. g:47. SC"t"..::i::f, :;;, ;::;cus cf :es-.i=; 
=::.-,: :.c �l£e::i..7 :::se :W:..!:c :.::-;e: ,,-;1=· 
::c:.' :, :er: :::C":..ee -r.:: r.:r.::.S.. -:!:e:: :er..s .. 
9.·::::. !a.vt a �eozo: :2:e c! :C:r.:i:: 1r:e: � · 
:S·e...: -....... •v :� �·-�-� ::s-.:::e:::a t:::S� �� -;,t;�;;� ��::�� =���-;:,.��� 
by ::e =� :aw: =�=--·•· �ss cC =� :c:_a�. 
s;:�:. �= :a.=r.::ct. � =·.-.. &::C: :=!J'-c:.;�c� 
'!'• !:e!:: :r'�:i:::::S nl� :::c:r :::e ::e.-..:�:e:-..:i 
L-:2� oi l::'l't::l..-c :aD as 'II'W u IVL1:a:t �· 
s::e:r-..:S �: weU::eues :;· rs==. :!t ;::eu:: r..::Y 
W'2S ::t:-..Ue:.. 
1 3 8 
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Tr:anscript or the video-tape 
1 .  Qt"erview (with pictures or children in hospital ICUr.\ICl") 
Approxll::at:ly ::!O'i of the 37 million inf:mts bom annually in the 
United S:at:s have pr:::atal or postna� conditions that pl:�ce the::� 
at risk for d:v:lopm:::tal dis:�bilities. Due to the advancement in 
m:dic:l! technology. many premature and very low birth weight 
infants ar: no'Q: survh·iog. These advancements have incre:lSed the 
number of :u risk chlld::n who are usually seen by prim:1.ry car: 
physici:ms. su::h as. F�ily P::�c:ic:, Ge::.e:al Pr:1:::ice physicians a:1d 
Pediatricians. Parents depend on their primary care providers to 
promptly ic!::ltify m:::i::3l or d:velopme::.t3l problems and to h:!p 
them and their child seek the n:::ess3ey' tre:ume::.t and refer.al. 
I I .  In! ormation about the law and the Importance or early 
intenention narrated by Reid Tatum 
a. Introdue:jon r\· Rejd Iarnm 
Mv n:un: is Reid T:1tu::1. I am a clinical nurse s::e::ialist in m:lte:7.31 
and chile! health. The obj:::tiv:s of the upe are to: 
1. Id:nti:'y the impor:znc: of EI 
!. R:vle'.l.· Public Law 99...;57 
� ·  D:s:::i!:lc the roles ::.nd r:spo::sibilities of physicians as r:!:n:d to 
PL 99...;57 . 
.;. Inio::�:atio:l about T::mcssc:·s Earlv Intervention Sys:e:n (TE!S) 
(highligh� of the tap: on a ::ha.-:} 
b .  H;c:rorb' hac!wound nhout e;;•lv im:pV:ntjon 
In the p:1st children with disabilities were often placed in insdtutio::�.s 
shor'Jy af:er birth. In the 1960's tr::�tmcnt pr:�c:ic:es began to 
::hang: pri::�a.-ily du: :o our k:lowl:d�: about the effectiveness of 
::1rly int::v:ntion (EI). Children with d!s:�bilities are mor: 
i:-:qu:::�.tly r:L!sed at home and ::arcd for by prima."Y :::1:: pro�·ic!e:s. 
In the bst two de:ac:s. r:se:::r::h has demonst::llcd the effe::h·en:ss 
of EI �·ith infants and toddle:s with disabilities. Findinsrs have 
shown that the early ye:1."S arc :::iti::al to the chlilfs phy�ical, so::ial. 
:motional. and cognitive development. (pictures of Lakeshore) 
c. Imponan;; pf ei!rlv ;mepVenrjon 
This gnph shows the number of children remauung in spe::ial 
education prog:ams at ag: 18 based on the age at which they b:g:!.Jl 
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d. 
r::::iving early inte:"\·ention se:-vic:s. Of 1 000 cruldren <g.:bo beg:�n 
re:::tnng s::-vices at birth 26 i remained in the sp::i:ll educ:�tion 
classes at age 1 8. In contrast of 1 000 children who received no 
se:-vices until at age 2. 29i still needed special education se:-vic:s at 
age 1 8. And children v.·ho n:::ived no early inte:-vention se:-vic:s at 
all during firSt 6 y::l!'s of their life 671 out of 1000 remained in 
special education through out their school ye:l!'s. (0:-:�pbs to 
illustrate the effectiveness of early intervention) 
Coc;r eftc;rjvenesc or e;;;�lv ;nx;�enxion 
A:::ording to a study don: in 1980 the cost to e:iu::u: a child bi:".h 
through 1 8  years in regular :!ass room W:lS about S l-'.000. In 
:ontnSt 1 8  years of sp::ial education w35 about S 53.000. By 
reducing the time sp::u in sp::ial educ:�tion e:1rly inte:-vention c:1n 
save taxpayers be:wee:1 9 to 10 tbous:lDd dol1:2.-s per child. 
Therefor:. one C:lD see that e:l!'!y inte:-vention is a very cost effective 
approach. (Graphs to illustrate the eost-effe:tiveness} 
Our kno\1:ledge of t.ie effe::h-eness of EI toge:..ier with effortS by 
parent organizations and eer-.ain court rulings resulted in more 
young children with dis:�biiities receiving EI s:rvh:es. In 1986 3D 
amendment to the Edu::�tion of All Handicapped Children Act was 
p!1Ssed. \Vbich is :or..moniy referred to as Pl. 99-.:57 that included 
e:.rly inte:-vention services for children birth through two ye:1rs. 
(pictures of children receiving se:-vic:s in pr:s:hool) 
e .  lndjvjdua!<:: with pis;:biiitjec Eduqtjon :&.::t 
In 1 990 this law was furthe: amended and :::�ll:d the Individuals 
with Disabilities Edu::�tion A::t. Part H of the law emphasized 
responsibilities of all prima.-y referral sour::s. including p hysici:�r.s. 
to refer children at risk for or with developa:ent:ll disabilities to 
e:.rly int::vention prog:-:�::�s within two worki!:g da�·s. This w:.s done 
to ensure that these children r::eive prompt se:-'o·i:::s. (excerpt 
fro� the law) 
f. Componenrt; of jhe bw re;,ammr to :'hv*:a::s 
The law bas 14 components to it which all pa..r.iC:pating st:ltes are 
required to imple::::ellt. The American A::�de:::y of Pediatrics (AAP) 
identified three componentS of this law which have direct 
implications to physi::i:cs. They a•·=: 
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1 .  Child Find: This is the process by which children �:ith 
disabilities are identified th:-ough developme:n:ll s:�::ning :md 
brought into the EI system. 
Child Assessment and Referral: Child assessment comoris:s of a 
comprehensive de"elopmen:al evaluation to ide:aify spec:"iii: delays 
in ceruin are:1s of a child's development. Refe:::�.l is the process o f  
informing EI progr:1ms about the child w i th  dis:�.bilities and 
requesting the progr:�.m to pro\·ide or access EI Se!'\ic:s for the child. 
3 .  Development o r  a n  lndividu:alized Family Service Plan: This 
invol\'es a multidisciplinary tem that include both se:-vi:e 
provide� and family me:nbe�. who identifies spe:Ui: n:eds of the 
:!tild in order to provide the needed se:-vices. 
g. Role� and r:sronsjbilirje� of tb' li!w 
The ac:�.de:ny also suggested cer.!lin roles and responsibilities that 
physicians ne:d to be awar: of pertaining to their impleme::::trion of 
the law. They are: 
1 .  Know the criteria ror eligibility or children birth through 
two: E:t:h sure bas its own eligibility criteria for d::::minicg 
whether or not a child c:�.n re::ive EI se:-vi::s tl::ro�:2h P:ut H. 
Employ stntegies to identify children W'ith disabilities : 
Regularly employ s::at:gies for obse!'\·ation and id:::�tirication of 
children who have disabilities. developmental del:�ys. or v•ho may be 
at-risk for delays. Com.'llon assessment str:negies in:!ude. �:s: of 
c!evelopmental s:�eening instrUments. compr:he::sive development 
assessment. and clinical e:\aminations. 
:; . Participate In an IFSP: Be able to present infor::ation rel:tted to 
the :hild's medi:al condition and func:ion:1l lev:! :o famih· :tnd other 
se:-vice prO\'ide::-s during :tn IFS?. The information about the imp:1:t 
of the child's medical condition on the ove:all de\'elooment 3nd its 
implication for prog:-:�m pi:tnning :3n be ve:y he!pf:i to EI pro\·ide:s. 
J .  A W":areness o r  community resources: B e  aw:�:: o f  coc::�unity 
resour:es available for infants :tnd toddle� v.·ho cav be e!isdble for 
these EI se:-vices. M:tintain :10 ongoing relationship w{th EI -
programs who can provide information about wh:�t new se!'\·i::es ar: 
a v:tilable for children with spe::ial ne:ds. 
5 .  ReCer children with disabilities o r  children W'ho are 
suspected to be at-risk !or de,·elopmental delays to EI 
programs: t:se procedures for referring infa::1ts :tnd toddle:-s with 
development:ll delays to Parr H progr:uns and ot!ler early 
intervention programs within the communit�·. 
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n· . Tennessee's Early Inter,·ention System 
a. Bi!ek:Tound h;!;ton· of TEIS 
In 1988 Te:messee de::ided to paru:::pate in the imple:nenution of 
the law. T"ne statewide prog:am responsible for implementing the 
law is referred to as Tennessee's Eariv Inte:ve:uion Svstem (TEIS). 
The sute is divided into Dine Por.als 
"
or Entry (POE) ·th:1t imple:nent 
the l:�w. We are loc:ued h::e in the E:ISt Te:messe: Distri::t wbi:h 
se:ves 1 6  .::;,unties. TEIS prt'gr:un provides se:vices to all f3l'lliiies 
with children birth through two h:�ving spe::al needs irrespe:::ive of 
annual income of the family. (map of TEIS used) 
b.  Ell:;jbilirv qjrerii! for W'-"ie:• throy.,h IEIS 
l. 
., 
l .  
., 
In order to receive se:vic:s through TEIS a child should me:: the 
sutcs definition of developm:nt:�l delay: 
a child ba\·ing ::!5� delay in rwo or JO% d:!:�y in one of the 
following are:IS of developm:nL cognitive. physical. 
speech!langunge. social-emotion:�!, self-be!p. 
a child has a diagnosed m:di:al condition. for ex:�mple . 
Do\\·n's Syndrome. or 
a clini::ll judgment by a physi::lan that a child is at risk for 
developmental delays. 
Se:vje:• ic· :ll:;;bfe fi)mm:c tbrgu:;b TEIS 
Some of th: services that eligible families r:::ive through TE!S are. 
.<\ssessme:11 : 
when a chiid is suspe::ted to have developme:ual delays. a 
developm:::�:al screening is ::ompl:t:d by a TEIS Se:vice Coor:iin:uor 
to dete:mine \\thetber a c:hild has del3ys. If delays ar: Dot se: at :.ie 
present time but the child is at risk for del:1�"S then the ove:all 
developme:lt of the child is monitor:d on a regular basis . 
A:::ess to s::'-·ices: 
TEIS provides families \\'ith information about available ::ommunit�· 
resources that they C3ll a::ess for their ::hlid. A R:source Dir::::ory is 
:llso a\'ailabie through TE!S that gives inic:dlation about cornmu:tity 
resources. 
3. Coordination o f  se:'-·ices: 
A child m:�y need more th3ll one EI se:vic: ll.'1d TEIS helps fill the 
gaps in se:vi::s by coordinating the ne:ess:�.-y services. 
�. Financial support: 
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6. 
TE!S a!so beips families financially by paying for cert:Un EI se:-vices 
for ex:1mpie. physical the:-apy. occupational tbe:-apy, speech the:-ap�·. 
\Vhen no othe:- financial resources are available to pay for the 
se:vice. TEIS also helps families with insurance co-payments. TE!S 
heips families a::ess finan::i:1l resources from other ngencies. for e.g .. 
TE!'o;'SC.<\RE. SSI 
Transportation: 
TEIS reimburses families for tr:lnsporting: their child to receive EI 
se:vi:es. Sometimes it m:1kes arrangements for transportation with 
age:�cies to transport a child to receive EI se:-vic:s. Tnis has helped 
se,·e:-:11 families wbo live in the rural areas and find it difficult to 
transport their child. 
Pa:ent support: 
Parent to parent support is available to families by meeting a TEIS 
s::Uf who is also a parent of a child with special needs. Se:-vices 
through TEIS begin once a referral has been motde. 
d. r:rs proc:e•• rcbot Qf TEIStfamjM 
Se:-vices through TEIS begin once a referral has been made. The 
Se:-vice Coordinator assigned to the family m�es the initi:1l contac: 
with the fami1v to schedule a home visit (HV). Du:ine: the HV an 
intake. a deve'topmental screening on the child. and 
-
a family ne::s 
assessment is completed. The se:vice coordin:uor gathe:s 
information about the child's diagnosis. medical history. previous 
otss:ssments. and family's financial resources. 
Before anv kind of service coordination bes:i:s. !he child's elis:ibiii:v 
h:!.S to be
· 
de:e:mined. The Se::vice Coordi;a:or determines th; · 
eligibility of the child by completing a de,·e!opment:ll scre::::�ing. 
Durin! the initial \'isit the familv needs assessment is also com:::Jie:ed. 
This i� don: usually in form of ;n inte:view to help the Se:-vice · 
Coordinator better unde:-stand the f:1mily's needs :1nd conce:-ns. 
After the developmental screening is completed and are:1s ide:ltifi:d 
in whi:h th: child is showing significant delays. :he se:-vice 
coordinator helps the family a:::esses se:-vices in these areas. The 
necessarv se='·ices are coordinated for the chiid otnd familv. For 
example� if the child is found to have delays in speech and language. 
:he se:-vi:: coordinator helps find a program that would be abie to 
provide the:-apy in this area. 
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Typi:nlly aft:: se:vices bnve been coordin:�tcd for the child llii 
Indh·idunlizec! F:I.!Ilily S::vice Plan (IFSP) is written. It comprises of 
writing down a pi!lii for the child to re:e!ve se:vices in order to 
promote his/he: de\·elopment. According to the l:�w. this plllii is to 
be com::ll:t:d v;itltin 4!' davs from the da\' n refer:!ll is made. It is a 
group ;ffort th:u includes ·the family and all professionals providing 
se:-.-ic:s to the child. Ourine: this me:tine: the familv • s needs. 
con:::::s. p:iorities. and chiid' s immedinte :111d long · r!liige ne:cls are 
dis::!ssed lli!d a plan of action is written. The pl:m is reviewed eve:-)· 
six montbs to a:ake sure that the e:oals dis:ussed are followed 
through 
� 
I Y .  Family inter,·iew about their personal e:xperience accessing 
ser,·fces through TEIS 
v .  
I .  
Information about ways by which TEIS can help 
physicians. (chart highlighting the points) 
TEIS can be!p physici:ms se:ve children with special needs in several 
diffl:re:�t wan. 
TE!S 5::-.i:e· Coordinator can comple:e a developmental screenings 
on a physi=:a::s· recommendation o;;ben a c!lild is suspected to be :It· 
risk for deveioomental de!avs. 
TEIS cnn pro\·ide physicians" with information about various 
community resources a\·ailable for children �·ith d!snbilities. For 
::t:�r.�ple. inio:mation about v::iol!s EI prog:-ams av:lilable in 
diff::ent counties. and financial resources available to families. 
Ph;.·sicl:ms cllii share this information with families seeking for help 
with r:sour::s. 
TE!S ::1n :1!so conduct workshops and semio:�rS for groups of 
pn;.·siclans who are inte:-:sted in gaining more inform:1tion about 
se:-ving child:en with special nee�s. For e:t�"''lple. workshops on c:�re 
coordination of children with special needs. screening and assessing 
children with special needs. development of an IFSP. 
\" 1 .  Conclusion with information about TEIS contact 
Early intef\•ention is :le:�rly a c:itical factor in pro,·iding children with 
spe:ial ne:ds the very b:st opportunity to n::hieve their greatest pot:nti:ll. 
Te:tnesse:'s Early lnte:vention System is dedic:lted to reaching all of 
Tennessee's ch.ildren. birth through two ye:�rs of age. v.·ho may h:1ve 
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dis:�.bill::i:s. Ar. icpor..:1nt clement in r::�.ching th;lt goal is TE!S's role as :1 
rcsour:e and guice for profcssioc:�.ls v;ho work with these special chilci:::.. 
Primary care ph�·si::ians are usually the first to h:�.vc the opportunity to 
identify children who may have dis:�.bilitics or who may be at risk for 
d:vc!opmcnt:l.l d:!ays. 
For pf.m:Jl'Y ere physicians to be able to sc:vc children �·it!: special n:::is 
bette� it is impo.r..:mt that they be aware of the following co:::::pon:nts of PL 
99-.;si: 
Child Find 
Child assessment and e'·alu:�.tion 
Parti:ipation in the d:velopm::lt of an lndividu:�.liz:d F�ly Scn·ic: 
Pin 
It is 01lso impor.:mt th:lt they und::-s:and their roles and responsibilities in 
towarcs implen:enting the law which arc: 
Know the s:at:s eligibility crite:ia 
M�: approp::i:ne refe::-a!s to TEIS 
P::-fo:-:n r:gul01r developme:ual screenings 
P:�..H.i:ipate in the d:,·e!opm:nt of an lndi\'idualized F:�.."D.Ey S::vic: Pr:�.n 
TEIS is here to h:lp make things e:�.sier for both f:unili:s a.:lC professionals. 
including physi:i:ns. '-l:o:king \1:ith special ne:c!s children. 
For more iniorm:nion. call 
9i�ZS38 .  or Toll-free- 1 -800- l iSi 
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APPENDIX C 
Transcript of Pamphlet 
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P:"..mary �:&.-e pl:ysic;::.s piay a:: U:l;:or..a:t role !r. �e t':lc:.;:reht::sive deve!op­
ce:� :l!l!ds of i::!a::tS and toddle.-s wit.': d!sa.billtie.s. F.ea.lth c:a:e professionals are 
of:e:1 t!le rus: i'�le outside of the. e!:lld's. !a.:nily to S::Si':-= or ic!e:u.t.�· ; developme::· :3.1 delay or risk for delay and. to reie:' !i:l.!ll.es for e-.�ua.t:on a.::�d se."Vites. However, a 
c:a.;o::.:y of pl::ysi:-!ar•s are :10: a.lv.o;ys a.wa:e of the f� ;.."":2y of e:ar!y !nt�.-·ve::tion se:-· 
vice=� l"llailable il: :he ct�::unl::i:y or s:a.:e a::d.. :!:e.�ore. :::ay :1ot �e al:lie to !.:::iorm 
:a.c.ilie.s of the full :-a:ge of se."\\ice opt!ons. Tl'.is !s tbe ;:t:r,Jose of the j)::Se.-:t doc:u­
cc:. to provide pbY$ic� With !.:::io�tion that they may fl.-:d I:Se!u.! in the!: e.'for.s 
to be!;: famille.s of young C:il�e:: v.i:!: d!sabillties. 
This doc-..:mct is divided intO fOI!r parts. The r.-.-s: ;:la.rt des;!bes :!:e lm;:lor:a::c:e 
of e:t:h· ide:1:1fia:ion a::d t:U�e:lt of :ieve!opce:::a! delays. 'l'ie."C. i::{o:::lat!on about 
t!le P:O:: H compone.'lt of the Ind!vi:i� with Oisabllit!e.s Educatior. .�c: (IDE.�). P!.. 102· 
119 (t"loi'icallv refer=e:! to as P!.. 9�Si}, wJ:jc!l ;lrovtdes cocpr�e::slve. fa:::il"lo' ce."l· 
tered, ·c:�mmU!'.i:y based se.-vices for you::g c!:i1C.""e:2 wit.': :i!sabill::es. !.s fl:O"ic!ed. The 
tltird ;:�art of tbe doc-.:.::oe.:lt 7'Cilla!::.S ::er-..a:n roles. an� �o:tsll:lili:ies of ;:ilysica::s :.'1:: 
we:-e ice::tifiel! by t.'le .o\nle.'"lO: .o\..--a:ie:�y of Pe:!tat::.cs. The fi:a.l ;:u: ces�bes 
Tt::!less!!•s Early lnte...-.;enticc: Sys:e:. ::: agccy :.'-.a: !s :�o:si:ie !or :m;:ie�e..-,:a:!c:: 
o{ t!le law. 
We hope t.':e e:1closec i:'Jo:-::atic: is use!t:! to you. We we!come )'OI!r ::o:.""ne::ts 
1:1.:i s-::ggestio:s. Please !e!! free to c::�::ac: us a::: 
Te::�.nessee's Ea:ly Jnte:-vention Syste::1 
1 2 1 5  W Cu::be:la:1d Ave::�.ue 
jessie Ha::!s Bulldi:lg, lt:n 402 
K!lCXVille, TN 3i996 
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OVERVIEW 
App:oxi::::.a:e!y 20% of :!:e 3.  7 c!llio: =:;::s bo:: z:::\!3lly i::. �e U::.ite:! States !ave · 
pr�:a.! or p�:2.1 e:::�::c:.s :=a: ;�!a� == •: :'..sk !cr :!eve!cpce:::al :!!sal:lli::ies. Due 
to ac!va::ce:ne:::s i:: ::1e:!ial :e::l:.:.oiogy, :::a::y pr=at".::e z.::! ve.:·y low bi..-J: weight l.n:a::ts 
are ::ow su.-vtvi:g. 4C.ese ac!va::!::le:::S !:ave !..�e:! :!:e ::=be: o! a: :'..sk C!ic!re: wl:o 
&...'"! us::ally se!:l by pr'...cary :a=-e pb.ysira�s, S'�O as ra..:::.!ly ?:;.c::ic:. Ge:e:a! ?:ac::ice 2:ci 
Pe-'..!a:O:'"'a-s PL-e::s cie;:e::c o: :!:!!:' pr'.::&.:· ::a:e p:-o\'ici:."l to proc;:tly lce::."y me:!!CI.I 
or ceve!opmen:al probi!:! a::! cake a.;:pro;::r'.-te :e!=::-..ls for treac:e:L 
I: �e pas:. c!:ilci.-e: wi:!: �!l!ll:ies we:e O::e: pla:e:! !n i.::St::u:io:.s �:-J�· af:e: 
bi:"'.!:.. Du:ing :!:e l�cO's. trea:::::e::  ;l:a.::!c:es beg.: to .:!;z.:ge as urly inte."'Ve:::ion CEJ 
s::.:egies b�a::e ::1cre e!:e:::ve. 7oay, C!lere: with :!!sa!::ill::es a.""! US".:illy :-..lsed at 
llo:::e z.:ci a:e ofte:: ca:e:! for by pr'.:a.-: 
a.'"! ;:b.ysi'"';-s and :u: ... ooses. D�:...-.:g :!:e !As: 
,,I:. : 
1: Si'e:al edua:o::. :!asses. I: ::;:,::-ast, 2S7 
Oil::!:!: :eec!e::l s;:e::al e:iu:a::io:: se.•vic!S 
wl:e:: :! se:'Vices l::eg-� a.: :e ag� of 2. Of �e 
C!l::l:!: wbo· neve: re�e!vec! ur!y !:lt!."V!:· 
tior:. se."Vices. 670 s::I! :e::a.!:led il: s;�e::al 
e:!u=:or:. =asses a.: :.!:e age of lS. �e 
!:plia::io11 of :!::!$ !:::!!:g :s tl:A: :.!:e ;ro­
..,.;.s!o:: of E! se."Vices :!u."".:g =e e:orly ye:a ... "l of 
:a. c!:!lci's lli'e subs-�:.ally de:ea.ses :!:e 
llk:illlooc! :!:at :.!:e :!:!!:! will .::�.ee:! Spe::al 
!�uo.tion se.-lic::.s !6:e: o:: in =.is/be:- life.. !.::. 
':1•'0 c!.e:ades. :-=e�..!: de:nc::.r.:.ted repea:-
e:!ly =a: E wi: l:::a:::s z.:c to�!.."'S v.;: 
:!!sa.!::ili:ies :s =::!cal to :e :!:!lei's ;:bysic3l. 
soCA!. e=o::c:.al, c:! c:og::!:O·e :!eve!o;:::::e:::. 
A::::-=:g :o c::e s:-..1:!y (Fig. 1) :lle :::.:nbe: 
of C:ll:!re:: w!:o re:::a:::ec !:: s;:e::a.! e:!ua· 
::o:: ;l!'O� at age lS v.'iS t"'a-;"'e:!. 'based 
c: ::.� ag� •: w:iC :!:ey S�!� :-ec!iv'.:g E 
--
-· 
..... 
... 
1 
...... ...... , := . -- :.. =-. -. -
-I 
I :  ' 
:.. ... . .. '--­
. . ..... 11 - - �  
.. § 
• 
a..."lo�:: ree�: .r.Jdy {Fig. 2 J. i: \\AS fot.::� t!:.a: :e cos: of ed�:o::::g a Qllc! bir-..!1 th.--oq.!: 
lS yu..-s i::. regt:la: dus:-occ se=::gs was �en:: S 14,000 c::::.;:a:et to S S3.000 to ed:!ote 
a s•-n-.. c:!illc! :.:: spe:a! edu:a:io: dass:-ooc se:=ngs. Tht:S. by re:it:::=g :e time s;:e::  =. 
Qe:.l edt:aO::c:. se:t:gs. U::y !::te."V�:ic:. :a:: save �aye.-s :ot.:Scds c: ciclla.-s. 
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISASI LITIES EDU CATI O N  ACT ( IDEA) 
K:lowle<!ge abc�:: :!le �e::s of ::! toge:::: w.:: e!!o..s �c!e ;,y pa:c: org:;-;:;::c:s 
as well as lepl a:ci le�lat!ve a:::ic:s, lave :es-.:lted in mere yo�g i:.!:.ilci:c wit: ciisa!:!!!:ies 
re::: .. :g !! se..-wic:!S. I: 1986 a: a.::c.C::!.::  ::o :!'!e 1973 E:c:at:o: cf All ?'.a:c!ic::l;:pe� 
C:l5:...-e:. .� v.-:s passed. This ::.ew legi£la:o::. was re!e."':"ed :o as ?!:. 9�-457 a::ci !:dc�ed 
pro'l.isio::.s far ea:!y !::te."Vc:io: se."Vices !c: C!l�e:: bir".= =roug.: two yu.-s. In 1 �90 :::s 
law \\AS r.u-.=e: a::le:lc!e� l:lc! o.!le:! ce !:.c!!vic!:!als \\'i: o;.sa:::E::es �ua:io:: Ac:: (ID£.�1. 
The ?a:: H se:::ior. o! � !aw !c!c:!le� fo: :!le :!...-s: ::!::le :!:e re...-,o:sl,!,ili::y of all pr'.:::.a.-;.· 
re!:::-..! sources. i:lc!w=g p!:.ysi""•-•. to :e!e: :::!C:c a: :".sk fer o: '4i.:h c!evelopce:::a! 
c!!s�.!.!!:ies to euly i:: e."vct!c:. jl:og:-..::.s wi:!:i:: t\VO wcrk:::g :iays. This ;:a.'"': cf :he law 
v.AS CA::e:! to e::st::e :!:.a: c!:i!C:c wit!: :!!sa!:ilit:.es wo\!lc! :e::e!ve procpt ::! se."''.'iees. 
The law. as It !.s p:ese::.:ly c::�:st:.t:.t:e:!. i::.:!::c!es 1-' c:o::.;:o:�:s w!:.ic all ilL'"':ic;a::g 
s-�:!! re reqt:i:'e:! to bpie::e::. !:':te wl.:e:":G: .-\.:.Ce::sy of ?::!&=:.a (..;.,�' :-e:c:!y :c:!� 
:=a: ==�e of =�e co:;:c::.�ts :ove =�= !c;:li�:.c:.s fer ;:ys:c:.a:s. T':ey a:�: 
1 .  C::ilci Find 
This :s :e ;trocess by w!:.ic C:!lc!:e:. wi� esabi.!!:ies a:e 
ice:.:=e: pr'..:na.'"".Jy =..-oug!:. :eve!c;:::e:: a! s=!!"..::!:gs. 
2. C�ilci Assess::1e::.t and R:!e::al 
C::!l(! wessmct !:::!-:!des a ccc.;::-!!:.e:sive :1eve!o;:::e.-::al 
ev:l�:±on for :!le ;n: .. -;:ose of i:ie:::!..�"±:g �e::!!c �!lays :: :=.e 
c!!!'fe.-e:.t are:u or ' ::!:llc!'s develc;:::.e::.  Re!e.":ll is :!:e ,;:lrO:!SS 
of !::fo:::::!ng ::! ;t:-or.a=s abou: a :::lc1 "''1:!: :!i.sc!:ilit:.es a:lC 
:e:;t:es-'...!1g the ;Jrog:-a.= to ;:::-o"'-::e or re:::=e::c! ::! se.-.'i:es. 
3. Development of ;.: l::.C!v'i:iual!:e:! P;;.:!ly Se.-vi:e 
Pla:::� CiiSi') 
COM?O�E�'TS OF 
P!. 99·-4 3 i  
2 .  C�!ld Assess­
::lent & Re!e::a! 
3. Deve!o;:::1e:: 
of IFS? 
T:::S :.S i i'roc-...ss ::a: :est.:!:s !!:. ::,! ;ro\"is!C:: cf :lt!�e: se..-.-:::s. It !:vol\"!! 1 
:::.U:::.�cpll:a.-y :ea.= :=a: !:lc!l:c!e be:!:. se."Vi:e ;:rcvi::e."S a:� :c::1y :ne::::e.-s who !ce:.::."y 
spe::!!l: :eez of :he c!:!lc1 and facily. 
2 
• 
R O LE.S AND RES?ONSI BILii'IES O F  PHYSICIANS 
The aad.e:n�· also s::gg!s:ed ce.-..ai:l. roles Z!ld. res;:o::.sibili:ies ::.a: i)l:ysica::s need to 
kee;:: i::. l:l!.:ld. as they ::;· :o !1:.1t:ll :!:.e s;:i."'!: of the !aw. They ar� 
1 .  K:.ow �e cnte:-!;t for c!igibili:y of c:l:.ildre::. bi::l:. 
:=.:ol: gl: two 
E.ac!: s:a:e l::u its 0\1.-::. i!!.:g'.bili:y C::::e:'.a for ce:e::i:!:g 
\\·!:e:!:e: o:- :o:: a Cillt! ca.: :e:eive E se...-vic!! t!::O\!� :?-a:: ::.. 
��-s!'""';-s sl:.ocld. be awa:e of :!:.� res?e::lve s-.a:es e!igi!:il· 
i:y c:i:e:'.a. 
2. ;:?loy s::.;.tegies :o id.e::.t!!y c:l:.ild.re::. wl� dis· 
a.billties 
�ysi'"';-s �ocld. re:r..:!r�y e:.ploy �:eg:es for o:se.-.:;:io::. 
cd. ic:!e::::i!::.::!oz:. of =.:.:::..-==. w!:o !:ave d.:so.!:ill:::es. deo:elc;:-­
ce::.:3l delays, or wl:.o ::ay be ;: :'.sk !or delays. Sc:e of :!:.e 
c:::=on s=o.te;ies ::.a: re ::sed :o i:!e::tii'y C::JIC:e:: ,,;::, or 
a: :'.sk for c!eve!oj:)ce::.:A.! :!e!ays ce deve!o;::ne::.:3l s=ee::.· 
:gs, cc:i)ra:e:sive �evelo;::1e::a1 assess::lc:.S. a:::! �c-...1 
e.,v;.., •-a::ol:S. 
3 .  P;:-..icpa.te in �e develcp:e:t of a.: IFSP 
JtOUS 4: tt::SPONS!· 
BIU!IES 
1. K:1ow :he e!igi· 
bili:y c::!te:-�a 
., E-plov s::.;.te· iies t; idi::ify 
c:l:.�dren 
3. P:lrtic:!pa:e in 
:l:.e IFSP 
4. Aware:ess of 
co::::n:::.ity re· 
sou:;es 
S. lle! e::.;.! of 
cl:.llcren to ea:ly 
l::.te:-ve:.tion P:o· 
g:a::1S 
?l:.�"S:'""';•s s�oclC: p::ese:: :::!c::o.::c:: :e!a:ed. :o a C!l�'s ::ed.!:-.J c:::!!O::cr. a=d ::,::c=:o:a.t 
!eve! to �a::ily :e=';:)e.oos &:d o:!:.� se.-.ite provi:ie.oos a-:'.:.g :.: Z:S?. !::!::::a::c:l abo�t ':!:e 
!::;:a:: cf a c:-.n�·s :e�:ll :o:�:!c: c= 0\·e.-..Jl :e\·e:or::le::t a:� !::�!i::..:c:.s for prog:-a::1 
4. l!e a...,-ce of co=�:!':)' ruol!r:es 
�ys:'""';-s sl:.ocld be awa:e of �==�· :eso�.::::es :=..: ;;.:e a\'::l&:le fo:: e!ipie ::;;;.:::s a=C: 
:oC'!�e.!"l c� -:a�-� c:g:i::g :e:.:o::.s!:!;:s \�:!:. E ;t..-soce! w!:c .:&:. ,:-o,;:e :::!or::a":o: 
lbcl!: :!:.e a-."&i!al:ili�· o: ::ew se.-.ites. 
S. �lue re!e::als of cl:.!ld:e:: wi:!l C:isabllit!es or a.: :isle !or deve!op:::ce:tal 
de.!ays to ::I prog:•=s 
?!:ys'.C.;.::.s sl1oclc1 :e!e: ::=z::s �d. tod:!le.oos wi:!:. :ieve!c;::ne::A.! :ie!a;:"S :o ?...-: E prog:-..::.s 
&::.:i o:!:.e: e:�..-ly !.::.te.�e::.::c:: prog:-.:s "''�:.":i: :he C::l:::l::::.i�· :u soc:: :u :ie!ay:s re Sl:S· 
pe::e:i or ide."l::.."ie(!. :o !ate:: :!:.:.:� �o woriC::g :!ays. 
3 
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TENNESSEE'S EARLY INTERVENTION SYSTEM (TE!S) 
!: !9SS Te:::essee de:::de:! :o .,a..-:::::?ate .!.: t!le !=j:)ie:e::.:lc: of?!. 9�57. As a 
:-!51!1� a r..:.:!! .... ic:!e r:os== was c!evelcpe:! =at 
!s :ille:! !c.=e!See·s :Er!y !::e..-..e::c:. Sys:e::� 
('Z''ES�o 7=:.5 :::l::S:S:S o: ::.!:e ?o:-..:.!S of =::::' 
{?OE! :!:..6: ..:'! lo:;:� :: e=e...�: a..--eu o! :!:.e 
r...;:e :2.lle:. • ;eve!o;::e::':A! es=:::s•. ne :.u: 
7!::ess!e D!.s::i: =:.i:!!!S 16 coc:.es a:� :s 
lo.:z:e:! a: T:e C:..,.·e..-si.'y of Te.:.:.�e K:ox· 
\-:1!e. !E$ ;:o\'iC!S Se:'JiC!S tO all !;-Utes \\'i:: 
rera:�$ of a:::� �Q!l�· ::coce. 
I: o:O:e:- to :-e:!!ve se....., ices :!:rO\:s!: 'TE!S. 
a ::.il:! =� :e:: ::! s:a:e's dt::i:c: of cieve!· 
• :&\·e a !S% c�a::r i::. two or 40% :lel;.y � oce of�= fo!low:=.g c:!c-:i!:'s of c:!ev�C?­
::::.:: :::og::.:::ve. ;l!::�'$i:::U. s;:ee::!:."..:.:.go.:age. soea!-�o-::: ::3!. o:- s�·l::.eli': 
• !e �ag::cse� \"�= ; :e�ol c:on�:!o:.. for e.u:�le. !)cw::s Sy::..-::e. S;:i=:a :::!�&: 
C:' 
Se.�ces ro fz.=ilies til:ougb TE!S 
Sc:e :: �: .se..-..'i:!S �� �g:bie ::!1:.-e: &::� :!:ei: 
!a:::!!es :e::..�-e =....-o:!!� 'n!S a:e.: 
1. Deve!o;::e::a.! Sc:ee::U:::gs 
Devel:;::a-::1 s=ee:i::.gs ;:e co:c:!l.!::e:! :,�· ;. "S 
se:vi:! ::Jo:-.:.::arcr :o .:e!� f! v.·!::e=!: a Cilld. :as 
�:lays. If �!liys ;:! :o: �rese:.: 0\!: :!:e :!:!l� !s :t 
�..sk for :.::.ays. :!:.!.:. :!:.! ovca.l! c!e\'elc�:c: of ::e 
2. Ac:::ess!:g !! Se..-vic:es 
!ES :!!::s f"-;1•es •==� E se..-Jice.s for :!:!!r ��e� 
::I� '!'5 � ;:;\o�c!e !• ..... :ues '-''i:!l !.-.!o.--::a:o::. 
a.�1:: Q===::· �=-\!!":� ��1:gh �e:: �o::ae u 
4 
S!:Rv1CES AV}JT_o\3� 70 [ 
• r . .:...-..a-.:..!::5 !EltOl.iGF. T::!S : 
1. :>evelo;:c::d 
sc:-ee�:.: gs 
2. Ac::::ess!:i !I se:"'<·i:es 
S. 7:-:.:.s�c:-:atio:. 
e. ::Sz�!:t-to-;:.&�e:: 
s�;�or. 
1 6 0 
� ... . E 
3. Se:vir:e r:oo:l!:.�z:io:: • 
!ES Se.-vir:: Coo:rl!:.::a1:ors se..-we as a S::gle pel.:: of r:o::: ar:: a.s :!:e:: he.!;: f•-'lies gi!: zr:� 
to ue ::e::ssa..·y :Z se..-.ic:s for :!!e.!: C:..Uc v.i:!: c!isabl!.!ties. Se:-.'ir:: Coorl!:.::ato:rs also !acili· 
tate t!le :!::le.!y c:!e.!lve:y of a.va!.!able se:-.ir::s :o be::e:"!.t :!:e :ieve.!c;::e::  of :!:e r:!:ll� 
4. ri::a::C:al St::;::j:io:".: 
7S!S W.ll ;:ay fo: :e..-� E se:-.icu. fo: !."C:=;l�. i'!:ys!a! :.':e..-ay:·. oc�ra::.o::al :.':e:a.;:y. 
a:ld �e!:!: :!:�?�·, w!:e.: :o c:=e: =:.::a:-:::41 :-esot:r::!! &:'! 3.\"a!!l!:le.. m also he!�s :a-•'ies 
S. T::.:s.,o:-.:a:!c: 
!ES =-e::::::.."'Ses :--::;es :or =-..::.siler::.:; ±e.!: =:1� :o :Z :;::ro-.-:�e."'S. So:e:=es r=!S :;ltes 
a::-a:ge::e::s fc: :-..:s;c:-.:::.c: wi:= ag!:C::es :o :-a:s;:c:-: a =� T:!S ::-;e of �-=-c..I 
s;�pc:: !:.e!;:s :--·a•!! \tr·=.c L"--e :: :-..:..-..! a:eu :::.� of:e: :=.:::. it ��:-..:!: :c :ike :e:=- =:!c! � 
c..�a.: =�:le::.: !'a::!!::s. 
6. Pa:re:.:-to-pz:e:.t st:ppo:rt 
Pa:e::·:e-;::a:e:: s��;::-: :S ava.!!abie :o :--:u� :!:::a:S:� a s:.a...:r ::::1:e: \\"!:O is ;J.sc =.e 
p;.:e:: of a c:I: "''i= S!'e=al =�:S. 
TE!S P:ocess 
I:::zke.'Sc:ee:.i:gf:a:nily :-;"e:�s Assess::::: 
A S!..-,ice C:le:-:!::A:cr is usig:e� :o e�:.� !;.:.!!y .::; ::a..(!S ::e :::::&! co::ac: :::· 
sC:e:�g =. =.o:e \�!: {h'V1. :>t:..•..=.g :!le ::-"· i: ::..k!. a :!ve!e;:=�� s=� g. �� & 
Coo::-l!!.:a:!on of Se:vic::s 
a r:!:llc �lays si�a:t .:!�;.�. :!:e se:-.ir:e :oo:-:!:a:or =.e.!;:s ::: :a::lly ;;.r::ess ;;.;::;:.:-::;:�· 
ate se..-.-:ces a:c! il=-�i:es c:oor-:.=..t:o: of se:.-::::s. 
s 
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• 
Deve!o;lme!lt o: ;.:. IFSP 
!!'';'iaiJy, rot: se.-.ie� :.�:Cs L""! !��:::!!e� l:. 1:5? i5 w:"!::e::. A:. !:5? is Ol ;:ia:. O( 
11do:: :or t!le e!:.:l� 1: �e!;:s :o :.:St:re :!'.a: :.!!e c!:i!� :ee!!ves ;!! t!le neeessa..-y se.-.i:es :o 
promo:e !:is/he: e.�ve!opme:::. A::::or-!::g :c :!le law, � pia.:. �oul� be eocple:e� w::=: 
45 days from :!le ��· a. :e!e:::! :S :::.a.�e. T�e I::S? :S a s=-ot:;; eE'o:: �.at :::c!uc!!! ::.e :6::!!y 
11:1d all ;:rofessio:.a!s .,'ho a.--: !.!ke!y :o ;::ovide se.-.'ic:es to ::!:e :::llc!. Du..'"'.:g u. !:5? :ee::::g, 
Qe fa.=Jly's ne:C.S. :o:c!..-:s. p::.or::es. a.:c! Cii�·s ic::le=at! L"lc! lo:.g :-..::g! ::::.S a:t 
c!lsc-.lSse� a:�d a ;:l:.:. of ac::io:. is wtit:e::.. !.:e ;:Ia.:. :S the: re•.iewe� eve:y si.'C cc:::.S :o 
make S\!!e :ha: goa!s :.:e co:;o!�!ed or �viewe� wl!e: a�:;:rc;::-'.1:e. 
How Can TEIS He!p Physicia:ls ? 
rES a: 1:!!? ;:::ys!ea:.s i:: seve:-.J !::por-..a.:.t 
ways to se.....-e c!::!::..."'!:. Wi::!: s;:e::;.I ::1!!!� Scoe of ::!:e 
ways at!: 
1 .  Co:jlle:e Deve!cjl::e:::;.l Sc=ee:!:gs 
A TES Se.-.ict Coc:=a:c: ::a: �:;:le:e e.eo:e!c;::e::al 
c:an St:Sj:e::-'..s :!:a: a ::.!1� :S a: ��k '!o: d�·e!o;:e::.J 
�e!a:).'S. 
2. Provide !nfo::a.::io:. ,:,oo,:.: co::�i:y :e· 
sourc:es 
-rES a:: ;:rovide ;:l:ysieo.z wi:: :::.fc::a:o: al:c::: 
!E!S CA.'I F.E!.l' PEYSi· 
C!ASS BY 
' 1 .  Com;:le::�g c!eve!· 
op:.e::lll se:ee:!:gs 
: :. Co:�.due:!:g work· 
s:cps &:d se::::.!:a:s 
\o;.:'io\!S ec::1:nt::i:y :'es�..:r:es :!:.3.: a...--e a._'"Z!1a:!! :o: =.!!C:!: \\::!:. ::!!sa:,u:::�. !c: !:w.:.�!!.. :;: 
�:-og:-...:s !: cillie::.:.: ::n.::::es o: :!le r:.y o: ..-:.: !=a:Ci! :�so:.:: es &\�Ole :c :--n=:.s. 
3.  Co::�c!uct works:ops ;.=.d se::::.�;.:s 
!E5 a: eo�duc: "'·c:ks:o;s a.::! se:!::a.""S for b="Ot:;s of �i1ys::1::.S \vbo ce !::.t!:'!!:!.� !::. 
glli::ing ::::10� inio:::a::o: :bel!: se."V'.:g c:::le.te: wi::!: s;:eca! :ee�. Works::o;:s ::a:: ;.;. 
drr.ss se..--ice coor=:a:oz:. ��g a.::� ass!!!:c: s::a:eb!es. a.:.C :=.e �e· .. ·e!c;::c:: of a.:. 
I:SP are ji!St some of �e topi:s :ov!:e� :y rES s:a::. 
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Tha� you for :aki:1g the ti!!le to read this !:tfor.na:ion Packet. Ii 
you have �uestion or need fur:b.e: l::.for:!l.at:ion call 
TEIS 
(615)  97 4-2 8 3 8  
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The ?!lysica."l, The !.aw, and Te."lnessee's Ear!y I:;:e..-..e."l:ior. Sys:e::1 
was produce� by 1ES- East Te:u:�essee Dist:'ic:: a.�c j:ir'-�tec by �e 
P:in:ir.g Se.'"Vic� at Univive.-sity of Te.�essee. K."loxville. 
This coc:ume."lt was fur.ded by the Tennessee Depa:-..::::�.er.: of E�ucaticn 
for Public Law 102- 1 1 9, Par: H • 
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APPENDIX D 
Questi onnaire 
PHYSICIA�S' �0\VLEDGE A�'D PR.-\CTICE Qt:ESTION:'\AIRE 
Tennessee's Early Intel"·ention System-East TeDDessee District 
� ::.:,: ·· 1)£mlTIOf\S OF IMPORTA�"T TER.\fS t!SED IN TirE QUESTIONNAIRE 
ChDdren �ilh special needs: Children who e::hlbit a wid: \'a.rie:y of disabilities, ranging from mild 
learning or adjust:n::u proble:::s to s:ve:: multiple �Uiti:s usually a:: o�e:i by m::ual retardation. 
s::ISO:y impai.-m::ns. J?C::lllla:go.:age i."::?air.:n::::ts. physi:.ll iz:l?ai.�:::ts a:ui inability to =: for 
ll::ms:lv:s. 
Developmental assessment: Ongoing p:cc:du:·:s us::! to gain an a::-.::·at: pic:urc of a :hild's pr:s:nt 
tev'e! of fun:-joning in the various d:velopm::::tal domalz that in:lud:: (al cognitive devclopm:nt: (b) 
com:nuni::ation and language :!:ve!opm::: : (c) mote: d:velopme:�t (gross a::d fin: motor): (dl s:lf'h:!p 
and adaptive beha\iors: anc! (e) social and ::notional d:velopm:n:. 
Developmental delay: !.:l:k of exp::<.:d prcgr:ss !J: lh: follov.·in� a.-::s of development: :og:Uth-c 
c!:velopm:1t. physi:21 d:\·:lcp=t (fin: :�."Ill r-oss motor; ir.:!uCing 'isicn am:! h::L.-ing: :orn:nu:uc:llioo 
d:ve!opc-.:n:: soc'.:lll:mctior.a! d:\1:lop:::::-.:: s:!f-r.:!p a.,c! ada?:i,·: !)-..!:a\i� 
Developmental disability: In\·otv:s an :.,ju::y o: in::pa:il)' in en: cr me:: :�.::� of iun:<jcnir.g 
io:luding: s::!Scry disabilities (a b::lt.ng ilr.pai.-m::n or a visuaJ im;:::li::::::u�. pbysi:.ll disabiliti:s (meter 
im;?:l.i.-m:nt a.-ising out o� n:u:�lcgicaJ c!:L.-nag:. c:-.hCJl=:!iC imj:ai.-::::r.:). J?C==l: a.'lc! language dis:�bili:i:s. 
c:ogniti,·: disabilities (lr.:r.:a.l :::a.r'..:1tior. ar.c 1::�.'7'.ing :!isabiliti:s). a:ul be!:a,ior disa.biliti:s. Th: condition 
is ::f:::::i to as a c!:v:!cp:o:::a.l dis�ili:y wh:: it o:::-m du:".ng :he d:v:l�::: r.:a.l years, l.:" before 
eight:::: yc::."S oi ag:. ti-.a: ::::1�· i:::::ie:: wit.� :u: i.,chidua!'s ongci:lg d:v:lc?=nt. 
Early intervention program: .� prcr...r:t d:sig:: : to :I:::: :1:: :!:\':!cj:::: :taJ n::ds oi ycu:1g chii:i-:::1 
with disabilities. P:-og:a:z may in:!ud: scm: or aJl cf :1:: followi:lg s::vi::s: 
physi:al Tn::apy o:::-JpationaJ th:."llpy 
5?=-h and language lhe:apy a.udiclogi:al s:."Vi::s 
vision Th=py 
Infant/toddler: A .:!:ill! bi:"J: :!:rough two ye;1,"S of !lge (up to but no: in:!::e!J:g th: third bi:".iday) 
Saeening: An initial. quick ::::hod of id:!ltifyi:!g d:vc:lcp=:al d:!a.ys :!:at is usually followed by 
fur.!::: :valuatiotl tc con!i:m 1!1: :!:lay. 
Serviee provider: Early int:."V:!Itica Jl=:SOnne! ::sponsible fo: p:ovisicn of c:�nsultation. :::lining of 
parents and oth::s. pa:ti:!pation in multidis::pii:-.a.;· ass:ssm::tt of :lillc!. S::vi:: ?rcvici::s in:lud: 
audiologists. nws:s, nut:iticllists. cc:upaticnal tl:::apisa. physi:al tl::�is<.s. physicians. j:sy:hclor.sts. 
so:ial wol'k:."S. sp::ial e:!u:a.tc:s. spe::ht'lango.:zg: jl:lt!lologists. \isicn sJl=:::z.lists et:. 
I 
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IC: l-3) liD) 
!C:')Cc= JJ IC: 51 fBI=ltl 
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;���-:..:::=:��;i:,:·.:o.;:-;;.,r..;:. .• -=.· :�.:-:·�·.·,: ·,� .. �; ... :� · . . �:::;.. .. �:t':':�:;.;.:.;. -·· .. .  ��: :-.-.: . . . :7 .-: .... . �.;.;.:�·-···· . ... -:" . PART :1 (To."be conipletecl_.EITHER by a pbyslc:ian .or a Clerical assistant). ·�Tbe foUowtn:·· · .:. , .. qliestioiiS are,Dtencled to ptber background .ln!ormatfon tbat relate to sen·.l.Dg'c:hlldren witb :· 
spec:lal needs. Please c:lrc:le one "respoDSe for eac:b Item and/or write your response l.a tbe bla.Dk 
DroVidetn;�.:�.�· · ·:::-=.. �.:� � ��-:r- ·"=�::.- �:···:.: ": �:-:--"·;.;�·· '"f.. ·:...;�::'?:t:o:::�'.:�::·;.::;,: .. :· :. ,.. · ·· 
IC: 61 1 • "Wbat Is the approximate number of inf"anu and toddlers (bir:h tbrougb 
c:>"o..'"\!OiDl two yearsjwith disabilities that are seeD in your practice aDDuaUy' 
(Physicians in a group practice Indicate only the number of children that 
are seen personally, SOT tot:ll seen by all physicians in practice.) 
IC:Sl 
� �Eitl 
1 = L:ss than 100 
z = 100 . 500 
3 = SOl · 1000 
4 = Mon: than 100 
2 .  What is your age group' 
1 = Young:: than 36 
: = 36 - 45 
3 = .:6 - S5 
4 = S6 • E5 
5 = Ov::- 65 
3 • What is your gende:-:' 
1 = F:malc 
2 = Male 
1:::: 9·101 4 • In what year did you graduate rrom medical school� __ 
O"R3Atll 
rcc :n S • Did you complete training in child de,·elopment or a related discipline 
,-:-�� durin& your residency' 
1 = S o 
l =  "'i:s 
1C: 1:1 6 .  What is your specialty:' 
IS!C..:W.T'tl 
1 = Family P:a.:tic: 
Z = G:ne:al P:r.i::: 
3 = Pediatrics 
IC: 13-19) 
(m'!'R,AC) 
7 .  What Is your primary p roCessional setting'! 
1 = A:ad:::U: (n:s=h> 
l = A::lde::r.i: (t::•!:.ing) 
3 = Acminist:"ativc 
4 = Cllni=I: �.i:: in grcup of lhr:: or more 
S = Clinical: solo pr.a:::i:: 
6 = Clinic21: walk·in clinic 
7 = I.oc3l b:al:h d:?ar:::::e:!l 
8 = Otb::: Specify ____________ _ 
1c: :&.:Sl 8 .  How many years have you been In your current pr.actlce'! __ _ 
("(t!Q,'IU'RA) 
1c: :11 
lcs:l�l 
9 • Are you board certified (e.g •• b�· the .4.merican Board or Pediatrics 
or the American Board oC Family Physic:ians) in your subspecialty'! 
1 = r-; o  
l = Yes 
1 0 .  Wbat Is the primary geogr.aphical area sen·ed by your pr.actice'! 
I =  Rural 
l = S ubu=ban 
3 = Urban 
u:: ::S.:Ill 1 1 .  In which county Is your primary pr.actice located? 
1Ql:1o'PMO 
2 
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IC: I I IC:nl :1 
ICC :•3! IB�al:l 
1C:: .al 1 .  Bow familiar are you 'lritb the amendment to the Individuals with 
IKSSII Disabilities Educ:ation Act (here on rd'erred to as PL 99-ISi·Part H> '! 
IC:�! 
(X.'\r�l 
IC: 61 
IK.�S�l 
IC:: 1) 
IPo'S:C! 
IC:: SI 
()�$"'.4) 
ICC91 
IK.�S:CJ 
ICC 101 
IK.'<'S".n 
1 = Fr.:!ia: with lllOSt c:nmpon::11s 
:! =  F3!:lllia: with th: thre: ccnnpor.:n:s 
c:!ir:='Jy impa:::ing a physician 
3 = He::rd about lhe law but not 
any of iiS individlW components 
ol = !'c:\O:: bc:31"d of the law 
� If' you have beard about PL 99-ISi (Part H> and are familiar with most or 
Its requirements, please lndlc::ate how you learned about It: 
a. Brcd::::-..s 
b. CoU::!T.::s 
:. Conf::::t:::s. workshops. s:::Un� 
d. Jow::al ar..icles 
t. NewsJe:::: 
!. Otl:::: Specify --------
1 : :-o; o 
1 = :-o; o  
1 = :-o; o  
1 = :S o 
1 = :So 
:! = Yes 
:! = Y:s 
:! = Y:s 
:! = Y:s 
:! = Yes 
3. Wbic:h journals do you subscribe to on a regular basis as part or your 
p rofessional development '! 
ICC: I31 a. lnft:r.:s and l'o�mg Cizildnn 1 = ::\ o  :! = Yes 
a:.�., 
ICC I.&) b. Journal of Contemporary Ptdiarria 1 = ::\ o  .2 =  Yes 
IK.'ISlbl 
ICC U) c. JoiUT'.JJ! of Pttiza."Tics 1 = ::\ o  Z = Yes 
IK..'ISl;) 
1 = ::\ o  ICC 161 d. Pttiit:r.ics :! = Yes 
�'Sldl 
ICC 11) e. OIJI::: Speclly 
IK....rSlcJ 
3 
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1c:: :n 4. Approximately bow many journal articles since 1990 have you read about PL 99· 
ct:S$.11 457 (Part H) and sel"'·ices for young children with special needs � 
1 = None 
l = 1 • S :ani:les 
3 = 6 .  10 arti::i:s 
4 = More Wll 10 articles 
ICC ::l S. \\""h:lt age group or children does Part B section of PL 99-JS; address� 
IKSSI 
ICC :3! 
u:s6>a 
ICC :'l 
IKS6bl 
IC:: ::!l 
IKS6cl 
ICC :6J 
(Y.56dl 
ICC :1) 
IKS6ca 
ICC :Sl 
O:S60 
ICC :9) 
IKS6rl 
1 = Binh tbtough :! y=."S 
2 = 2 through S ye:t.'"S 
3 = Birth lhrough S ye:us 
4 = 3 through S ye!I..'"S 
5 = Don"t l:.,ow 
6 .  According to Tennessee's definition of de,·elopmental delay. "·bat determines 
whether a child is eligible for sel"'·lces through P:srt H or PL 99.J57 � 
a. 10� d:!:z�· in one d:velopm:::::ll do:n:in l :: :-; 0 � "  "i:s 3 = :::>onot l:now 
b. 10� d:l:ay in two d:v:lop:n::ll:ll dom�s 1 ::  :-; 0 2 = Yes 3 = Donot l:now 
c.. !: � d:!�y in t"·o C.:v=lop::: :t:31 dor:Wr.s 1 = :\ o  :! = "i:s 3 = Donot bow 
t1. 40� delay in one d:v:lop=::�t:ll dom:tin 1 = :\ o  : = Y:s 3 = Donot know 
e. C'.ini::ll judp::l! �y a =:i=:!l prof:ssic:::ll 1 = � 0  : = "i:s 3 = Donot bow 
f. Oi.ci::ll jud�:n: �y a nor .. "':l::ii::ll proi:ssion:!l 1 "" � 0 : " "i:s J = Dcnot bow 
g. Dia8ftcsed m:di::!l condition 1 "" � 0 � = Yes 3 = Donat l:now 
4 
'· 
�� 
rc: JoJ 
�a I 
rc: m 
�· 
IC: !:J 
o:r.:o 
rc: m 
o:r.·· -  
rc: :>:J 
� .. 
IC: �5l 
o:s7n 
IC: �6i 
o:r.lJ 
rc::m 
lt:r.ll  
rc: m  
(Kr.i) 
rc: m 
IKSSal 
rc:.101 
IKSI�l 
rc: :n 
IKSL:I 
lC:.::� 
IKS!.::l 
rc: :s1 
IKSS:I 
rc: ::1 
o:ss:: 
rc::�1 
IKSiJJ 
rc::61 
II:Sho 
rc:.;:"l 
II:SSiJ 
9 .  
rc:�s1 
IKS9al 
ICC �9) 
CI:S9b) 
rc: 'o1 
IKS�l 
rc: !1! 
IXSi<ll 
CC: !:J 
IKS�l IC: �) 
II:SW) 
IC:�l 
IKS9SJ 
I 7 1 
7 • What are the areas identified by the American Academy or Pediatrics (l!JSSl in 
which physicians should be involved in the implementation or PL 99-4S7 (Part H) � 
a. Child ass:ssme:n 1 = N o 
b. C!illd w :ount I = N o 
c. Child fi:ld 1 = =-' o 
d. Compiii:g a :::nt:31 dir.:�ory 1 = :-o o  
e. Individ-.::ili::d Family Se:vic: Pb:l 1 = S o 
!. P::sonn:! d:,·elopm:nt 1 .. � 0  
g .  P:oc:dc:� safeguards 1 = S o 
h. Public a��o·a:·:ocss 1 = N o 
i. R:!c::':lh :c c:lrly int::ve:uion progr:ur.s 1 = S o 
8. What pl:u:es a child at risk ror developmental delays� 
a. Diagnosed medic:d condition 1 = S o 
b. E:onom.i::dly disadvaotag:d families 1 = � 0  
:. Fa.ih:r: to thrive 1 = =-: o  
d. !..arg: i=iiics 1 = S o 
e. Lo�· bi:".ll weight 1 = S o 
f. �tinori:y !:�.-cilics 1 = S o 
" Pr:::l:!lr.:.'"i:y 1 = � o �· 
h. Sin$1: ?:.-:nt families 1 = S o 
L T e::: :no:.'l::s 1 = ?' 0 
Based on research studies what strategies are , .. •ner:!lh· 
children with developmental delays ? 
a. Clini:3! examinations 1 = =' o  
b. Cllni::!.l judgm:."1ts 1 = N o 
c. D:velop:n:nt:d assessments 1 = � 0  
d. D:velopm:nt:d s..--re:nings 1 = :-; o  
:. Mat::r.al histories 1 = S o 
!. Obs:.-.-ations 1 = � o 
g. Pa::n� J":?OrtS 1 = :-; o  
s 
Z = Y:s 
l = Y:s 
Z = Yes 
Z = Yes 
2 = Yes 
2 = Yes 
2 = Yes 
Z = Yes 
2 = Yes 
z = Y:s 
Z = Yes 
Z = Y:s 
! = Y:s 
2 = Y�s 
l = Y:s 
l = Y:s 
: = Y:s 
l = Y:s 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Donot knoi· 
3 = Donat know 
3 =  Donot bow 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Dcnot know 
3 = Donot lcno�· 
3 = Dcnot know 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Donot kDow 
3 = Donot kDow 
3 = Donot kno��o· 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Donat kn0\11 
3 = Donat know 
3 = Donat l:no�· 
3 = Donat lcnow 
3 = !>c::ot lc."1ow 
dTteth·e when identi!,inJ: 
2 = Yes 3 = Donot know 
2 = Y�s 3 = Donot l:now 
l = Y:s 3 = Donat k:low 
l = Y:s 3 = Don't kno�· 
2 = Y:s 3 = Donat l:no�· 
� = Yes 3 = Donat l:now 
Z = Yes 3 = Dcnot iaiO'II." 
"" 
\ ... i:i 
I 
1 o .  
ICC .$ 
CK.SlDaa 
te: :6• 
!KSIIIl>l 
fCC !':) 
!KSIIIcl 
rCC!BI 
CK.SIDIIl 
!CC!9! 
IKSIOol 
ICC 60! 
CK.SIO!l 
!CC 61} 
IKSIOIJ 
""hen there is a reason to suspect that a r:bild may have a developmenu.l delay, 
what are the areas In wbicb screening is recommended' 
a. Cognith-c �\-clopm::u 1 = So Z = Y:s 
b. H:3ring 1 = S o 2 = Y:s 
c:. Sc!f·h:ip sl:ills 1 = So Z = Yes 
d. Sor:ial-e."'Ictional d..-veiop:r.:::t 1 = S o 2 = Yes 
e. Spe--Mang-.:age d..-veiop:r.:::t 1 = S o Z = Y:s 
f. Physi:al d:ve!cpm::u 1 = S o 2 = Y:s 
g. Vision 1 = S o Z = Y:s 
·1 7 2 
1 1 .  ""hen is It ad\·isable to perform de\·elopmenu.t screenings should be performed on 
children at risk ror developmental delays' 
ICC 6::1 
IKSIIal 
ICC �I 
IKSII�i 
fCC 6:• 
IKSII:: 
ICC �• 
rKS:I41 
IC:C 66i 
rKS:Jrl 
(C:- 6':'"t 
!KS:tn 
a.. A.'"Uiually 
b. Eve::y 2·3 months 
� On pare:ual �::u:st 
d. \\"h:: u :hlld rums :wo 
e. \\ "h::1 c:on::::s arise 
f. V. "b::ni.-::  pe::nitS 
1 = So Z = Yes 
1 = S o 2 = Yes 
1 = S o 2 = Y:s 
1 = So : = Y:s 
1 = S o ! = ·::s 
1 = S o Z = Yes 
rcc 6B; 1 2 .  How often do you (or a nurse practitioner) screen children during well baby 
IPSS::J \"isits' 
1 = Never 
Z = Oc::tSionaJiy 
3 = Regularly 
6 
� 
r. 
,..:.: 
·I 7 3 
1 3 .  Arter saeenings are eompleted and significant developmental delays identined, 
whieh of the following procedures are recommended to be good praetices:' 
cc: 691 a. fur.!:::: :v:llualion should be r=omm:nd 1 = S o  2 = Y cs 3 = Oonot knoW 
CI:S:la1 in t!:: a.-:3 of d:!ay. 
cc:�J 
O:S:ldl 
CC: IHc=ll cc:: :-31 !811111'.) 
b. h-::: should be aC\is:C to wait anc! s� if 
the :!:il:l outpows :h: C....ovdopm::ual delay. 
c. Pa.-::::s should be g:iv:o suggestions 
n:gr'..ing things they can do 10 help th:lr 
c!lilc!.'s d:velopm:::t. 
d. Pa.-:::tS should be !rive:: :h: :�am: of aneth:: 
pa..-:::1: ��oi:h a child M\'ing si:r.ilar alndition. 
c. Re!c..-::1 should be mad: 10 ao ear!v 
int::·•e:::ion prop:un. • 
1 = S o 2 =  Yes 3 = Donot bow 
1 = S o 2 = Yes 3 = Donot bow 
1 "' S o :!. = Y:s 3 = Oo::�ot k.'"loW 
1 = S o 2 ::  Yes 3 = Donot bo�A.· 
rc: .&J U .  According PL 99-157 (Part H), how soon should a physician make a referral to 
rJ:S:o&l an early intervention program after a child is known to be at risk Cor 
developmental delays ! 
IC:: $1 
Cl'S:.Sal 
IC:6l 
cPmbl 
CC: 7) 
Cl'S!5;J 
rc:: s1 
CPSUcll 
cc:: 91 
(l'SI,cl 
IC: 101 
1!'$150 
rc: 11 1  
CPSI,JJ 
1 = :! wo:klng days 
.:! = On: ��o·e:k 
3 = !S ��o-o:klng da�'S 
4 = 0::: oonth 
5 = R:!:::a! not r:quir:d 
6 = !)on': k.'"low 
1 5 ,  What are the strategies that you commonly use in your daily practice to identify 
children with de,·elopmental dela�·s:> 
b. ·Ciini::ll judgm:niS 
C. D:v:!opm::ltal W:SS."'lC!I!S 
c. D:v:lopm:nlal s==!lings 
(. Mar::nal histories 
g. Obs=-ations 
h. Par::nal repons 
7 
1 = So 
1 = So 
1 = S o 
1 = !-i o  
1 = S o 
1 = S o 
1 = So 
2 = Y:s 
2 = Yes 
2 = Yes 
:! = Y:s 
:!. = Yes 
:!. = Yes 
2 = Yes 
0 -
':� \• 
f 
·1 7 4 
1 6 . What Is (are) the problems th:lt you race in identlf�ing chfidren with de,·elopment:al 
delays' 
ICC 1:1 
�S16al 
IC� Ill 
IPSS1 6bl 
IC:: 1.&1 
IPSS16cl 
ICC UI 
(PSS16dl 
a. l..3:k of ti::: 
b. U::k of C"ai.::ing 
c. No1 c:oncmi=Ily fe:so:bie 
d. Oth::: Specify --------
1 = :-; o  2 = Yes 
Z = Yes 
2 = Yes 
I7. What are the areas in which you (or a nurse practitioner) typically perform 
development:al screenings' 
ICC 191 
(PS:7al 
1cc :o1 
CPS1 1bl 
tcc :n 
(PSiiel 
CC:: I 
(PSiidl 
ICC�I 
IPSiiel 
IC:: :'1 
CPSI�tl 
cc� �� 
CPSI711 
I S .  
IC:: :$1 
I!'SS!Ial 
(�� ::') 
(PNSI Sbl 
ICC :Sl 
(PSSikl 
ICC :91 
(P:O."SIS41 
cc:: 301 
IPSS I 5cl 
cc:: l1l 
IPSSISO 
(C:: l:) 
(l'SSISC) 
ICC "l u .  
CPSI91 
a. Cognitive 1 = :-; o  2 = Yes 
b. Hc:�.-ing I = N o 2 = Yes 
c. Physic:ll 1 = !' o  :! = Yes 
d. SeiC·he!p 1 = :" o  2 = Yes 
e. Spe::illl:�t�g-.:ag: 1 = :" o  1 = Y:s 
f. Soci:11-e:notior.:11 1 = :" o  2 = Yes 
g. Vision I =  :" o  2 = Yes 
Wb:at type of conditionis) are usu:ally present in the inCanlltoddler when you 
make a referral to an e:arly inten·ention progr:amZ 
a. Bir.h weight less tlw: � !b. S o:. 1 = :o.; o  2 = Yes 
b. Cong::Uw abno::r.:di:::s I = :" o  2 = Yes 
c. He:�o:ingt\isu:ll im;:ai..-:::::11 1 = :o.; o  2 = Yes 
d. M:�:3! f::lgility 1 = :o.; o  2 = Yes 
e. Physi� i.r:lpair.I:::Il 1 = :o.; o  2 = Yes 
f. P:::naru:i:y 1 = :o.; o  2 = Yes 
g. Othe:: Specify --------
What Is the typical time fr:ame that you adhere to when making rererr:als to 
early intervention progr:amsZ 
1 = 2 working days 
z = On: \\"tck 
3 = 15 working days 
4 = One month 
S = Don"t make a ref:� 
8 
,. · :.t  
.�· 
( 
2 0 .  What is (are) the common difiiculty(ies) that you race when making referrals:' 
IC� J61 
IPNS:O.I 
cc::: J71 
CPSS:Obl 
IC�lll 
IPNS:Oc:J 
IC::: l91 
11':\'S:MJ 
a. La:k of tire: to make lhe refeml 
b. Lack of knowledge about com:nunity 
resour::s 
c. Lack of cxpcttis= in making a rcic.-..d 
d. Q-"'1::: Specify ---------
1 =  � 0  
1 = N o 
1 = � 0  
2 = Yes 
2 = Yes 
2 = Yes 
2 1 .  \\"bat procedure(s) do you typically follow after a significant delay is noted:' 
(C::: 43) a. Funh:� evaluation is recomm..-nd 1 = No 2 = Yes 
CPS: I a I in the a:= of �y 
(��� b. P:u::lts arc advised to wait and sec if 1 = �0 2 = Yes 
cPS:Ibl the child outgrows the d=vclopm:ntal delay 
ICC "51 
IPS:I;l 
c. Par:.,tS arc given suggestions 1 = �o 2 = Yes 
rcr---:!ing thiDgs they c:m do to belp the child 
cc::: <16) 
IPS:Idl 
d. P=ntS arc gi\'cn the name of anoth= 1 :;  � 0  2 = Yes 
par:.,t "itb a c.':ild ba'ing similar condition 
IC::: "'n 
a>s::c) 
c. �!::::1!5_ = mad: to an e:u-ly 1 "' � 0 2 = Yes 
mtc. .... -enuon prog:'31ll 
cc:: .;a, : 2. How familiar are you with the lndh"idualized family Scr"·ice Plan 
CK."S::l (IFSP) :' 
1 = �ot far.Uliar at all 
2 = Somewhat famili:�r 
3 = V::y far.illi:�r 
rc::: "91 2 3 .  What is the philosophical principle that go,·erns tbe implementation of 
CKS""JI an IFSP:' 
1 = C!lild is the prima.-y focus 
2 = .Family is the fO:..IS 
3 = Professionals :u-e the focus 
9 
•·. '· 
.} 
( 
1 7 6 
2 4 .  What issues are addressed in an IFSP meeting! 
rc:::: ,o; a. Cnu�·s n::ds 1 ::: !\ o  Z = Yes 3 = Donot know 
IXS':4aJ 
cc:::: Sll b. Fa::lily's :cn:e.-::s 1 = !\ o  l = Yes 3 = Donot lei�-..· 
IKS::-'bl 
CC:::: S:l c. F3l:tii�' s n:::S 1 = S o Z = Yes 3 = Donot bow 
ucs:"', 
IC:: !ll d. F:m:ily's ::sour::s 1 =  S o  Z = Y:s 3 = Ocnot know 
UCS2.&41 
(C:C: .S:J e. r:unily's p:io:iti:s 1 = S o Z = Yes 3 = Oonot lclow 
IKS:�l 
rc:: !51 f. Se:vi:: p:o\·id::'s :on::::ns 1 = !'ll o l c  Yes 3 = Dooot know 
IXS':4n 
rc:: 56J g. 5::-.·i:: ?rovid::'s needs 1 = S o Z = Yes 3 = Dooot know 
IKS:4SJ 
h. 5::-.·i:: p:ovic!::·s priorities rc:c: �� 1 = N o Z = Yes 3 = Oooot know 
IKS:"hl 
cc:: n1 z S .  How many limes in the past five years ha,·e you been ln,·ited to attend an IFSP 
IP!'Is-"...S1 meeting! 
1 = !\on: 
! = 1 - � ti�.:s 
3 = 6 • 10 ti:::es 
4 = Mor: :l::u: I 0 :ir.:es 
rc:: '91 Z 6 .  How many lFSP meetings have you attended In the past [h·e yenrs� 
Cl'SS::5) 
(C::: 601 
I�'S:7al 
rc:::: 61J 
Cl'SS:':b) 
iC:C 6:1 
II'SS:7cl 
ICC: 63) 
Cl'SS:idl 
1 = !\o::: 
Z = I · S :±::: s 
3 = 6 • 10 :±::::s 
4 = !1-lo:: :l::u: l 0 :i.-:: s 
Z 'i .  If you were invited to attend an IFSP meeting, but '�'·ere unable to attend. p lease 
st:�te the common reason(s) for not attending! 
b. u:l: oilclo�;l:dg: about IF5P 
c. U:l: oi fin3."l::a! :cooezation to ar.::ld 
lbe IF5P ::::::ing • 
d. Oth::: Specify ---------
1 0  
1 =  S o  
1 = So 
1 = S o 
:! = Yes 
Z = Yes 
Z = Y:s 
j 
· 1 7 7 
rc: 5:• � 8 .  How familiar are you with Tennessee's Early Inter'\·ention System (T£IS) before 
O:."S:S: participating in the research stud�·:' 
1 = :-;o: f=iii:�r with it :a: all 
:! = r:a:::l.Ea: oniy wi:h th: n:�:r.: TE:S 
3 = r:u:lilia: with it to soc: :.'tt=:\1 
4 = r:l:".ilir with :nos: oi iiS s::!"\·i;:s 
IC: �! : 9 .  What bas been the extent or your involvement with TEIS (e.g_ calling Cor 
rPss:9• information, malting referrals):' 
1 = So: involved 
3 = V:.·y in\'olved 
3 0. What kind or contact(s) ba,·e you bad \\ith TElS starr '! 
rc: 661 :I. t.:�-·· 1 = :So 
IPSSJOII 
IC: �� b. P::s:n2! eon� 1 = � 0  
II'SS"lOlll 
<C:: 61, c. T:l:�hon: 1 = � 0  
I!'SSlOc: 
cc: 691 d. Ot:: :: Specify 
:l'SSl:ldl 
31. Ha,·e you e,·er contacted TEIS for the following reasons:' 
tC: ':'�\ 
IPSS�!ao 
IC:: 711 
l!'SSWtl 
t:: 7:) 
IPSSJ I:I 
b. Tc s::l: inform:uioo about a child 
:. To s::l; Wormatioo about se!"\·i::s 
rc: �I d. 0:.':::: Specify ----------
IPSSlldl 
11:::: ��� J Z .  Wbat age group of children does TEIS serve? 
11:s�:1 
1 = Bl:'.h :hrough 2 ye:�..-s 
:% = Bi:".h t.'u"ough S yc::lrS 
3 = 2 to S yc:�..-s 
4 = 3 to S ye:lr"S 
5 = Donot l:now 
I I 
1 = � 0  
1 .. � 0  
1 = � 0  
� = Yes 
:! = "ic:s 
:! = Yes 
:! = Yes 
� = Yes 
:! = Yes 
•·. :. 
:,§ 
I 
IC:: I) ! C�11Ul 
ICC :.3) cBiril 
3 3 .  On what basis are families eligible for free se!"'·ic:es through TEISZ 
ICC�l 
l�lal 
IC:: :1 
CKSllbl 
CCC 6) 
1"-Sllel 
a. F:mliiy"s annual income 
b. Tc::n�·s d=5nition of 
d:\�cpmenl:li d:!ay 
c. Age of th: child 
1 = ::-: o  : = Yes 
1 = S o ! = Yes 
1 = S o ! = Yes 
· I 7 8 
3 = Dono: l;:lov• 
3 = Dcnot k.'IOW 
3 = Donot !;now 
3 -' .  What sel"'·ices an be pro,·ided t o  families with special needs children through 
TEISZ 
(C: � a. Coordination of sc."\ic:s 1 = :'ll o ! = Yes 
CKSJ.I.ai 
b. Counseling services 1 = ::-: o  ! = Yes !CC II IKS�bl 
c. Oi.-::: =."'y intc:vc:ttion se:vi= 1 = :\ o  ! = Yes ICI ,�. 
d. F:n=..--!a! assist:u::e 1 = S o rc:: 101 ! = Yes 1):$�1 
c. lnfor:nation 1 = S o ICC I ll ! = Yes (K$�1 
(. 1\I!."Slng sc:vi::s I =  S o  2 = Yes rc:: ::1 IKS::O:n 
1 = S o ICC !31 g. Rc:e� ! = Yes rKS::.:;l 
b. S:::c::i:lg and assessr.:c:tt 1 = S o ! = Yes �== •:l O:S�M 
H .  In what ways does TEIS help physicians Sel"'·e children with special 
rc:: !�l a. Con:iu:: d:\·:!o;:mcn� s.--::enings 1 = S o 2 = Y:s cKS:!5aJ 
b. �1:!.ke ::!::::Us 10 e:!rly in�-.-cntion 1 = S o ! = Yes CCC 161 
CKSJ3b) prog:a.'llS 
ICC 171 c. Provide information 1 = S o ! = Yes rKSl5•l 
d. P�omou: p::solll'.:l cleveiopment 1 =  ::-: o  rc:: 111 ! = Yes 
(K$:!541 c. Pro\id: finan:ial :e::nbu.""SC=nt 1 = S o ! = Yes CCC !91 
rKS:!!cJ of physicians' time 
ICC :OJ f. Re;:::sent a physician at an IFSP 1 = S o ! = Yes rKS!!O 
. · :..:{ .":· "'�'.; . TlL-L''K YOt!! Plwe re�rn survey in the enclosed ·envelope. �-- .. __ ' . - .- . . . . · . . ·. 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Dooot know 
3 = Dono: bow 
3 = Dono: bow 
3 = Oonot know 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Donct knov.-
3 = Dono: bow 
needs� 
3 = Dono: knov.· 
3 = Dono: know 
3 = Donot know 
3 = Dcnot i:.'IOW 
3 = Don:n knov.· 
3 = Donat know 
�-r· p 
( 
1 • Bow woul� you r:ate the clarity of information presented i.D the information 
packet� (ctrcle O!''E response) 
1 .  
ex::!l:::at • . • • . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . • .  1 
good . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • . 2 
f:tir • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • 3 
poor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
Bow would you r:ate the clarity or information presented Ia the video· 
tape� (circle O�'E response) 
cx::!le:tt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
good . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . • • . . . . . • • l 
f::�.ir • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
poor • • • • . • • . • . . • • • . • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . • •  4 
2 .  Was the information presented i.D the video-tape helpful:' (circle O�'E 
response) 
ve:y helpful • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 
somewhat heloful • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Z 
not helpful • : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
3 • Was it con,·enient for you to view the video· tape ? 
v::v COD\"C::icnt • •  , , , . • • •  , • • . • • •  , . • •  • • •  , • • • . • .  1 
so:i:"·h�t C:lDVC!lie::t • • • • •  , • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  l 
cot conve::ient • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
4 • Bow would you have preferred to rec:ein this information:' (RAXK the 
methods from 1 to 10) 
:\IETBOD 
video·tapes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • • • • • 
audio-tapes • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  • • • • • • • _ 
pe�c:'ll:lJ C:OIIl:IC:t , , • , • • •  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -m.i1IllD!S , • • • • • •  , • • • • • •  , , • • • •  , • • •  • • • • • • •  -
g:;�.nd ·rounds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ 
rerioa:�l se:niaars . • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • • . • • • . · • • 
:mDU:l! pedi:ll:ic =!upt= :n:e:il:g ci:vot::!. to ::m� mt::"V::con • • •  
loc:ll workshops • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • •  • • •  • • • 
journal anicle • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
s:u::Mlctt:r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ 
other (please spe::ify) --------------
1 7 9  
( 
S .  In what arus would you want to receive more inf'ormation ? {circle your 
p references) 
PL 99�5i . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . • . 1 
l'tli:s :111:! ::spo11Sibilitics of pbysic!:m jlC::"..licin5 to 11:: l:tw • • • • 2 
iC?O:>:u:::: of early intc:-ve:uioa • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 
T:::�:ss::·s Early Inte.--vcntioa Systc:n • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  4 
c:Yciol!c:c:lt:ll sc::e:::iag • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S 
�s\-:!loio2i=l :ISs:ssm::ns of iai:���tsltoddlc:s :���c !lie!: i:l.l:liii:s • • 6 
cc!=::::�=ting dcvclopmcnt:ll conc�::IS to �=ilics : • • • • • • • 7 
p�uc::pnv:nc co:nmumty resour:: s 111 =rly mt::-vc:::Joc • • • • • • 8 
pr;:,\•isiots of Pt. 99...:5; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 9 
oc:: (pi::.s: spe:'.fy) --------------
We would appreciate any additional comment.s: 
" 1 8 0 
1 8 1  
APPENDIX E 
Definition of Terms 
i 
Definitions of Terms 
Kno·.dedge is defmed in the study as physicians' unde:st:�nding and 
awareness of the following: (a) P:II't H component of Individuals v.·ith 
Dis:1bili:.ies Education Act (IDEA) (referred to as Public L:�w 99-.:!i in the 
questionnaire), in parJcul:J.t three of the fourteen components of the l:1w 
that we:e identified by the Aine:ican Academy of Pe:llat.;;s in 1 9SS: (b) 
roles and responsibilities of physicians as related to the law whi:!l include 
e:u-ly identific:�tion of children with developmental delays. refe�ng 
children with developmental delays to e:�.tly intervention prog�s. and 
participating in the development of tbe Individualized Family Sc:�·ice Pl:1n 
(!FSP); (c) import:mce of e:1rly intervention. and (dl services provided to 
families with spe:ial needs children through Tennessee's E:�rly 
Intervention System (TEIS).  
A ttirude is  defined in the study as physicians' tendency to f:I\'Or or 
disfavor the following: (a) en:�cuner.t of P:�rt H component of lndh·ic!u:�ls 
wi:h Disability Edu::atioo A:: (IDEA) :�nd funding of the s�te 'lldde ?:ut H 
prog:am: (b) responsibilities of physicians tow:J.tds serving chiid:en with 
spe:lal needs \\'hi:h include, :egul:�r screening of all chlic!ren. e:�rly refe::-:�1 
of children identified to e:J.tly intervention progr:�ms. and par.idpating in 
the developme:ll of the IFSP; (:) impor::�n:: of e:1rly intervention. :md (d) 
s:�·i::es provided to families witb spe:i:�l needs chlidren through TEIS. 
Prac:ice is defined in the study as the frequency of engag::nent of 
physicians in activities that relate to !heir unde:st:mding of: (a) P:�."t H 
component of Individuals with Dis:�bilities Education A:: (IDEA). in 
parJcul:J.t · three of the fourteen components of the l:�w th:1t we�: id::1tiiied 
by tbe Americ:m Academy of Pediatrics inl988; (b) roles and 
responsibilities of physici:ms as rel:�ted to the law that include e::!y 
ide:uification of c:llildren with developmental delll�·s. refe::ing :!Jildren 
with developmental delays to e:1rly intervention progr:uns. :�nd 
participating in the development of the IFSP; (c) import:�nc: of e:II'ly 
intervention, and (d) services provided to families with special needs 
children through Tennessee's E:�.tly Inte:vention System (TEIS). 
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APPENDIX F 
Correspondence 
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iennessee's !:any lntervenuon System 
1215 W. Cumoenand Ave. 
Name 
Address 
Septe:nber 8. 1 99.! 
Oe!IC Dr. 
Room 402 · Jessie Hams Bla;. 
Knoxville, TN 37996-1900 
(615) 974-2838 
You willingness to p:ll'tlc!p:u: in the rr:se:ll'ch proje:t "Physicians and the 
E:�rly lntervenrion S yst::n • is gr::t ly appre:i:tted. Enclosed you will find a 
packet containing infor:n:ction about PL 99-0:Si. the roles and 
respocsibilities of physici:ms with respe:t to this law. the importance of 
e:u-ly intervention. and Tennessee's E:ll'ly lnter".·ention System (TEIS). Also. 
a video-tape and the Physicians' Knowledge and P;;:�ctice Questionnaire :�re 
enclosed. 
l ne viewing ti::le of the ::p: is :�pproxim:te!y 30 minutes. You can w:u:!l 
the Upe whe�:"e� vou :hoes:. Please re:ne:nbe: not to discuss vour 
impressions of the · writt::l materials or video-up: with othe:s. • 
p:II'ticul:u'ly coUe:gues. You m:y watch the up: as m:tny times as you 
wish. Also. this upe is for you to keep as an :.:pression of our 
appr::iation for your \\'ilii::gness to take the time to p:cr:icipate in the 
srudy. You have two weeks to view the upe and to compiete the 
cuestionn:Ure. P!::cse re:u:-n the cues:ionn:Ur: in the en::losed self 
�ddressed envelope by Septembe'r :!!, 199-1. 
I hope the written m:ct::ials and video-t:cpe :�r: tnror:native and help 
:nswer some of the questions that you may have had about PL 99-JSi :1.nd 
local services for young children with special needs. I en:ou::cge you to 
contact me if you ne:d further clarification about infonn:ttion present::! in 
the upe. I can be rea::hed at (615) 9i4-:838. 
Thank you ve:y :nu:h for pa:ti:ipating in the sruciy! 
Sinc:rely. 
Fathima Humc::-:c. Se:vi:: Coordinator 
Tennessee's Early Inte:ve:�tion Syste:n 
:_=:·. ·� .. 
( 
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iennessee's Early lmei'Vllnt•on System 
1215 W. Cumterla� Ave. 
;;;�om 402 • Jess•e Hams Sic;. 
Name 
Ad dress 
S eptember 8. 199.! 
Dear Dr. 
Knoxville. TN 37996-1 900 
(615) 974-2838 
Your u·illing:�:ss to par.tclpate in the study is greatly appre:latecl. 
Enclosed you u·ill find the Physicians' Knowled!!e and Practice 
Questionnaire to cocpie:e and re:um. Ple:se c�mple:e and return the 
questionnaire by September 22, 1 99-1. 
Once the qu:s:!or.nci:: is re:u.-ned. I will fo:"l1·ard to you a pa:ket 
con::Uning info::n:n!on about PL 99-.!57, the roi:s a::d ::sponsibiiities of 
phvsicians v.:i:h resoe::: to the !:lw. the impo�:mce of e:�:l" interve:ttion 
and Tennessee's Erly Inte:ve:�tion Sym::n (TEIS). In addi.tion. you will 
receive a COO\' of the TEIS Resource Dire:to:"\' con::Unin!! information about 
the \'a.-ious ��ccu:U:y resources available to· chilere::t ��.:ith spe:!al needs: 
and information about s:ve:-3.! assessment ir.s:.-·uments th:ll can be used to 
identifv children bi�h throu!!h two wi:h d:velooce:J.:al d:!avs. On 
completion of t.ie study you ·also will recei"e a 'sumca.'"Y or "the results. 
If you shouid ha\'e any questions about the questiocnaire. please feel free 
to c:ontac:: me at (615) 974-1838.  
Thank you very much for participating in the study� 
Sincerely. 
Fathima Hume:a. Se:vice Coordinator 
Te::tnesse:'s Early Int::vc:ntion System 
. .. 
�jj 
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Tennessee's Eany ln:ervent•cn Sysl&m 
�2,5 W. Cum:enanc Ave. 
Name 
.o\ddre s s  
D:ne 
Der Dr. 
Rccm 4C2 • Jessie Hams 9tc;. 
Knoxville, TN 37996-1 900 (615) 97"-2!38 
This le::e: is to le: you know that I have not re::eived a :ompie:ed 
"Ph�·si::l:ms' K:lowledge. P:a:::ic:e. a.'ld Attitude Questionnaire". I :�.m 
enc:!csing anothe:- c:opy of the questionnaire for you to c:oc?lete a.'ld re:u:-:1 
in t!le eve:u that you misplaced the original. It is very icpor�t that I 
r:::eh·e t.ie qu:s:ion::ai:-: by October 10. 199�. If you cave aireacy 
r::u:-n:d Lie ques:ion;:::i::. please disregard this notice. 
Tha:tk _you. 
Sincerely. 
Fathi:::.a Humera. Se:vi::e Coordinator 
Tennessee's E!!:ly Inte:"V:;::ion Syst::n 
.·. 
-� 
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Tennessee's 5..any lmervemicn S)'S".e:n 
12�! W. Cum!lenan::: Ave. 
Name 
Add:ess 
Date 
De:ll' Dr. 
Room .:02 - Je5a�e Harris ate;. 
K.'l:;xviUe, TN 379�1900 
(615) 974-2�8 
Thank �·ou very much for t:lking the tim:: to paruc:pate in the studv. 
Enclosed you will find a copy of the T:::nocsse::'s E:�rly Intervention System 
(TEIS) Resource Directory as well as an ar.id:: about screening instrUments 
that can used to identity young c!lild:en with development:�! de!:�ys. A 
summ:uy of the results of t.ie study will be m:Liled to you once the d:�:a 
analysis is completed. 
I hope the enclosed inio:matlon is heipf:J! to you :IS you con:inue to 
se:ve children with disabilities. P!e!lse :on:a::: TE!S ii �·ou need :�dditional 
information about se:vic:s that are 3\':li!abic for young ::!liidren with 
special needs. or if you need assis::m:: with pc:for::1ing development:!! 
sc;:enings on children th:lt you s:.:spe:: :ll'e at-:isk for development:�! 
delays. If you h:�ve id:nti:ied chiic::n with or :u-r!sk for developmen:!ll 
dcl:�ys. I hope you will consider ref:::ir.g t.�::n to TE!S so that the 
ne:ess:�ry e:�.r!y inte:vcndon s:!'\'i:::s ::m be :�r::ng:c!. 
Ve:y g:at:fully you:s. 
F:�thima Humera. Se:,·ic: Coordinator 
Tennessee's E:�rly Intervention Sys::::t 
·' ::·. -.� 
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APPENDIX G 
Evaluation of the Information Package 
Evaluation of the Video-tape/Information Packet 
Number of physicians who watched the video =1 9 
Number of physicians who completed the form =18 
1 • Was the information presented in the brochure clear? 
No of responses 
Ratinq (N=18) Percentage (%) 
Excellent 4 22.22% 
Good 1 1  61 . 1 1 %  
Fair 3 1 6.67% 
Poor 0 0.00% 
2 • Was the I nformation presented in the video-tape clear? 
No of responses 
Rating (N=18) Percentaqe (%) 
61 . 1 1 %  
Excellent 1 1  
27.78% 
Good 5 
1 1 . 1 1 % 
Fair 2 
0.00% 
Poor 0 
3 . Was the information presented in the video-tape helpful? 
No of responses 
Ratinq (N=18) 
Very Helpful 9 
Somewhat Helpful 6 
Not Helpful 3 
4 .  Was it convenient to watch the tape? 
No of Responses 
Ratinq (N=18) 
Convenient 8 
Somewhat Convenient 
6 
Not Convenient 4 
Percentaqe (%) 
50.00% 
33.33% 
1 6.67 % 
Percentaqe (%) 
44.44% 
33.33% 
22.22% 
1 8 9 
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5 .  In what areas would you like to receive more information? 
Ratino I No of Responses (N:1 8) Percentaoe (%) 
Developmental Screenincs I 12 66.67% 
Psvcholooical assessments I 1 ,  61 . 1 1 %  
Communicating I developmental concerns with 9 50.00% oarents 
Community resources in early I 9 50.00% intervention 
Roles and responsibilities I pertaining to the law 5 27.78% 
Tennessee's Early I 5 27.78% Intervention Svstem 
PL 99·457 I 2 1 1 .1 1 %  
Importance of Early 2 1 1 . 1 1 %  
Intervention 
Provisions of PL 99·457 I 2 1 1 . 1 1 %  
1 9 0 
1 9 1 
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